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NOTA-
1. Abbreviations used in the text are to be found in their

complete formsin Appendix 4, pp. 377f.

2. All books mentioned in the references and bibliography are
first-edition London texts, unless otherwise stated.

3. The references aim to reproduce the exact wording cf the
publication. Hence an author's surname will sometimes be
followed by initials only, sometimes by a forename and
initials. But where a title contains no capitals, except
(usually) for the first word, the customary procedure of
including capitals is followed.

4. There is a general preference in the text for lower cruB
letters, as in broad terms such as 'science' and 'education'.
Where such terms are used to denote school, college or Universi:ty
academic subjects, capitals are used. Where 'Syllabus' refers
to an Agreed Syllabus a capital would be given.

5. There is also a preference for the avoidance of the hyphen.
Some nouns are consistently used as adjectives, especially
'school', and two adjectives would only unusually be hyphenated.

6. Words of foreign origin are underlinedv unless they are deemed
to have passed sufficiently into the language as to make this
unnecessary. 'Questionnaire' is underlined as a word of
foreign origin, not for purposes of emphasis.

7. The term '~.' is used to refer to the immediately
preceding reference. 'Op. Cit.' refer's to the reference
not immediately preceding but contained in the same set of
chapter references.
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SUMMARY

The History of Post-war Religious Education, with Particular
Reference to the Relationship between Religious and Moral
Education. A Study in Pluralism.

Norman Arthur Richards I

The study opens with an examination of the theory and practice of
Religious and Moral Education in the forties. Special attention
is given to the view, reaching back into the nineteenth century,
that Religious Education and Moral Education were to be equated.

From this base in monism the subsequent course of RME into
increasing complexity, differentiation and plurality is analysed.
Particular attention is given to the emergence of ME as an
autonomous exercise, and to the relationship of RE both to a
secular rational educational philosophy and to a multi-faith
society. Advocacy of these positions began in the forties, and
reached a convincingly argued case in the seventies. The major
curriculum-development schemes in RE and ME in the seventies were
said to operate on 'complementarity' as the best way of viewing
the relationship between the two areas. But the teaching material
implied that complementarity meant parallel practice rather than
interaction. It will be argued in this thesis that such a
position may be an over-reaction against the former view of
equation between RE and ME. There may be a better way of seeing
the relationship so as to allow for mutually beneficial intersection.

This argument is not advanced primarily on empirical grounds, but
a research-scheme in 1983 among Sheffield, Derbyshire and Notting-
hamshire teachers and headteachers gave encouragement to pursue
the notion of an intersecting RE/ME, with possible benefits
to Personal and Social Education.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION: Incipient Pluralism

1.1. OPENING ASSUMPTIONS

i. This study will begin with three assumptions. One, the
'religious difficulty', customaril~ viewed as two-sided, has
a th.ini aspect in the relationship between RE and ME. Two, RE
and ME intersect by reason of the nature of both. Three, the
mere fact of plurality of religious and moral systems does not
in itself constitute pluralism. Evidence will then be presented
in a historical format to show that these notions are more than
assumptions, as the course of post-war RME is charted, from
early recommendations for mODism to later proposals for
pluralism. The criteria upon which selection from the quite
considerable historical data is made are as follows. One,
What light do the sources throw upon the nature of the relationship
between RE and ME? Two, what can be ascertained about the
implication. for RME from the changing social and political
conditions of the period? Three, what evideace is there for
changing attitudes among youagpeople to moral val.e., and how
~tild. this effect the relationship betweea RE and ME? FoUl:'t iIi what
w~ might the study hay. something positiv.. aad usetul to s~
in the present decade·? Although this investigation i8 Dot
intended as a study in moral philos.phy, it is DeTertheleS8
aware of the strictures of the naturalistic fallaoy, aad
recogDise. that to examine what has taken place in the course
of post~war RME m~ incwr some ought/i. problems and difficulties.
It is, however, intended as a historiographical study, focus i••
OD England, and cOBcentrat1aa OD the relatioaship between RE and ME.
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ii. Of the three assumptions in the previous paragraph the
first two have immediately recognisable connections, but the third
may not relate so clearly to the others. Its prime function is
contextual clarificatio~ to help towards coherence in presenting
the historical data and towards greater sharpnes6 in selecting
and analysing those data. The coming study will.setout the faD..owing
case. In the forties the view of ME as synonymous with RE rested
on a philosophical rationale as well as upon favourable social
circumstances. But this rationale omitted to examine the
implications for an equated RE and ME if pluralism and seeularism
were to gain ascendancy. Also, it was not appreciated that to
appeal to democracy as an important element in RME's justification
was to employ an argument which in the end could tell against
equation. As changes in society and in educational theory forced
re-appraisal and adaptation upon RME, so pressure mounted for a
separation of Moral Education from Religious Education. Total
severance was advocated by very few. Even so, the practical
outcome of separation could be total severance. It will be
maintained that the curriculum-development in RE and ME during the
seventies by the Schools Council went too far in the direction of
severance, thereby running counter to the Council's own view of the
nature of the two areas. It will be argued that the term used to
describe the relationship - that of 'complementarity' - might need
replacing with a stronger word, such as 'intersection'. This might
then help to retain the possible advantages that might come from
inter-relationship. It might also give justifiable grounds for
religio-moral units properly to take their place in P.S.E. courses.

iii. 'Intersection' will thus be used to draw attention to aspects
of the RE/ME relationship which could become neglected in the
process of establishing an autonomous ME. It is meant to suggest
.that a separated RE and ME need not necessarily be antagonistic



towards each other, and that to interpret separation as absolute
severance might lead to impoverishment of both RE and ME. More
positively, it is meant to suggest also that where RE and ME meet
it is in the interests of both for interaction to occur. Chance
encounters or momentary crossings do not form a ,satisfactorily
planned educational exercise, even were the overlap between RE and ME
to be no more than an investigation of similarities and differenoes
between religious and seoular oodes of behaviour. 'Interseotion'
would denote a relationship in which an autonomous RE and ME would
engage with each other at the deeper levels of belief and
motivation, perhaps in mutual critioism but also in mutual support.

iv. Two further terms need preliminary definition. The
'naturalistio fallaoy' will be taken to mean the belief that an
'ought' oannot be derived solely from an 'is', for to do so may be to
oonfuse faot with value. 'Pluralism' refers to the belief that
plurality is desirable, not just that it exists. In this sense
pluralism oan be traoed back at least as far as the 1870 Eduoation
Act, whioh was a compromise between religious and seoular viewpoints,
and between different perspectives within the religious viewpoint.

1.2. IUMETEEHTH-CEHTURI LEGACIES

1.2.1. The Religious Difficulty

i. There was logio in the Church of England's olaim to privilege in
eduoation on the grounds of establishment, of historioal preoedent
and of actual sohool provision, even when this olaim included an
insistence upon the right to instruot the nation's ohildren in
Anglican religious teaohing, without the state presuming to interfere
although being expected to pay the bills (1). But the size and
nature of Nonoonformity, the realities of power, the development of
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the concept of 'undenominational' RE and the country's
steady progress towards full political democracy were
considerations making such thinking simplistic. Perhaps
the c~ucial factor which made the Anglican case untenable by
1870 was the grow1n~conviction that the national and
internatioDal situation made the extension of _elementary
~ucation to all a matter of urge.cy. Social deprivation
at home and economic and military competition from abroad
were powerful persuaders (2). It seems an open question
as to whether religious rivalry stimUlated educational
provision, iD the face of over-long laissez-fair.
GoverJlDlentpolicies, or whether. the policies were over-loDg
because of sectarian rivalry and the fear of Anglican
clerical cODtrol of any proposed national educational
system. It seems to be the case that not all school places
were takeD up, and that there were large areas of the
country where schools were needed but not provided, so
suggesting the need for an inexpensive, eveD free, secular
provision of schooling. It is probably also the case that
the intensity of feeling aroused by the religious difficulty
viewed in its content-aspect, as to which doctrines should
be taught in schools, had reached a peak with the high
point of the Volumar,ist Movement, and that in the late sixties
there was a new intention abroad not to let disagreement.·
about religion prevent the cGuntering of educational
deficiencies.

ii. The pluralism of the 1870 Education Act was of a yery
limited kind. It arose neither from a desire to separate
out Moral Education as a non-religious exercise, nor from a
disgust at the prospect of children being subjected to
compulsory religious teaching. For the religious diversity



was firmly enclosed in the framework of Judaeo-Christian
belief and value, with a heavy bias towards Protestantism,
and the secular option was little more than an expedient to
facilitate the passing of the Bill. Few authorities took
it up (3). Underlying the Act was the ch4racteristically
Victorian belief, seemingly forming part of the national
consciousness, that education was to be buil.t on a religious
base, and that Religious Education and Moral Education were
to be equated (4). This is attributable to the long-
standing role of the dhurch, both generally iD the nation's
life and partioularly in eduoation, and to specific ways
in which churchmen often accepted inconve~ce and sacrifice
in fostering the cause of RE (5). It seems unlikel;t that
the English publio generally saw sectarian rivalry as a
source of damage to their children, or as an undermining of
Moral Education, for clerical leadership was unpopular
with schoolteachers and administrators, rather than with
parents (6). It may be noted that for the greater part of
the century parents were prepared to pay fees for e1ementary
.education, some being ready in addition to make further
financial contributions to the 'Joluntary'school societies.
The educatioDal pluralism of the 1870 secular option seems to
have stemmed from the simple recognition that a living
cannot be made by piety alone.

iii. Forster himself made light of the religious difficulty (7).
Bu~ neither the 'permissive sectariaaisa' which he first
advocated, nor the opposite sol.tioD of purely secular
scho.ls, seemed a means of settling the religious difficulty,
in the light of the electorate's evaluation of RE as
desirable. Forster was prepared for the pluralistic measure
of supportiag all the then current forms of RE with, public
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money, even though Gladstone, and apparently a majority of
the Cabinet, was prepared for denying any form of RE access
to public money (8). Englaad, however, was to:r.eceivea
dual system, wherebx, denominational RE was safeguarded in
denominational schools, regulated by founda~ion-form.laries,
and undenominati ••al RE was accorded a legal right ia Beard

schools, but regulated by the Cowper-Temple claue. The
timetable conscienoe-clause and withdrawal-rights were made
applicable to all schools, and RE was exempted f~o.
Government inspection. A new dimension was added to the
religi~us difficult;r, therefore, in that although the problem
of RE teaching content had been solved, at any rate
superfioially (for what exactly was 'lUld.Domi·D.ation~ RE?),
an administrative problem had appeared as to how two near
separate systems could be brousht to comparability of
standards and provision. Although the RE/ME relationship
was not yet perceived as a proble., it might b. argue' that
the nineteenth-centur;y dispositioB to equate the twa l.ft
a lega07 of tension for the twentieth century.

1.2.2. The Moral Difficulty

ig Forster's aim was that ~ement&r7 schools should produc.
literate, numerate, Christi ... citizens, and presumahJ.y he
expected this of schools which provided no direct 1eligioUB
Instruction. Induction of childr.n into a unit&r1 morality
was another characteristically Victorian preoceupatien, the
morality .nvisa,ed being related to social stratification.
Granted that the prevailing morality between 1870 and 1902
was that of the middle' and upper- classes, then Chr1stiaDdty
c01l1d convincingly be seen as base, sanctiOD., authorisation
and maintenan.e. The coatributioB that religioB made to



the support of the social structures may have been a strong
reason for equating RE and ME. The 1902 Education Act made
no attempt to establish an autonomous ME, even though a
demand had been made for secular Moral Education (9). As it
was there was strong controversy over religion at the time of
the passing of the Act, and this woul~ha¥a beehprobabiy
intensified were an attempt to have been made to legalise
secular ME. But t despite .•the strength of the Nonconformists,
Balfour's success in providing rate-aid for Voluntary schbo!s,
while assuming state control of secular teaching in all
schools, betokened the growing strength of feeling in
Parliament that the secular benefits of a more united and
more efficient educational system were more important 008-

sidera~ions than nineteenth-century religiosity. For
the Voluntary schools were unable to match the .
expansion of the School Board system during the last quarter
of the nineteenth century. But where did a secularising
education stand in relation to a religiously based RE?

ii. In 1897 a movement was formed which was called the
Moral Instruction League, changing its name to the Moral
Education League in 1909. The League was not sympathetic
to the use of the Bible in Moral Education (10). Until
the outbreak of the First World War it mounted an attempt
to have introduced into all London Board schools systematic
secular Moral and Civic Education (11). The high point
of success was reached in the 1904 and 1906 Education Code,
which endorsed the League's general principles about
education and in particular registered approval for
the League's position on Moral Education, giving support to
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the recommendation that ~ral Instraction form an important
part of every~mentary·school curriculum. But .little
attention in practice was paid to this valuation. In 1909
the League members came to admit that a tactical error had been
made in attacking: the supernatural side of Bible --teaching,
and with the wider support engendered by this change of
mind some success was achieved in persuading LEAs to
provide Moral Instruction, either alongside or in conjunction
with. Religious Instruction. This influence was short-
lived, and by the 1920s the League had disappeared.

iii. The significanoe of the League to this present study
is that, despite their reasoned argument and demonstrable
practice (12) that ME and RE were separable, without a
favourable climate of opinion in the country generally,
secular :Moral Education was unlikely to become a feature of
English schools. Moral Educators were, apparently,
constaatly faced with the assertion from the nineteenth
century that a religious basis was necessary to their task (13).
Declining church attendanoe did not necessarily signify that
the country was abandoniDgthis particular assumption,
and it may be Doted that an early ecumenical gesture was the
1905 protest, by the Archbishops and the Free Church leaders,
under stimUlUS from the League's anti-religious propaganda,
urging that Christian moral teaching be given to children.
In the 1940s this ecumenical initiative had strengthened,
and there was no diminutioD. of the view among legislators
that ME and BE were to be equated. It was not until the
1960s and 1970s that this belief took some hard enough blows
to allow a theoretical separation at least, and it would
see. that even this may not have come about were it not for
the social changes in the direction of secularism and pluralism



which were effected during the post-war period, as will be
seen later.

1.3. STATUTORY RELIGIOUS EDUC~ION

1.3.1. The Inter-war Years

i. During the twenties and thirties churcJlDlenof all
parties were coming to identify secular materialism as

their real ene~ and so were more disposed to mutual
alliance than to internecine warfare. There was a growing
desire to provide a Christian education for all, rather than
to spend resources and energy in denominational wrangling.
Anglicans became increasingly ready to consider relinquishing
the dual system in return for 'facilities', and a practice
was developing of basing religious teaching upon an ~greed
Syllabus, the 1936 Education Act endorsing this prooedure.
But the growing interest on the part of the state i. the
benefits of secular educatioD and the steady pressure by
Government to raise standards, particululy in the
secondary sector, threw into relief the inability of the
Voluntary schools to finance the greater demands that were
being made on them. A~though the 1939-45 War added
impetus to the demand for educational reconstruction, the
country was moving in that direction anyway. Yet despite
greater rapprochement between the churches, and between
churches and local authorities, and despite the secularising
tendenoies of the twentieth century, the religious difficalty
remained. Butler's analysis of the religious problem
showed his belief that it went deep (14), and his extended
consultations revealed his belief in the grayity of the
proble., even though Murphy has suggested that his
difficulties have been exaggerated. lor the War had
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crystaIlised two points. First, and this was clear even at
the outbreak of hostilities, the 1870 and 1902 framework was
being outgrown by the schools, of which a large proportion
remained church schools. Second, the valu~clash, with
totalitarian nations was turning attention ~o the believed
generating, points of democracy's own ethic, with the view
gaining currency that democracy's values derived, both
logically and experientially, from Christianity (15).

ii. Although ME, as a self-entity, had apparently withered
with the disappearance of the Moral Education League in the
1920s, the idea of Civic Education, without 4vert anti-
religious bias, took root in the inter-war years to blossom
briefly in the second half of the 1940s. The Association
for Education in Citizenship was founded in 1934 (16), mn'~

drew upon a tradition of education for citizenship stretohing
back to the Victorian desire to achieve social control
through education, the basic ele.ent of which was Moral
Education (17). The Assooiation's campaign for recognition
owed much to Simon (18) and Hubback (19). But despite
their energies and publications (20), by the outbreak of war
the Associatio. could show only a limited success. In the
role of confidential pressure group little had been achieved,
even though Simon had been consulted over the Spens Report.
As a public pressure grollp, despite an outburst of
conferences, branche., pamphlets and books, and the ten
issues of The Citizen, 1936-39, it is doubtful if the impact
was anything other than superficial. The War brought
curtailment of activ:ities and even smaller mellbership, but
the Association did survive. If the M.E.L. had failed to
establish a secular ME partly because of its anti-religious
bias, t.e A.E.C. fared no better with Civic Educatioa,
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even when it was neutral towards RE. It would seem that, in
the inter-war years, there was little challenge either to
the Victorian legacy of equating RE and ME within education,
or to the general public's acquiescence ia this legacy.

1.3.2. CODsu1tatioD and Debate

i. The central problem of the religious difficulty in 1944

Was the apparent hampering effect of the dual syste.. The
growing confideace iD Agreed Syllabus RE was re4ucing the
pedagogical problem, but the administrative problem was
worsening. This gave the churches a bargaiRing counter, in
that church schools although often sub-atandard iD accommodation
were nevertheless necessary to the State. Purchase by the
State was too costly, annexation would have encountered fierce
opposi tion, and the onl~,'course therefore seemed to be to
assign funds for their improvement and to agree to the churches'
demands on the subjrect of RE. But the sub-standard
accommodation of many church schools also gave Butler a
bargaining counter, for the threat of annexation was preaent
as a spur to reaoh agreement. Yet had there beea the intensity
of dissension OD the content-aspect of the religious difficulty
as there had been in the previous century, even the threat of
annexation might not have bee. sufficieatly powerful a factor
to secure the aeasure of consensus which Butler sought. Also,
had the War not given credence to the apparent neeessit,. to
christianise British youth through the schools (21), Butler
may well have had to face a significant lobby for secular ME
and its separation fro. RE. Butler surely did ..11 to proceed
cautiously. for flashpoints of controvers,. did still exist, as
a detailed examination of the course of eve.ts leading up to
the religious provisions of the 1944 Education Act would indicate.
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ii. In June 1941 a Green Book (22) was circulated to
appropriate people, having been preceded by two articles in
The Times which called for a more explicitly Christian
educational system (23). The main recommendations for RE
in the Green Book were: strengthened deno~inational rights
to appoint 'reserved' teachers to conduct religious teaching,
adoption of the Archbishops' Five Points (24), and the
removal of the Cowper-Temple clause's application to
Provided secondary schools in conjunction with inspection of
Agreed Syllabus teaching. The Anglicans signified their
support. Almost everyone else signified disapproval. The
Nonconformists did not like the proposed abrogation of the
Cowper-Temple clause. The Roman Catholics demanded a scheme
which would help perpetuate the denominational characteristics
of their schools. The N.U.T. wanted the powers of Voluntary
school managers reduced to responsibility for Religious
Instruction and to the right of consultation on the
appointment of reserved teachers. The T.U.C. wanted the
abolition of the dual system and the restriction of all
religious teaching to Agreed Syllabuses.

iii. Following a round of depu+a ti.ons and discussions (2,5)
the Green Book proposals were modified. Ramsbotham, President
of the Board, held a meeting with the C.E.C. in June 1941
and with the Archbishop of Canterbury in July. A joint
Anglican-Nonoonformist deputation met Butler and Ede in
August. A declaration was sigrl£\d. by 224 members of both Houses,
similar to the Five Points, in August and the Commons debated
the matter in November, calling for a greater recognition of
the essential value of RE in schools. Also in ~ovember
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The Economist commented on this debate and called for a
replacement of the Cowper-Temple clause with 'competent,
positive instruction'. In January 1942 a deputation from
the Free Churches demanded the application of the Cowper-
Temple clause to all schools and made it clear that they
wanted an end to the dual system. In the same month the
F.C.F.C. passed a resolution calling for the abolition of the
dual system. In February the N.U.T. wrote to the Board
upholding the Cowper-Temple clause and Agreed Syllabus
instruction and objected to sectarian teaching appointments.
Also in that month the A.E.C. wrote asking for an end to the
dual system, for denominational teaching in former Voluntary
schools, with undenominational teaching in all others, and
for a banning of religious tests for teachers.

iv. Between February and March 1942 Butler and Ede constructed
a new scheme, embodied in a White Memorandum (which is to
be distinguished from the later \'ihitePaper (26». It
offered two alternatives to the churches. Either they could
hand over their schools to the local authorities, while
retaining nominal ownership, or they could satisfy the
authorities of their ability to raise 5~~of the costs of
alterations and improvements, and so retain a measure of
actual control. The former option would entail Agreed
Syllabus religious teaching, but with provision for
denominational instruction, the latter would allow religious
teaching according to the trust-deeds. The Cowper-Temple
clause was to be extended to all secondary schools and the
Five Points were to be implemented. Single-school areas
were to be obliged to adopt the first alternative, a require-
ment which the Anglicans particularly disliked. The C.E.C.
generally disapproved of the Memorandum. 'Iba l'bxxJ11brm is ts

accepted.
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v. Temple's response was to defend the church schools
strongly to the National Society in June (27), but privately
to accept Butler's statistics about the poor state of many
church school buildings, and to quote these statistics to the
Church Assembly at a strategic juncture in Npvember.

,
Meanwhile he appointed a group from the National Society to
draftcproposals for the future of the dual system, these
proposals forming the basis of the later Voluntary Controlled
status, when the church schools were eventually divided into
Controlled and Aided institutioas. By Septellber 194-2
the White Memorandum had been abandoned by the Board, and
discussions of a modified plan were proceeding which in -,turn

led to the White Paper of July 1943 (28). IndicatioD.8 of
support had been received from the Free Churches as well as
from the Anglicans, and from the A.E.C., the N.U.T. and the
Cabinet. Butler did not reach agreement with the Catholics.
The White Pap!r received a welcome from almost all sides and
formed the basis for the eventual provisions of the Act.

1.3.3. Parliamentary Prooeedings

i. The Education Bill received its first and second
readings in December. 1943. and January. 1944. respectively.
Meanwhile a loan-scheme of ~ over 30-40 years was worked out.
For the benefit of the Nonconformists, provision was made for
the holding of a local enquiry if significant opposition
were made to a loan for an Aided school in a single-school
area. The third reading took place in May and the Royal
Assent was secured in August. Throughout the proceedings,
despite differences of opinion, a toleration and moderation
were maintained by the M.P. s. Cruickshank makes the
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interesting comparisons that the Bill occupied the Commons
only 19 days, as distinct from the 28 days of the 1870 Bill
and the 59 of that of 1902, leaving a day or two to spare
at the end of the debate (29). Opposition to the religious
clauses was minimal: Gallacher wanted a contracting-in
system rather than a contracting-out, but this resulted in
no more than his being called the Honourable Member for
Moscow (30), and Bevan wanted the churches to have nothing
to do with education (31). Hume and Brook wanted to have
the words 'Christian' and 'Bible' inserted (32), but this
attempt also was unsuccessful. Cannon has drawn attention
to the sincerity of religious conviction manifested during
the debates (33). The successful passing of the Bill is
a tribute to the diplomatic skills of 'b.othTemple <:,4) and
Butler (35).

ii. The religious clauses of the 1944 Education Act followed
the suggestions made in the Archbishops' Five Points. Under
the title 'Religious Education' the school day was to begin,
in all schools, with 'collecti.,.eworship, on the part of all
pupils in attendan.e', unless the LEA (County school) or
managers (Volunt8r7 school) considered that the premise. made
it impracticable for all pupils to asse.ble for a 'singl.e
act of worship' (Section 25, Sub-section 1). Religious
Instruc~ion was to be given in all schools (25,2),with
parental rights safeg1l&rde4 (25,4), and with parental wishes
for alternative arrangements for Religious Worship 'and/or
Instruction to be catered for (25,2). ID the County school,
worship was not to be 'distinctiTe of aD7 particular
religious denominatioa', and instruction was to 'be ia
accordance with an Agreed S711abus adopted for the school or
for particular pupils, whioh would Dot include 'aD1 cat.ohism
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or formulary which is distinctive of aA1 particular
denomination' (Section 26). In Controlled schools,
Religious Instruction was likewise to be in accordance with
an Agreed Syllabus (27,6), but parental wishes were to be
honoured if these required the provision of Religious
Instruction according to the trust-deed or to the practice
of the school before it became Controlled (27,1): 'reserved
teachers' were to be appointed for this purpose, if the
school's staff exceeded two, the headteaeher not being
eligible to be a reserved teache]!"(27,2,3). Reserved teachers
were to be appointed by the autkority, subject to the
mana!'rs' or governors' approval (27,4). In Aided schools,
Religious Instruction was to be in accordance with the trast-
deeds or with the practice of the school before it became
Aided, where the deeds made no provision for Religious
Instruction. This instruction was to be under the control
of the managers or governors (28,1). Parental wishes tor
Agreed Syllabus instruction in Aided schoo.ls were to be
honoured (28,1). Agreed Syllabus.es were to be drawn up
by a Conference, composed of representatives of local
religious denominations, of the Church of England (except
in Wales and MODm~hire), of local teaching associations
and of the LEAs (5th Schedule, Section 29).

1.4. THE RE/ME RELATIONSHIP

i. It aeems undeniable that, at the passttng of the 1944
Education Act, RE and ME were accorded an interdependence
comparable to the Victorian habit of equating the two (36).
This was partly due to the particular socio-polit~oal
conditions of the time, but partly due also to a religio-

philosophioal argument. !he War had been generally se..



as a moral struggle (37) and it was in the synagogues and
churches that this view took on its religious expression.
With the advent of peace the social usefulBess of the
native religious line was therefore accepted almost without
question. Parliament in particular warmed to this vcd.ew.
Thus, the social and political scene was set in the churches'
favour. But, in addition to these favourable socio-political
circumst ances, a more philosophical case:tar1he .lnter~ndence
of RE and ME was circulating, namelr,that it was in the
nature of democracy that it had been derived from
Christianity (38). Temple was a strong advocate of this
view (39).

ii. These two issues of course coalesced. So, while there
is truth, in the claim that the religious clauses of the Act
were a piece of horse-trading (40), they were nevertheless
part of a wider social scene. Churchill's speech to
Parliament may not have indicated much enthusiasm on his
part, either for State education or for school religion,
but he was touching a supportive body of opinion (41).
Murphy has claimed that a candidate for Parliament at that
time was far more likel~ to lose than gain votes if he were
hostile to religion (42). Evidence does mount up to suggest
that Britain, at the time of the passing of the Aot, was
well-disposed to the churches and to Christianity (43). Also
ther~ seems to have been a 'folk' religion in the country,
the primary emphasis of which was upon ethics (44). Temple
was perhaps the nearest the country had experienced this
century to a 'people's Archbishop'. There seems to have been
no moral system available with which the people generally
could identify, which could seoure that identification
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if it could Dot also qualify to be designated 'Christian'.

iii. While th.e Act did not lIentioD.Christianity by name, it
Can hardly be denied that the asSumptiODS surrounding it pointed
to the view that, as the Bishop of ~cMst,er inforlled the Lords,
Religious Instruction lIeant instruction iD Christianity (45).
The refusal of Government to allow aDy attempt to suoceed whioh
would make the Act prescribe specifioall1 Christian intentions
may indeed have been part of a general contiDuation of state
policy for twentieth-century adllinistratioas to detach themsel.ves
from residual establishment-rel.igioB (46). The more specific
reason, giveD at the tille (47), that the courts should DOt be
burdened with the task of definiDg what Christia.nity waa, doe.
seem to oarr,' conviction in the lip.t of the historical circum-
stances surrounding the religious difficulty. But there was
another couideratioD, namely that the Jews would have been
at a disadvantage (48). Not onll did they form part of the
native religious line of Britain, but they had aroused a greater
sympathy than ever before because of their maaifest contribution
to"the war-effort, and of their recent sufferings at the
hands of the Nazis. While the evidence is Dot strong that
the Jews were treated with great consideration (more often than
not, perhaps, they were accorded the status of honor~
Caristiaa) they do seem to have beeD in Iliad. If so, taea,
the choice of the word 'religious' rather than 'Christiaa'
Signified a wider pluralism than had previously obtaiaed.
But the religious clauses were basically a product of church
initiative, as advantage was taken of a twentieth-century
climate of opinioD which was for once in the churches' favour,
and there was no intention of aJ.lowing any more pluralisll
than was necessAr7 for a viable deal with the state.



One point seems to be beyond doubt, and that is that no
philosopher would have been given a hearing, however
meticulous his arguments, if he were to maintain that morals
and religion were separable, and by implication ME and RE
were to be distinguished. Parliament and the people
acquiesced, whether out of a sense of fairness in that the
churches had lost a lot of their schools, or out of a felt
need for an overarching value-system to help win the peace,
as there had been need for such to help win the War.

iv. But it also seems beyond doubt that the incipient
pluralism of the Aot, and the religio-philosophacal appeal
to democracy were two-edged factors. For it must surel,
be illogical to argue that the democratising of youth was
desirable on religious grounds,and yet to repudiate the
democrat.ic principle that a democratic society, would accord
equal rights to a range of religious and moral belief-
systems. In the world of Bealpolitik these matters are
usually resol'9!edon the basis of who hold&; the power, and
the power-holders of the time were content to settle for
monism in morals and religion. Perhaps those with the
responsibility of piloting RME at the time were too ready
to assume that Parliamentary approval accorded to the
religious clauses of the 1944 Act indicated enthusiasm on
religious grounds, whereas Parliament's chief concern was
the improvement of educational provision. If so, they
have to stand charged with an inadequate historical
perspective. rendering them only partially able to read
the times and to prepare in some way for future change.
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1.5. SUMMAR!

i. The introductory ground-clearance for this study has
attempted to show the long historical antecedents of the
view that RE.and ME were to be equated. This was partl~
because of the dominant role of the churches in English
education and partly because this role was welcome to the
public. While there were in existence alternate v.iewpoints
on the RE/ME relationship, the two major challenges in the
period 1870-1944 to the traditional viewpoint were unsuccessful
in establishing themselves. The M.E.L., perhaps because
of its hostility to RE, and the A.E.C., although neutral to
RE, were not able to estab;lish secular Moral Education or
democratic Civics Education (respectivel~) in the State
schools. Also, the provision of Board schools by the 1870
Education Act did not result in any widespread refusal to
allow RE to operate in English schools, even though the Act
had made this eventuality a possibility. The Second World War,
encourag:ingthe publio to expect of the churches a strong
moral lead, and the standing of Archbishop Temple a&
something of a 'people's Archbishop' were social factors
which linked with Parliament's custom~ tendency to see in
religion an influence for social control. The religious
clauses ef the 1944 Education Act, while being a political
deal between Government and churches, were part of a wider
social nexus which perpetuated the view that RE and ME were
not onl~ organically connected,but that that connection had
valuable benefits to confer on the strengthening of
democratic values. Actual ohurch attendance statistics are
not reliab1e guides to the nature of the countr~Vs acceptance
of the view that RE and ME were to be equated.
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ii. The religious clauses of the 1944 Education Act extended
somewhat the pluralism of 1870 by adding to the categories of
schools. Tl:eymaintained the distinction between denominational
and undenominational RE, but adopted the more pluralistic
approach to the latter bT envisaging substan~ial doctrinal
content and by delivering agreement upon doctrine into the
hands of Anglicans, Nonconformists, LEAs and teachers ")b~
means of the Agreed Syllabus procedures.. B:Y'preferring the
term 'Religious Education' to 'Christian Education' the Ac~
implied a pluralism which was not intended at the time, 'b,ut
which could justify later extension of RE. content into World
Religions, and ev-en·justify the according of Aided status to
schools of non-Christian religions. Yet this pluralism was
firmly kept within a monistic framework, in that the
assumption was that, in the Maintained school, religious
content would be Protestant Christianity, the Bible ser~ng
both. as text-book and as the source of moral content.

iii. The studJj is now in a position to chart the course of
RME from this fOZ'ties' monism to the pluralism of the eighties.
The fundamental question that will be asked during this exercise is

ih:is. What can,be learned about the nature of RE and of ME,
not onl~ to asoertain how the relationship 'between the two
has been viewed, but how a contemporary understanding of
this relationship may be obtained, which does justice to both
the religious and the secular in the context of pluralism?
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CHAPTER TWO

ECCLESIASTICAL MONISM: fileForties

INTRODUCTION

i. This chapter will sugg.st that, although a&a7 at ~ tta.
tho.ght. that a .ev p.riod of advaBce and expaaatea was 8,••1&&
up for RME follovi.g the 1944 Ed.cati •• Act, the fortie. w.re la

fa.t but part of ta. conclui .. of the old. era. This.u partl1
be see. in the Waf tke apo1osia tor RME placed s.ch r.li ....-.,..
the coacept, of a Christi ....80ci.t7, ....4 ill.tae a'ba.... fr_ thai;
apologia of 67 utioipatiOlll of social ch..... wldoJl.IIIipt read.r
a.ch reli ..ce something of a liabilitl. Eve. at tbe tim. it w..
not diff1cnlt to dis1Iiss the whele .oti .. of a Christi&&. s80i.tl,
u a oosmetic (1), eve. theagh Temple'. bfl ••••• 01l.1iJI.ec.u.trl
had be•• appreciable aad had mad. towar4a ••g••cl.rall:a nati ..al
Christi ...s.lf-co ..sei..... ss (2). Nonetheless, it wu .till
po.sibl. to take the .ew gf the 194' Io.th Adris09 Coacil's
Rep.~ that a Christian civilisatio. was not 0.' i. which
Christiu belief' was prof'esseclbl all 1Il•• bers, b..t 0 •• i». which
Christian belief set the toae for seci.t,. as a vaol.. Th.r. was
a sufficie.tl~ credible prima facie liak between RME aad the
setti.g gf society's It... ' for this riew to carrl weisht .•
especially with puliame.ttat the till. of the passing of tJLe

1944 Ed_catio. Act.

ii. To appeal to the tis- of soci.tl is of course highl,.
debat.able as vali~ furll.ishiaggro.-ds for val.es. So if
onll i. faira.ss it is ..e.esa&r7 t. poi.t 0.10 that RME



possessed a developing philosophical rationale, i. th..

tradition of Christian Plate.is.. Lees•• and T•.,l. w111

be examinedfor their ~ontribution to this ratioaale to

illustrate the ·sort.. of religi.-moral principle •..te.*ioh

the;r.believed the '1s' of societ;r aut 'be brotght t.

subscribe. Leesonattached :Lllportan.ete th.e o:... e,'- ot
a Christie 8001et1 and Teaple ... d.. eeraq,' as Uri.,.tt"

fromCb.ristiuit,.. It is therefor. et. s•• e inter •• t t •

•e. what :Ltan;rthiltg such .. n c•• 14 sa;r abo.t "~iSi ......

moral plural:!t,., 8l1dwhether a Chr:l.st:!u aoc1et7 cerald

approach such pluralit7 troll the at&adpoiat .t plvalis ••-
iii. part:Lcular attention wiU lie paid to howmm
theoris,ts anal;rsed the lelatioehip bet.. e. RE all' KIt uti

it will be shown that the two w.uoe .e.n .. :la til. oloa•• t

of partnerships.. It 11&1 be ao.late. if. aJJ.'1 theqht w..

given to ho" ME was to be coaducted if soclet1 ~ to

disavowthe de.uabili t1 ot close l:iiaka'bet"... the ho

areas.

iv. In aB endea.ollr t. illustrate prailtWeas ".U as

prinoiple, an indicatioll will 'be give. ot the actulittea

of the school si t.atio.. Fer RHEtheor.1at. did se. t .•

posit aOllerather swe.pillS desi..-. with.at appare.t~

asking hard q.estioas as to wlLetherthere .. re auttici •• t

resources ot perso... 1 ed •••• 7 to aold.v.. tb-... a1aa.

It wo.ld seemaeoess&r7, therefore, to probe the olasar ... -

reali.ties of the tille, to see whether the grad sche•• of

the theerists WaB reali.tioallJ att .. ea: to the actual

sit1l.ati... A look at an .utharit;r whichwas scrapulous

iD. its duti.s ot Agree' S1UaDu proillctioa will also be

iacl.d.ed, as illutrat:l.oA of what could uP,.•• li ••A , .. d-

will, bat 80t ot what Deoe••aril;r did happe. genaral17.



2.1. THE CHURCHES' VIEWS ON RELIGIOUS .AND MORALEDlJCA!rION

2.1.1. Cuistian Platonism

i. While the debate about the 1944Eciacati•• Aot was taki.g

place, Spencer Leesondelivered his "'pto. Leotves wJd.oh

were published in book-formfour 7ears later (,). Baal.

to his thesis was the claim that the Platoie vi." of

goodaesahad been personalis.cl ia the Christian ,c••• epti ••

of God,with the fvther claim that all huu .eb.,., u

the children of God,were of equal value, to 'be rellee.e'

fro. sin and brought to perf_cti •• b7 divia. gra... i.

the fellowship of the church. Noaconformistsoould COJlftZ'.

EducatioD.in this viewpoint was a proper task for caristi ...

schools, and, therefore, if British schools were ciee.e'"

to be ChZ'istian, a proper task fer the MeJ..td.ae' as weU

as the VoluntU7 s7stems. AlthOllghLees.n waswrit1al ia

the first iastanoe for AnglicaJUB,b7 his _'oUdu.g of

education oa a particular view of Manhe was able t. co••

t,o shar.d belief aot only with Fr.e Checue., 'but also

with aon-Christians whosaw iadivi4ua11t7 aad pers••al

developmentas educat,ionalll desirabl.. Leeson's highly

realistic. view of. humannatur., coupledwith ais nai.. of

indi"R.ciualpersonal signi:t$.,ano. in the coatest of c.o_uJ.t7,

were relevaat to the lears of disoip11••• realism which

were foroed upo. the aatioa, as it str.ove for.eooa.lIle

reoove1"7and social re.co.Jtstructio.. But it wouli h.a.,. to

be said that Leesonsawmatters throagh the e7.. of a

p'u1tlic sohool ecclesiastio, aad, tbollih his bookhas been

described as a':t1u' statemeat (Lt), J:leIl&7 ha.,.er.ad too

muohinto the EducationAct wheahe Bailed it as a

declaratiGB that Britain was a Christian 800i.107(5).
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ii~ Temple was aki_ to Lees.D. Although he D.ve~ wrote
a dissertation on educatioD, there oan be no ,..oti_shis
oo_oen for this matter (6). I1is philosophy of .d:aoatio_
was of a piece with. his theologioal outlook:holisUo (7~,

grounded iD. Christiall theism, aacl J.qo,4.Dgstress 'It'"
peraonalit7 and personal relat1.uJa.i,. (8). u. aaw the
cruoial merit of de.ocrae7 not to re.ide 1ath ••••• f1t8 of
majorit7 nle as in the construct1.n of a ••cio-pelitioal
situation which faTourecl personal de....loi;pme_ti. all, D7
briDging people to share iD. respo ..1hle goTeram ••t (9).
He not on17 regarded cle.ocrac7 as • Christi .. procl.ct, but
also believed that the ~al meaniag of persoaalit7 aad
been safeg u arded b7 de.ocraOJ" 1nlt reve.le' tim .....,
Christi8ll.it7, there be:tag _0 word ia Greek or Latia for
petacnaJit7. Hi. view of rev.latio. was cqaaa10 (10), the
experience of diviDe self-commuicat1oa be1aa;_ol".
important than doctrinal constr'ltcti... Heno., MaD'. full
persoaal develop_eat co1tld be reached only OB • coatilLuU
betw.en the temporal aDd tae eternal. (11), this ia'Ml'ri..C
him iD a moral pro.e .•8" b7 which self-oentre ..e.. .....
re-plaoe' by aoci_oe.tredDes. (12). Tea.le aooept., the
moral dualit7 of MaD'S aatue (13). S•• whU.e Man mut
learD to thiBk for ldmse.lf, aDd while his .ocial
a.viroUlent .1I8t be odd-uC'" te ]d. develbJme.1t of all
his God-given powers, his •.•pre.e pal 1- that ot .ten.al
life which i. a gift from God (14). It _a7 h. su.ai.e4,
the., wb.1 Temple appeared to 1..,.a\lcb.:stress .po.
redemption-theories as motivat1 .. to _oralit7 (1~')' and it
m..,.be _o1;ed how his rievs correspo." to the YeU' Book

article. to be coaaidere' shortl.7,:i.nsection 2.1.3.
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iii. It is relevant to enquire into TempleIS attitude to

pluralism. His detestation of atomis. (16) seemed to he

held in tension with. a deep aoc..,tanee of toler ... e (17).

But this seems to have been no aore a tension than ai~t be

f01iUldin anyoDewhowas concerned that deaocracx 1le pre_ate.d.

fltomrunning out into aaarclq. B. welcomedthe soientifi.

stud1 of n.a~Christian religio .. , .eeiag this as a m.ana D1

which the dut1 of rever .... for other m.nla beli.fS b.....

n.cesS&r1 (18). But his conc~'IlSionabout the r.lati ...

between the religioDS was not pluralist. Al.thoughhe

recognised that no one tradition wodd c_od the uheren ••

of ever10De (19), he neverthe~ess ad.vaaeectthe 'shockias'

proposal that unit1 was to be foad in the Christie revehtion (2.0),

the imp~cation betag of a hierarchical ordering of the

religioM as part of. the hierarchical :ordering of the

universe. SelLoolREof the fwties was:in geaeral agreelleat

with this v:tewpoint, there being tew, if U1', presaure. for

REtheorista to enquire into the reperClUSsiODsof such aJl

outlook in a situation of racial diversit1.

iv. Enoughhas be.n said ot th.se two writ.rs t. indicate

that REin the forties codd draw upoa some sort of

philosophical rationale for its justi!iaation, and that this

ratioaal. could be acceptakle to a wider cirale ot peop~e

thu. reguar church'.,oerst! Christiu Phtoais. a4vaaa1:&d

the moral importance of education in prom.ting the 0.....

gOK, while maintaining its distincti .... b.li.f that sod.al,

.motional ud intellectaal tra1aiag;, though.desira1t~e, wee
,

inadequate to bring about social jastioa. unless diviae help

~~ sought and obta1aed. The positioa developed Qr Lee...

and Templewas to encouter vigoroD alternatives in d.••

course. But a sigaiticut poiAt emerses ill that, while



any analysis of how the religious clauaes of. the 1944 Eciacation

Act came to be approved must give due allowaDce to social faatom, it

would seem facile to concentrate upon these factors as the

paramount reasoDS for the coun't.r7's acceptanee of the religious

provisions. Certainly it would be possibl~ to argue that the

religious clauses were a disgu1aed impositiOllt stmteg1calJ.,-

drawn up b~ the churches. at a tille whe. the more rep.,.."

aspects of that imposition would aot be so sooia~ recopiSal:l1l.e.

Yet, even so, the clauses wo111dstill have b.ea tu pari-

product; of. lengt~ historical process'es and would still bTe

been able to derive les:1timation f.romChristiaa Platonism.

A truer v.iewwould seem to be t.hat the COD.l1tZ7and Parliaaeat

had been brought. to approft! b;r argumen~ and traditiOD, as well

as by:.the particular socio-political circWltStancea bro.ght OD

by the Second World War, and by the need for a deal with the

ohurches to faailitate educational advaDce.

2.1.2. The Agreed Syllabuse.

i. Although the S;rllabuses were formed b;r bodies more widelJ'

representative than the churches, it seems:fair t. describe them

as primarily; ecc~e~iastical documents (21)0 BUt it maybe a

little unfair to describe them as meetimg only the n.... of

churchmen. For the word 'need' den.tes. a ve~ uncertain

notion when considered in its social, 'as, distinct trom its

biological, aapactso An understanding of,.'it in this

categor;r will inentab1J;r V~I with fashions in soeio-political

theor;r. The Syllahuses. assumed that child.zten,were in principle

religious. which meant that ii:L Britain for practioal purpoaea they wer.e



They could therefore be expected
to respond to RE, and, g~veB the right teaching aad atmosphere,
would come to love and study the Bib~. as the Syllabus-compilers
apparently did. This wo~d lead them to accept i~s message
aad take their paces in a church cODgregatioJl.. Such a view
was challengeable on psychological grounds, for 'need' expressed
in these terms might be no more than a projection upon children
at adult preferences. It was also challengeaAle on practical
grounds, in new of the heavy demands that the Syllabuses made
upon teachers of RE, many of whom were lacking in theological
training, or, for that matter, in any form of training
specifically related to RE teaching. Again, and ironically,
it might also be challengeable on scriptural grounds (22).
However, 'teachers were to be repres.nted on t,he Syllabus-
forming bodies, and tho.gh the prestigious schoJ.arship that
went into a Syllabus like that of Cambridge and the necessity
to r~ach unanimity might have combined to reduce disa~.em.nt,
teacher-associations and local authorities did have the chance
to speak up for actual childre ••

ii. Hull has made available som. salieat facts about the
history of the Agreed S7.~labuses (23). While not being able
to point to anyone docum.nt as the first Syllabua of mod.rn
times, he sing~ed out Cambridge (19~4) as influential,
altho~ lat~ than the west Riding (24). The Cambridg. (1949)
Syllabus is briefly appraised lat.r (25), of partinlar note
being; the consideration ~Ten to the viewpoints, rel.....1kto
this th.sis and found in its I.troductioD, that Christia~ity is
the root and ground of democracy, and that moralit~ is such
,that of their natura:;the two ar.as of morality and
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religion are inseparably connected. A comparison of that
Syllabus wHnti»se of ~UDderland (1944), Surrey (1945) and
the west Riding (1947) would illustrate and corroborate
Hull's claim that the philosophy of RE, trofu·a~\d1 this
time onw8.1"'ds,resided in the propositions that the sch ••l
was a Christian community, that RE was intended as a means
of bringing about Christian discipleship, that RE could
only therefore be given by Christians, and that in assembly
the school was engaged inithe worship of God (26).

iii. The questicm that obtrudes, therefore, is whether
the churches were being realistic in haTing such
confessional aims. Three points may be aade in reply.
First, such aims could hardly have evolved without a
wider"social endorsement than that confined to ch~h-
goers. Second, RE was not the only educational area to
be invested with large aspirations. In the illJDediate
post-war era a g~eat deal of euphoric rhetori. was
generated about the social henefits which a reconstructed
educational system was to bring. Third, although: Leeson
and Temple may be regarded as definitive, the advocacy, of
RE as Christiaa e.dueation was taken up b,. educat:ion:i.sts(27)
as well as churchmen, especially by no less a protagonist
th~Professor Jeffreys (28). It is not on~ valid to
regard the term Christian e.dueation as a tradition (29) t
but also to see it as without a serious rival. The aim.
of RE, as the churches saw it to be, had to be ambitious,
for what was contemplated was edu.caticm.su' specie
aeternitatis, interpneted not, in the narrow sense as
lite-denying, but in the broad sense as both lite-affirming
and heaven-~tfirming. The schools were seen as part ot

God's redeeming purpose in society as the Kingdom of God
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was brought about on a national scale. This vision, although
lofty and utopian, was nevel!thelss maintained in conjunction with
a realistic belief that society was far-gone in sceularisation,
and that children were growing up surrounded by influences which
militated against their acceptance of Christianity. It is
probably safe to presume that this vision became a source of
inspiration and hope t.oteachers generally, at a tille when some
such vision was needed rather urgentl~. otherwise it is
difficult to explain why serious attacks were not made UpGal
Christian education, and alternative views were not pressed, at
least in the forties. Essentially it was a call to build, with
the hope that something worthwhile would be achieved.

iv. Yet wh~~ all such allowances have been made the criticism
would still stand that the churches made a dubious assumption
in seeing the country.'s children as Christian, if only in principle.
This assumption led to the presentation of Christianity in a
'believing community' manner, rather than in the 'witnessing'
manner seemingly enjoined by the New Testament, and such an
approach could ~ hostilities and resentments. It also
could foster the ignoring of iSychological findings about
child-development, and could make it probable that little
attention would be paid to the problem as to how Mo~al Education
was to be effectively conducted among children for whom the
religious dynamic for a religiously based ME to succeed was
at best meaningless, at worst ridiculous.

2.1.3. The Year Book of Education, 1951

i. This publication examined ME on a world-scale (30), and

grew out of a concern that Moral Education should be positiTe
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and effective. The editors brought together religious and
secular viewpoints in a volume of near~ seven hundred pages
anA mr8lthan forty contributors. It was forward-looking
in its acceptanoe of pluralisM, and in its search for an
ME that would be broader than a religiously baaed approach.
But it is noticeable that the religious writers did not
appear to be aware of the problem as to how their theories
migllt be applied to a secular, plural situation.

ii. The editors attempted to narrpw the gap between
secularists and religious believers, by maintaining that
the necessity for a uniTersalJ.y rilidand acceptable moral
code was recognised by all religious and secular
phil~~ophers (31). This was sur.~ a little too
complaoent in the face of relati~sm, even though
endeaTouring to show how a meeting point might exist between
'reTelation' and ~eason', especially in the 'do as you
would be done by' of the Sermon on the Mount. Was it
also a little superficial, in that the point m&7 :vesid.
not in anu correspondeno. between religious and seo,ular
moral principles, but in the "81 such principles are
translated into action? The religious~iters w.re united
m beJ..jfting in the need for 'grace' to facilitate moral
behaTiour" and this assumption m:tght be more of a stumbling
block to aeaularists than the assumption of ~eTelation.
D.war, for instance, was unambiguous in asserting that
the attainment of Christian standards is possible only
by the 'supernatural'assistance' ~f God (32).

iii. Dewar, as an Anglioan, and Yeaxlee, writing for the
Nonoonformi&ts. (33),are those contributors most
immediately releTant to forties' RE in England. Dewar
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links with D'Arc1, a Roman Catholic (34), especially in
D'Arcy's stress upon grace, and upon the 'underground
connections' between Christian doctrine and Christian
morals that could, it is averred, be severed only at the
expense of the latter. But there is a suggestion in
D'Arcy that a rapprochement between secular and religious
viewpoints might be realistically implemented by mutual
appeal to reason. Yeaxlee's article, while being a most
impressive sketch of the historical background to the
uniquely English situation by which educational provision
grew out of church, provision, is rather thin as a
statement of Free ~hurch teaching about ME (35). However,
the Free Chnrches did not see 'undenominational'
tea~hing as undoctrinal teaching, provided that explicitly
Anglican teuts were debarred, and it ma.y be assumed that
the unanimity given by the Syllabus· Conferences indicated
a strong measure of concurrence about doctrine beween
Anglicans and Free Churchmen during the forties (36). The
statements about sin, grace, salvation, moral knowledge,
absolute standards, personalism and inwardness, as
expounded in the various religious articles, would have
been endorsed by Free ChurcbJIen as compara1lll.eto the
'undenominational' Bible.teaching for which they were suc~
strong. proponenta. In parti~ular, all would have been
un:ii.tedon the claim that ME depended for its content,
dynamic and authority QPon RE.

i~. A feature of the Year Baok which calls for comment is
the paucity of the material from Britain from which might
be built up a proposal for secular Moral Education.
Farringto~ might have been expected to develop the concept
of secular ME, but he does little more than nominate
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History as a basis for such an ME (37). That a British
psychologist was a contributor was an indicator of things to
come, but Rickman's article is so Freudian (38) that its
significance for tlla.seoular ME which was on the way may be
questioned, in view of the absence of Freudian theory f~om
the seventies' ME curricul~-developmeDt (39). Loeb, similarly,
anticipated the role that sociologists might be called
upon to play in developing the concept of ME, but he was writing
from America. None of these writers seemed particularly
sure as to how ME should be conceptualised, structured and
implemented, whereas the religious ~ters appeared quite sure
of themselves on these points. ~8t Piddington was to sound
a warning to the latter group about the difficulties of
inducting thildren of advanced indu·strial societies into a
single moral content (40). The very certainty which the
religious writers showed on what they believed to be moral
content perhaps made the secular writers appear inadequate.
For a clearl~ delineated body of agreed moral knowledge means
that, at least, ME leaves children in no doubt as to what is
considered 1'd.gJltand what wrong. If this fixed content has
to be surnnGlered then ME risks appearing a somewhat neD,ulous
and; ineffective exercise. Jet, on the other hand, a certainty
which is unable to handle change and moral diversity may 'be,

..
in the end, ineffecti ....in both fact and appearance.

v. Bearing in mind that the lear Book articles were not
official church statements, they can be taken as indicators
of the central elements of. the churches' approach to ME in the
forties. But they are also indicators, by the same token, of
the central areas of objection which might be raised against a
religious-Christian base to ME. The perfectionism, necessitating

a relianoe upon Igraoet, the appeal to authority. and the
difficulty of applying hiigh-level generalities not to simple but
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to complex, and perhaps novel moral dile'llJlllasmight appear
a denigration of personal freedom. statements abut
original siD and human accountability to God, however
moderate, might cause impatienoe in an inoreasing~
anthropocentric society. Dec+ining belief in God would
seem to reduoe the foroe of divine sanction. Gains in
epistemological status by empirically based knowledge
would be at the expense of 'knowledge' purporting to come
from a body of traditional wisdom, the validation of which
could only be problematic on empirical criteria. On the
other hand, though, there were aspects of Christian R~
which had survival-value beyond the forties. The
valu,i ng of individuality in community and the importance
of inn$r motivation towards moral behaviour were notions
capable of secularisation while retaining a religious
appearance. Also, the personalisation of morality b~
which rule-keeping became secondary to a believed
relationship with Go~ was congenial to subsequent
emphases upon personal relationships and situational
approaohe~ aimed at perceiving other people's needs and
feelings. In addition, those writers who were most to
advocate the use of reason in moral judgements and
behaviours were usually ready to acknowledge the affinities
of this stance with the moral universals of Christianity.
In such ~s the churches' concept of ME was to some extent
equipped to cope with the changes of outlook and consciousness
which were on the way. But in so far as the churches felt
obliged to insist that RE and ME. were coterminous, then the
way ahead was fraught with very grave obstacles. In the
forties, almost all the sig.ns were that the churches would
so insist.
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2.2. ACTUALITIES AND REALITIES

2.2.1. Religious Pluralism

i. Although the topic of World Religioas was aot totall~ ignored
in forties' RE, the typical approach was that adopted b;y:the
Durham Syllabus, ,bega ia 1938, publisud ia 1946. The
course on the Comparative Stud7 of world Religions was a
sintplifie", and at times sli&)1tly misleadia, (41) stud1 tor
sixt~f.rmers, which, while seekiag out the goodaess ia no.-
Christi .. faiths, interpreted religious ph•••• eaa as unita~
under a christolostcal criterioa. As early as 1943, Hilliard
had called tor the inclusioa in RE of the 'history of the other
great liViag religieas of maJlldDJi'(42), giviag as his reasons
that there wu' a gro.w1Rg interest among b07S od girls as well
as adulta in these matters, that theologians' at~itudes to other
religiou were changiag ....d that there was a Rew self-consciousRess
amoag the non-Christiaa religio .. themselT-es. It was also
'geReral17 agr.ed', he claime4, that educatioa must fester
uaderstandiag of eastern peoples. But he, too, restll'ic'bd
his sugg,estioas t. sixth!""forllers.&ad adTocated. eD-lf a historical
approacll. RoM.soa- coafined himself ev.n furtaell',addressiag
himself mainly to teachers but allowing that it might be
possible to take up the study of World Religio.. in special
classes amoRg sixth-formers, this beia, 'probahl,. the utmost
that cu ever he allotted to express teachillS:about it' (43).
A small surveY' was coaducted in an emergeuy traiaing college
amoag 350 male stude.ta, askiag if they would pretersJDpathetic
t.eaclliagof the te.ets of tao mala world religions, rather thaa
the usual cOllce.trat10. oa Christiaait~ (44). There were 280

replies. the a~erage, age ef those replying 'belag 33 ;rears.
44% replied Yes, 4¥~ repliedNe, 120~ were undecidedo So.e
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evidence is forthcoming of an interest among pupils and
teachers in the study of World Religions (45).

ii. Another voice was raised on the topic of World Religions,
this time from the Rationalist Press Association. The
following appeared in th~advertisem.nt columns of the T.EJ).
under the title 'The Aims of Education'.

'It is generally agreed that the aim of education is
to bring out the best in the indi~idual by encouraging
him to think intelligently,', and to act wisely in making
full use of his natural gifts. As a rule the subjects
in schools do much to furthe.r this aim, but there is
one exception and that is Religion.

There is no real reason for this exception.
Religion of one kind or another has alw~s occupied
the minds of good and thoughtful people in everJ,'
country and hu !nfhen.ed the whole sto!'7'of
civilization. The simple truths of these religions
are therefore well worth teaching to children, who
can thereby gain a wealth of knowledge that has
accumulated through the ages, and which they can
think over.

This instruction will be most beneficial if each
child, in'his own way, is allowed to glean from theae
varied sources certain ideas and values which m~
help.and inspire him as they have helped and
inspired others.

In that wa1Religion can be as educational as
any subject' (46).

This is a moderate statement, and it is tempting to read
Huxley between the lines (47). It is a very early
advocacy of what later came to be dubbed the 'supermarket'
approach to multi"'faith RE, although it should be noted that
the FOunds of its advQcacy are those of the benefits to the
indi~dual child, rather than of fairness to the religions.
There is a central point of divergence here from the
prevailing church theo~ of education, which was a theo~
of the indi~dual in community, rather than a theor.1;of
child-centredness, or even a theory of instruction. But· the
R.P.A. were making a plea for individualism, without apparently
having considered just what w as meant by the 'simple truths'
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of religion. For there could be few organisations more aware
of the debateable nature of the 'truths' of religion than the
R.P.A. and in later decades the R.P.A could be expected to
argue that an RE which 'taught the simple truths of religions'
was one which might damage the integrity and individiduality
of the child.

iii. But this statement does anticipate later pluralism, in
its realisation of the possible human significance of religion
and the importance of acquainting schoolchildren with a wide
range of religious phenonmena. Perhaps therefore the remark
about the ~imple truths' was an indication that pluralists had to
tread carefully at the time and give due allowance to the supposed
benefits o~ inducting into religion. But pluralism was being
given a voice, if not official recognition (48).

iv. As something of a footnote to this section, it is inter-
esting to compare a review of Pike's Faiths in Many Lands with
a review of Storr's Many Creeds, One Cross. Pike's was
described as 'a dangerous book' because of the allegedly
reduced stature given to Christianity. But Storr was 'a
sound guide' because his standpoint was that of Christian
interpretation (+9).

2.2.2. Moral Pluralism

i. There was no strong and orchestrated pressure for secular
ME, even though there was some activity from the Secular
Education League (50). It is possible however that some RE
was in fact secular ME with sufficient reference to the
Bible to make it appear Religious Education. While it cannot



be ascertained how far Freeman's position was implemented, he
nevertheless published the view that the Christian ethic was
able to stand on its own, separated from Christian theological
speculations, and might carrY' greater credibility,. if it were
to do so (51). Also, school courses which adopted a secular,
philosophical rather than a religious approach to human
problems might have multiplied (52). There was among RE
personnel an awareness of the conflict of standards between
those for which the school was striving and those found in the
world outside (53). Also, a religious moralitY' seemed, at
that time, to be unavoidably committed to absolute standards.
While Lord Samuel believed that manY' people not attached to
religion were coming to see the unfortunate social effects of
the decline of faith (54.), and while the Prime Minister might
believe that a re-affirmation of absolute moral standards was
urgentlY' needed (55), there seemed to be in process' that
rejection of absolutes which was to become such an important
feature in the later historY' of RME.

ii. The plea for moral pluralism bY' the C.A.C.E. is doubl~
interesting in that such a bodY' should consider RME as a proper
part of its invo~vement and that it should recommend a
somewhat differen~ position from the Agreed SY'llabuses. It
maintained that children be given the opportunitx to appraise
each. thread of the nation's tradition, in the context of-
intellectual freedom (56). Of these threads, the Christial1.,
the classical and the scientifio, it was science which for many
people had 'eclipsed both the Christian and the classical
lights' (57), the report urged. Ieaxlee objected to the

proposed tripartite base to morals. He wrote an editorial
oomplaining that the Government had not kept oontro1 of C.A.C.E.,
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and predicting that the chapter of the C.A.C.E.'s report
dealing with 'The Moral Factor' would die the death of the
weak and futile in the faoe of the 'virility, the breadth,
the spirit of conviction and the realism, educational and
otherwise, manifest in the new London syllabua, the revised
Surrey, Middlesex and Lanoaster, to mention only the most

But the challenge from science was to
increase, and so long as it seemed credillle that science
could generate human 'A.luea, the former absolutes of religion
could with apparent safety be nudged to the museum. The
report noted that a 'greatly increased moral perplexity
and confusion' was a characteristio feature of the times, but
no programme was suggested as to how this confusion could be
counteracted.

iii. It was during the period 194.5-50 that the A.E.Co

achieved its greatest success, only to disappear i:n.·.iaht

fifties. "

Although during the War Norwood had specifically
rejected the idea of explicit and direct education for
oitizenship, MoNair did reoommend it as a separate and
compulsorx subject for student teachen. However, the
Association was not consulted over the produotion of the
White Paper, Educational Reconstruction. After the War
Attlee became a vice-president of the Association, and
Wilkinson, Minister of Education, had shown interest D~
aoceptingan invitation ~o speak at the 1946 A.G.Mo, and

by setting some of her staff to look into the matter o~
Elitizenship as a school subject. The Association was read7
with recommendations (59) but encountered no more recognition
than a footnote on page 42 of the Ministry's Pamphlet 16,

Citizens Growing UP9 19490 Although the pamphlet spoke
of a growing feeling in the country. that education in



citizenship was neeessary, and acknowledged its inde'htedness
to A.E.C. publications, it is doubtful if the Association
made much of a mark on either the Ministry or the schools.
It reached a peak in 1950, diminishing to its closure in
Oct;ober: 1957. Its mem'b:ershiphad never reached more than
four hundred.

iv. Whitmarsh, has drawn attention to a 1948 !hesis, which
concluded that, after research in 219 schools, there was fou~d
broad agreement about the desirability of Citizenship as
a subj,ect, but that in practice it,was rarely offered (60).
While Whitmarsh produced an admirable study of the Association, it

:isan. Ol'llssibrt that he showed no interest in any possible
relationship there m~ have been between Citizenship Education
and RE. For it seems very likely that the lukewarmness
shown to the Association can be partly accounted for b~
RE's having won to itself the accredited place as curri~ulvm-
vellicle for educati.onin democrao7t in partnership with
History. Even had Simon and Hubback remained vigorous
campaigners into the fifties, it would seem unlikely that
RE's plaoe would have been taken over by the newcomer. There
might have been a future for the A.E.C. were it to have
linked up with the Asso:eiation for Education in World
Citizenship, though this would probably have turned out to be
absorption into a larger bod,.. ~et the inauguration of the
A.E.W .C. was itself an indication of a trend away, from
parochialism in education towards the pluralism of a world-
context. RME was to become involved in this ver~ trend,
wb:ichwasto become' a factor both in the xe.-·definitionof
aims and in the appreciation of how RE and ME related to

each other.
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2.2.3. Classroom-RE

i. So far attention has largely been placed upon theoretical
issues, particularly upon the religio-moral theories
underlying RME immediately subsequent to the passing of the
1944 Education Act. It is also part of this study to
look at the actual working of the Act in the authorities.
Of special interest is the question whether the teaching
body as a whole was prepared to follow the lead given by
the churches. Anglicanism had again been accorded privileg~,
but this was now a shared privilege with the Nonconformists.
It was also exercised in a manner rather removed from that
revealed in the celebrated 1837 clerical remark to
Wilderspin (61). If co-operation was now the keynote (62),
to what extent did this work out at grassroot-level?

ii. The correspondent to The Times in 1940 suggested that
there was a reluctance on the part of the teaching
profession to christianise youth (63). The Mass Observation
Poll of 1944 seemed to sUbstantiate this viewpoint, for,
although a figure of 9~~ was arrived at in this survey to
indicate teachers in favour of State school RE, this poll
also indicated a strong reaction against the dual system~
and against denominational teaching, with a corresponding
preference for teaching the subjeot of The Comparative
Study of Religion (64). Something may perhaps be surmised
from the ohoice of topic upon which Mro John Maud,
Permanent Secretary to the Ministry of Eduoation, spoke
at a meeting of the Institute of Christian Education, in
King's College,London.in Deoember 1945. His address was on how



a Christian should operate in an educational milieu not
explicitly Christian (65). A suggestive comparison might
be drawn between the inaugural speech of Sir Walter Moberly,
as president of the I.C.E., in April 1946-,when he talked
optimistically of the religious base now av.owed ill-education (66),
and his address to the I.C.E., in January 1949, during the
Conference of Educational Associations, also held at King's.
On that occasion he spoke on the subj~ct 'How far can our
Education be Christian?' (67). In 1946 he spoke of
overseas' obserTers being able to hope that England might yet
become a Christian community fulfilling a world-mission.
In 1949 he referred to t:hemany teachers perplexed as to whether
it was justifiable to give Christian teaching in the schools,
when society no longer shared a common belief in Christianity.
The N.U.To affirmed in July, 1945 the 'necessity' for each
child in the country to become familiar with the Bible, and the
'need' for mQral and spiritual training to be based on the
principles and standards of Christianity (68). But this
was in a joint production of the churches, the ~eachers and
the local authorities, in the manner of the Agreed Syllabuses,
and may therefore reflect primarily RE, teacher-opinion. and
early opinion at that, rather than signify any wider
readiness by teachers generally to support its provisions
in a positive manner.

iii. It is very probable that, while there may have been
little widespread enthusiasm for explicitl~ religious
Christianity, implic:i.tlyChristian assumptions were tolerated,
if not actually welcomed. A series of articles in the T.E.S.
opened b.y specif;riD.gthat the Christian assumption, that Man
was a created being with a potential as a child of God, would
be basic to the argument (69). No disapproval was registered
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in the correspondence-columns, and there were no articles
countEl"-attacking. How far this acquiescence may have
contained an element of the merely polite is impossible
to say, but at least there was acquiescence. The Curtis
Report (70) may be a pointer to the nature of this
acquiescence, howey-ere For, while making an
acknowledgement of the religious inspiration that sustained
much child-care work, it nevertheless omitted any suggested
scheme for Relig!.ous Education for deprived children, and
went so far as to allege an occasional link between low
standards of caring and of education and a concern for the
religious training of both staff and children. There was
a call by six members of the committee for an improved and
strengthened emphasis upon RE. But this might have been a
microcosm of the general situation: a minority trying to take
the majority further than they really wished to go.

iv. An examination of the reporting of RE during the period
1945-50 would strengthen the belief that there was a serious
gap between the lqlefulwords of the Syllabuses and the act"ali ty
of the schools' situation. Basic to this reporting was
the refrain that, for many children and young people, the
only. contact they would hay,e with the church and its teaching
was through school RE, and this contact was so beset with
disadvantages as to make it unreliable in bringing pupils to
an intelligent acceptance of Christianity. The reporting is
not all gloomy(71)9 but gloom is to be encountered. Both
the National Association of Boys' Clubs and of Girls' Clubs
spoke of widespread ignorance of the Bible and of Christianity
among adolescents leaving school (7;2). The Secretary of
the Schools Council of the Student Christian Movement, after

reporting intellectual curiosity about Christianity among



sixth-formers, went on to say that 'The complacent statement,
that people may find it difficult to believe in Christianity
but will always love Jesus, is certainly untrue in the sixth
form' (73). Yeaxlee bemoaned. in 1950 that the startling
fact was that far fewer children than 12opl.erealised possessed
Bibles of their own, and in far fewer homes than most liked
to think no copy was to be found (74). Two extended
quotations from this period indicate the disquiet that some
felt about the situation, and point to weakness.es brought on
in a system that depended upon statute for its maintenance.

'One thing is certain. If the Scripture lessono are
unrelated to anything else in school life they
will achieve very little. Criticisms of such lessons
were produced lately by a group of girls in their
School Certificate year - a specially good group, likely
to ~ecure distinguished results. They said: "It
seems as if the Scripture lessons were thrown in for
decency's sake; nobody seems to think they really
count for anything." This is difficult to refute.
In most secondary schools examination subjects have
anything from three to five periods per week, Scripture
one; hours of preparation are expected for other
subje~ts, little or none for Scripture. Rehearsals
for shows, the measuring of feet, the collection of
subscriptions, and other aueh projects are pushed into
the Scripture period so as not to "waste time".

In some schools the same attitude is reflected in
the conduct of morning prayers. On days when prayers
are Qffered Bible readings are cut out, long h,mns are
abridged by the omission of verses, and so on. It is
the same in the 'library. The SCience, sociology,
fiction and other sections will be regularly. enlarged,
new booka of high qualitY' and rcment publication being
bought, while the reLigious section is either non-
existent or miserably out of date. It is often
recognised that Scripture is a suitable subject for
duds who can't cope with School Certificate maths, but
not at all the thing for good candidates' (75).

While this quotation might be criticised as coming from a
limited school experience, as well as being impressionistic,
the next excerpt, while being also impressionistic, comes
nevertheless from a writer able to laY'claim to a certain
width of school experience.
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'Judged by almost any standards the Scripture teachi~
in our schools in.the last thirty or forty, years has
not been a success. The blunt truth has to be stated
that Scripture was the Cinderella of the curriculum
and that, with some outstanding exceptions, it was
badlly taught. Thousands of boys and girls left school
little better than pagans, in spite of the fact that
most of them had supposedly received religious
instruction every morning of their school lives.... It
is now more than four years since the Act became law,
yet in many primary schools the religious instruction
period is still the first period of the morning with
consequent serious inroads into the time availa'b~e.
In such schools all the staff, of necessity, teach the
subject whatever their beliefs may be. The existence of
the extended conscience clause seems not to be commonly
known and to be rarely implemented. Agreed Syllabuses
are being produced in no more than a slow trickle,
though printing difficulties rather than indifference
may be the explanation in this case. Authorities are
slow to adopt existing syllabuses, and many schools are
atill using totally inadequate syllabuses as the basis
for whatever religious instruction is given. Moreover
few authorities have considered the setting up of a
religious advisory council sufficiently important to
warr~nt the trouble of con~ening one' (76).

It seems that RE could draw to itself fine-sounding speeches,
but was often not accorded the experuise and resources which
would give it the chance to make headway (77).

v. Although it was not until the fifties that a major,
systematic project was in a position to report upon the
actualities of statutory RE, a piece of small-scale research
emerged in the forties which is of interest for the
conclusions drawn, these being ant.icipatory of some later
sixties' research. Sandhurst held discussiolBwith nearl~
five thousand men about the evidences for Christianity. (78),
concluding that they had encountered an 'extraordinary' lack
of integration or correlation between religion and life,
a statement significantly resembling Goldman's criticisms in
the sixties (79). When he applied a questionnaire about
school RE to a company of Boy-soldiers, he found that 22
described RE as tuseless', 10 as making use of objectionabl.
metbods, and only 8 as 'fairly good', and 9 as 'excellent'.
Sandhurst believed that the apparent indifference towards
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Christianity waseuperficial, to be accounted for by
ignorance rather than by hostility, and to be remedied by
better teachmg. Again, he was anticipatory of the sixties.

vi. Another piece of research to come out of the fortie.
threw light upon the attitudes of parents aad schoolchildren
towards religion, with some investigation of att~tudes to RE.
It also paid some attention towards teachers' attitudes, but
this was a very small part of the scheme and not, unfortunately
for t his study, dealing with the relationship betweea RE aDd ME.
Moret+.oncirculated a g,uesticmnaire to 1400 people in 1944,
receiving replies from 258 males and 156 females, of various
occupations, of probably above-average intelligence, 8.D.dof
ages ranging from 17 to 77 (80). He found that, although the
great majority seldom or never attended church, their attitude
to religion was distinctly less unfavourable than thei~
attitude to church. Most of them advocated undenominational
teaching of religion in schools, with a marked preference
being shown to the teaching of many religions. Replies from
adolescents were similar to those from adults, but not tend-
il18' tD be So favourable to :religion.

vii. It is interesting to note that Moreton sugsested that
'loss of faith' might be accounted for by the failure of
schools and churches to make allowanc. for the psychological
development of children so encouraging a 'fixation' at an
immature emotional or intellectual level. This was to lie

one of Goldman's major contentions, as will be seen late~ (81).
A further point of interest is that Moreton also suggested
that RE might benefit from an investigation of those schoola.
which could be counted to be successful in their religious
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teaching - a suggestion to be picked up later by both Loukes (82)
and Alves (83). He sounded a caution against literalist
Bible ...teaching, finding very little belief in the literal
inspiration of the Bible, and prophesying that the majority
of those taught a 'fundamentalist doctrine' would in due
course throw the whole away.

viii. A further piece of evidence should be noted, in the
form of the Ministry of Education's 1948 ReEort (84). This
statement was realistic, in that it was frank about the
infringements that could be made upon RE, mentioning the
encroachments of administration, registration and the drying
of wet clothes, upon the first period of the day. However,
the report was also optimistic, in that it spoke of advance
in Religious Instruction, albeit 'patchy', and mentioned
the encouraging responses which had been made by the training
colleges. The general conclusion reached was that a start
had in fact 'been madem ,.realising the aims of the 1944 Educat:ia.l.
Act, but that there was still more to be done.

2.2.4. In-service Training

i. The production of good RE teachers, qualified with more
than good intentions, was a major problem for many years (85).
This problem was appreciated by the Ministry. As early; as
1941 the Board of Education had encouraged the provision of
courses in Religious Knowledge for teachers (86). In the
immediate post-wal.t'years in-service courses were mounted for
teachers of RE by University Institutes of Education, by LEAs,
by churches and by the N.U.T. But perhaps it was the
Institute of C,llrietianEducation which responded with lhe
greatest sustained resolve to the challenge of in-service
training (87).



ii. The idea of the I.C.E. originated mainly: in the mind of
Canon Tissington Tatlow in the early thirties, althoagh a
request in 1925 by some British teachers in India for a body
to unite l~minded members of the profession had spurred the
Student Christian Movement to consider the matter. The idea
took shape at a conference on Christian Education in 1931
and was enthusiastically pursued by Temple when he was
A:Dchbisliopof Io:rrk. He chaired an exploratory committee
frQ~ 1932-35, and became the first president upon the I.CeE.'s
inauguration in October 1935 in Westminster School Hall.
An already existing Association of Religious Knowledge Teachers
was absorbed into the venture. Tatlow became the honorary
director, with headquarters in London.

iii. The work of the Institute was diverse. There was an
advisory serTice from the London office, which also housed a
library. Local associations throughout the country were
affiliated to the central body, there being 8 in 1939, and

35 in 1945. Committees for library, research, literature
and overseas' concerns met regularly. One of the Institute's
publications, a pamphlet called Suggestions for a Syllabus of
Religious Instruction, was consulted by a number of Syllabus-
compilers, and was explicitly, acknowledged by Gloucester.
The Wele'A association produced a Syllabus which was adopted
by most Welsh LEAs. The Institute was linked both to the
British Council of Churches and to the Student Christian
Movement, contributing several columns of information to
each issue of that movement's magazine Religion in Education.
Tatlow endeav.oured to keep the Institute's contribution to
RE before the attention of the wca.tS.a.a1 public. Eventually
the I.CoE. was to merge with the S.C.M •. in 1956; to become
the Christian Education Movement, a body still active today.
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iv. Tatlow regularly organised RE courses for teachers.
They formed a regular pattern, closely geared to the teaching
of Agreed .Syllabus RE. A typical course would be built
around a series of main lectures by distinguished church
scholars on biblical topics, with one or two methods-related
lectures by lay-people, and discussion-groups led by. a mix
of clerics and lay-persons. Sometimes the courses carried
joint sponsorship with the Board/Ministry of Education,
twelve such being held between 1942 and 1949. Courses were
also organised for training-college staff, for teachers
during school hours, at the request of their LEAs, and for
personnel involved in Syllabus-making.

2.2.5. An Example of Syllabus-making (88)

i. An authority which can fairlJ' be described as one which
tou serious~ its legal responsibilities was that of Derbyshire.
The following account of how it formed its RE Syllabus will
throw light upon issues wider than those of that county. This
is not being put forwaW as a typical account of Syllabus-
making. It is an ind.ication of the mechanics of RE at the
time in an authorit;r which was at pains to make the procedures
yield useful results for the schools.

ii. At a special meeting of the Derbyshire Religious
Instruction Sub-committee in January. 1939 it was resolved
to recommend the revised Cambridge Syllahus for use in the
county's Provided and Non-provided schools. This led to a
fairly widespread, but by no means universal, adoption of
this Syllabus throughout the county. When in 1944 the
Derbyshire Dire~tor of Education, Mr. V.G.Briggs, was faced
with the task of calling 'a Conference to agree upon an R.Io
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Syllabus in compliance with the Fifth Sdledule of the Education
Act, he could have expected the Cambridge Syllabus to haV!e been
known and generally approved of throughout his constituenc~t
to the extent of its being acceptable at least as a tempor8.l7'
measure. He therefore proposed this Sl;llabus as an inten.m-
arrangement to last until the Act's deailine ,1.4,4,$.. The

organisation could then be set up for unhurried arrangements
leading to a Derbyshire Sylilabus. Briggs' anxiety. to avoid
the hasty arrangements that might lead to an unsatisfactor,,'
final productioDt stemmed from the fact that the machinery, for
Syllabus-formation enviaag~d by the Act was an innov.ation for
Derbyshire, unlike the position in the west Riding and in

Surrey.

iii. Briggs' first task, as he saw it, was to consult. with
the county's grammar,schooJ. headteache:zes about a point which
might have escaped the Ministry" namely that pne-war S;y;llabwses
did not cate!" ve71Y'fully: for post-certificate pupils, so
necessitating the immediate production of suitable material
for this age-group by the April deadline. Brig~actuall~,
doubted if this were possible, and was counting on there being
enough material in the Cambridge Syllabus as a temporary
expedient: for the sixth-form •.availing himsel.f of Section 114,
Sub-section 4, which allowed the adoption of a Syllabus already
in openation, without Conference· -approval, provided that. the
full Conference procedure had been followed by 1.~.47.. He
wrote to his opposite numbers in Cambridge (H. Morris), in the
west Riding (A.L.Binns)_ and in Surr~y (R. Beloe) asking each
what he was going to do about the post-certificate problem.
Morris replied that the point had escaped him but that the
machinery was av:ailable to produce such material with relative
ease. Binns replied to say that no decision had yet been
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made on post-certificate work but that there had been much
discussion with secondary headteachers.
(presumably he replied) has been los~.

Beloe's letter

iv. Briggs then wrote to his divisional education officers,
aSking. for information about Syllabus-use in their areas.
Chesterfield and Glossop reported extensive use of the
C.ambridge Syllabus, Buxton reported that this SY.Jil.labushad
been adopted by the committee but that it was used in on~ a
few schools, while Ilkeston reported objections to the
Cambridge Syllabus, each head constructing his or her own.
Scorer of Ilkeston drew attention to the newly· ,produced
Sunderland Syllabus, :in which he had shared in the planning
and wri tina., and pronounced it better for the 'average'
teacher than that of Cambridge. Briggs called Scorer to meet
him for a discussion, the latter agreeing to return to his
committee to ask for a resolution in favour of Cambridge.
But the committee in the event adopted Sunderland's Syllabus,
and Briggs had to accept this decision.

v. There is an interesting letteu dated 20.3.45 from the
Heanor and District Free Church Federal Council, in which
information was supplied to Briggs about a sub-committee that
had been formed specifically in anticipation of the setting-up
of a County Syllabus Conference, and in which a 'readiness to
assist the EdUcation Authority in that part of the act that
pertains to the Committee' was intimated. Briggs replied
courteousl;tla week later. Such prodding, .if prodding were
intended, was quite unncecessary in his case. The first
Conference ·meeting was held in January 1946 in which a
sub-committee was formed with the double brief: 'to consider
the aims of religious education in schools and in the light of
those aims to consider various syllabuses of religious instruct:hn
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including the National Basic Outline of Religious Instruction'.
Minutes 3060 and 3061 (27.3.47) accepted the reccmmendation
that the Cambridge Syllabus continue for another year (the
Sunderland Syllabus in Ilkeston), supplemented by approved
material for pupils over 15, and that Conference be authorised
to continue in offioe with a view to recommending a substitution
for the Cambridge Syllabus as soon as possible. Minute 3062
accepted a previous recommendation (30.4.46) that a Standing
Advisory Council be formed.

vi. The Council was composed of 3 representatives from the
authority, 3 from the diooese, 3 from the F.C.F.C., and 6
from the teachers' associations (4 nominated by. the Derbyshire
Association, of Teachers and 2 by the Joint Four Secondary
Associations). It became known as S.A.C.R.E.D. (Standing
Advisor~ Council for Religious Education in Derbyshire), and
met in unbroken succession through to 23.9.62, with meetings
each year except 1950, and with the customary cluster of
sub-oommittees. The following Syllabus material was adopted,

1. The primary seotion of the Surrey Syllabus.
2. Some sections of the secondary Surrey material, !!!.,

Course 2 for first-year pupils,
Course 3 for secon~year pupils,
Course 5(a) (i) and parts 'of (b) and (0) of
Course 1 for third-year pupils.

3. The Derbyshire Supplemen~ for pupils of over-15 years,
for pupils of the fourth-y.ear and thereafter.

4. The bibliography from the Surrey Syllabus.
5. The following sections from the Surre7 Syllabus

were also issued as Aids to Teaohers.
Course 1(a) (i),
Part IV,
Appendioes II and III.

vii. The fOl'egoing paragraphs illustrate something of the



variety, inter-dependence and co..operation that existed in
the Agreed'Syllabus scene. It camaot, however, be claimed
that the punctilliousness shown by Briggs in complying with
his legal obligations was to have been found as a nom in
LEAs generally. Where there was more than a nominal
acceptance of responsibility by an authority, then. there
was never any doubt that the churches and the teachers would
amicalil,l;y;work tog~ther with resolve to produce a Syllabus
which they believed ser'Ved the needs of their particular
areas. This creative response to the Education Act was not
rest~cted to Syllabus-formation~ it should be noted, for
Derbyshire was also active in the production of additional
documents as aids for both primary and se-condary teachers.
In this further output the I.OeB. gave welcome aid, Yeaxlee
himself being in touch with the Director of Education,
and the minutes of S .A.O.ReB. n~B.9 •.54) recording a resolution
to p~ an annual honorarium of ten guineas to the I.O.E.
'ltnview of the great help given by the Institute towards
the teaching of religious knowledge in Derbyshire schools'.
The council also promoted the mounting of regular in-service
courses in RE for Derbyshire teachers.

'Viii. As a closing commen~ to this section, and one which
relates directly: to the central theme "of this study, it is
interesting to note that Derbyshire believed itself to be
operating an RE which was fully in tandem with socio-moral
education. The statement of aim which came to be included
in t he eventual Syllabus, saw the socio-moral and the
religious as complementary to each other (89). The complement-
arit~ intended was not defined, but the implication was that it
iDvolved interat)tioD rather than independent, parallel
exercises.
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2.3. THE RE/ME RELATIONSHIP

i. The central feature of the forties' view of the RE/ME

relationship was that morals were the product of religion
and that a decline in religion could only be a prelude to
a decline in morality. Various w riters were to claim that
Christian morality could exist only as a concomitant of
Christian faith (90). Such a view was justified if arguing
from the premises of Christian Platonism. But there may also
have been other more pragmatic reasons why such a view might
have seemed particularly appropriate to maintain at the time.
for it must have appeared good sense to urge the indispensabUity
of the Christian religion to the concept of Christian citizenship
when the latt.-arconcept carried general approval. At least
therefore it might have been a tactical weakness for the churches
to have allowedmorality its autonomy, at a time when few
people might have been expected to see the point of such a
move, or even to have agreed were they to have seen the point.
Hence RME, undifferentiated and inter-dependent, might have
appeared the more viable alternatiwto an autonomous RE and an
autonomous ME because of the practical benefits each gave the
other, quite apart from more philosophical considerations.
But to equate RE and ME was to make RME vulnerable on two counts.
First, if moral behaviour were not in the event forthcoming, the
churches could be indicted for believed moral decay. Second,
to place 'indispensable grace' at the centre of the religio-moral
theories underlying RME was to invest with great importance a
very debateable notion. The 'good' atheist and the 'bad'
religious believer both cast doubt upon the idea and suggested
the theories to be unsound. Perhaps the experienoe of 'grace'
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could be unconscious, undergone bl)'people without tJaeir
realising that it was taking place" It.opetbeless.if the cellcepts
necessar~ to the experienoe were to fade from publio
consciousness, this could only contribute further to
a loss of confidence in the theories underlying the
experience. The first point may: be illustrated at its
simplest by a correspondent to the T.E.S. who asked whw,
after fifteen years of RE, the juvenile delinquency-rate
was going up (91). The second point may be illustrated
by the concern shown by some theologians that the concept
of God was dying off for large numbers of people (92).

ii. The chie~ advantage of an undifferentiated RME,
enclosed in the context of Christianity, was that the
decision as to which moral content was 10re adopted had been
made in favour of clear moral rules, 'in the Ten Commandments,
and of agape,'in the Sermon on the Mount. This no~
only possessed the benefit of tradition, so making it
fairly readily identifiallle to the general puhlic, but also
took into account both the idea of external absolutes and
the idea of inner attitudes and dispositions. It is not
a satisfactory, situation for ME it a school has no ag~ed
moral conten,t upon which to operate, but it is also
unsatisfactory. if ME consists of no more than, a rigid
and uncompassionate application of external rules. Yet
there is a corresponding disadvantage in that agape makes
heavy demands both upon the maturit.y of an individual's
moral judgement and upon the energy he can summon up to
meet its requirements in action. It seems to be the caee
that the moral dimension o·fa religion sueh .aa ChristiaDity
cannot function fllll.y, perhaps not even partially., without
there being some organic link with: the other dimensions
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of the faith. Even if the writers of the forties who made
this point had their eyes on tactical advantages, t.hey
would nevertheless seem to have been right to contend for
an organic link between religious moralities and religious
belief-systems. Perhaps they were not sufficieatly
aware, however, that because secular moralities are also
reared upon belief-systems it may 'bedesirable for these
belief-systems to be examined as part of ~ RE and ~.
In the process RE and ME would then justifiably relate in
the area of the beliefa that may underlie behaviour. While
the point ~ appreciated that morality rests upon belief
no less than does religion, the forties required a simple
choice to be made between Christian belief and all other
belief-systems. So long as this choice were made in
favour of Christianity then ME was dealing with Christian
behaviour and RE and ME could be equated. If the choice
were not made in favour of Christianity, however, the
alternative to an equated RE/ME was not necessaril~ total
severance. Perhaps greater attention could have been
directed to developing this latter point'of view.

iii. The editors of the Year Book did indicate that
common ground might exist between religious and secular
moralities. But it took another fifteen to twenty years
before this common ground was claimed as a basis for
a joint Christian/Humanist approach to ME. When, after
another five to ten years, curriculum-material appeared for
an autonomous ME the existence of overlap between religious
and secular moralities seemed not to be taken into account in
the production of the material. This point will be
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developed in chapter 5. For the idea of overlap, whi~not
making any necessary claims that religion and morality are
in relationship, does imply that interaction might take
place,..without this being contrary to the nature of either
religion or morality. If such interaction be beneficial
then it would seem unsatisfactory to prevent its being
realised, especially if RE and ME were to haye closer links
than those resulting merely from overlap. This is one
of the reasons why this present study will pursue the
idea of an 'intersection' between RE and ME. The neoessity
to leave behind the forties' synthesis of RE and ME may
not necessitate a total severance between the two areas.

2.4. SUMHARI

i. Well before the 1939-45 War had been won by the Allies,
Britain was beginning to look forward to the social
betterment which was believed would come in the new era
to be ushered in by victory. with the advent of Labour
to power and the implementation of collectivist policies,
the new era seemed to be beginning. A new chapter also
seemed to be opening up for RME, ~ith the work of decades
apparently coming to fruition. The religious difficulty had
been resolved, upon agreement among the .churches on the
content of religious teaching, integration of Voluntary
schools in a single state system, and widespread concurrenee
in the view that RE and ME were to be equated. But any
sense in which RME was entering a new era of Christian
opportunity was largely illusory. The reality was that
the churches had negotiated a twenty-year or so conclusion
to the theory of Christian education, with its particular
expression in Christian schools and a monistic Christian RE.



ii. The churches' stake in the schools had previously
depended upon two major factors. The first was
ideological, in that a particular educational theory, which
saw Christianity as base, context ana goal, held sway from,
about the mid-thirties onwards with no seriOus rival (93).
The second was prapatic, the churches owning numbers of
schools lWhich the state was obliged to use or to replace.
The combination of these two factors meant that the
churches had to be at least considered, and at times consulted
on matters of educational planning. Or, to put the issue
at a more cynical level, the churches could expect
consideration so long as a 'religious difficulty' of some
sort were perpetuated. The resol~tion of the religious
difficulty in 1944 was really the erid of the Une for the
churc~es, unless they could hold educationists to the
concept of Christian a.ducation as the dominant educational
theory. !or the mix of a shrinking church presence and of
a general agreement on RE meant that the churches were
likely to be consulted only out of courtesy by a secularising
state. The religious difficulty was indeed going to
surface again, but not in the form of disagreements between
Anglicanism and Nonconformity. The disagreements would
be.b.etween religious and secular education, which were to
affect the three aspects: of teaching content in.whether
to include World Religions, of administration in whether
to allow Don-Christian Aided schools, and of the RE/ME
relationship in the advocacy of a humanistic baae to ME.

iii. The chief ingredients of the .hurches' views of
education in the forties were, this being the P~otestant
version, as follows: the believed organic connection
between democracy and Christianity, especially in the area
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of indivddual and personal development, the ineeparamtlity
of Christian ethics from Christian 'theology, especiall~
in the area of motivation towards moral behaviour, the
viewing of religious 'need' as, first, a cognitive need for
a biblical religious conceptual framework, and, second,
as an affective participation in a worshipping congregation;
the integration of all school subjects and activ.:lties
under Christian principles, with the creation of a
Christian atmosphere in school life; the teaching of
Religious Instruction in the classroom to be compleme.iled
b,. experienoe of Christian worship in assemD:!7; and the
fostering of as close as possi'b:J.elinks between home,
school ud church. This was to be all part of a grand
design whereby the nation was to become a trul;r Christian
community, and the Kingdom of God was to be realised.
The times were conducive to such views, in .~hat the
churches ~d heightened the prevailing national feeling
that the War at base was a moral struggle, by concretising
it as a battle for the survival of Christian civilisation.
The years of recove~, 1945-49, held pleat~ of remi.dera
that Britain was still fighting for its life. That genu1ne
and to an extent successful attempts were made to
implement the principles named above seems certain, especiall~
at the diocesan end of the spectr.m. But that there was
indifference, disregard, ineptitude and some hostility,
at the other end, also seems certain.

iv. While the question of moral and religious pluralism
was not a burDing issue in the forties, there were
expressions of disquiet about the presence of competing
belief-systems and of alternative moral systems to that
of Christianity, and of unease about the subsequent moral



confusion which appeared to be coming in their wake. But
the churches felt strong enough to put aside any suggestion
that further pluralism additional to that already allowed
in the 1944 Education Act should be given a foothold. As
Yeaxlee put the matter, the Syllabuses of a Christian sooiety
would be unhesitatingly Christian (94). This meant a
unitary ethio based upon Christianity, into which children
could be inducted and, it was to be hoped, given a clear
sense of right and wrong. It also meant an imposed
christologioal interpretation upon all religious phenomena.
But there were social forces at work, of which some Christian
educationists were aware, which carried an implicit, sometimes
a direct, challenge to the conoept of a Christian society (95).
There were also changes in the politioal power-base to
English s~ciety. It might now more readily be believed
that religion could become a device to buttress an unjust
social ord!9r. Nevertheless, although social change was
perceived to be occurring, the response of those conducting
forties' RME was more likely than natto be tores:istrather than
to adapt. They seemed prepared to proceed as if social
change were not very significant to their work. But the
twentieth-century foroes of secularism, materialism and
pluralism were eventually going to assert their ascendancy.

v. It may be said that the churches were successful in
promoting their views about RE and about the relationship
between RE and ME. Evidence for this judgement may be
found in the scarcity 'of alternative theoretical stances on
education to those of Leeson, Temple and Jeffreys, in the
line of Christian Platonism. It may also be found in the
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public as well as the Parliame.tary approval given to
the religious clauses of the Act which, it has been.
mai_tai.ed.in these first two chapters of th:ilstdy,
signifie.d sQmething more profound thaa a 'ho:ruse-tradet•
It seems valid to regard the 1944 settlement as extending
a welcome to the churches to become, or rather to continue
to be, a vital part of the educational process. Merely to
interpret the settlement as. a deal between church and state
by which the church.'s presence. was to be suffered as the
price for educational peace, is to ignore the historical
antecedents of the church's' position as contributor
to education in this country. That there was a deal
is odeniab;).e. But that Agreed Syllabus RE had developed

..
substantially between the Wars, and that the inclusion
of Christian worship in t.he school assembly was a settled
feature of Maintained schools 'by 1944 (96) alsoeannot
be denie~. The War did intensify the count~y's felt
need for a belief-system such as Christianity to foste~
national unity (97), and to see this as to be achieved.
partly throup an educational system integrated b~
Christianity (98). But this was inteJl.S.ifieation,it
should be stressu,lllot suddea discovery, of a feeling,
going back at least to Forster, and behind him to
Victorian England. The churches mig~t almost be ter.ed
too successful, for in some quart.ers RE took on the aura
of a panuea (99), which was to be a later embarrassment.
There were ver'! few people , apparent~I, who with Laski

saw the churches to be bankrupt at that time (100).
There seems to have been DO one of note in church related
RE who did not see the 1944 settlement as the start of a
major advauc., even though the signs were there that this
advance would be short-lived.
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CHAPTER THREE

NOT FOR TURNING: The Fifties

INTRODUCTION

i. The main aim of this chapter is to analyse the social
factors which were to undermine the concept of a Christian
society in Britain, and to identify the strategies open
to RME to aid its continuance in the schools despite
changing social circumstances. The former has been
given some attention in the literature (1), but the focus
has been mainly upon immigration, science and education.
A more comprehe:asive and more complex analysis will be
attempted here, and attention will also be given to some
important factors which supported the maintenance of the
status quo. Of these latter factors perhaps the most
relevant is 'the evidence for values-continuity between
the generations. However, it must be emphasised that,
while this evidence manifested itself to researchers
it could become obscured at the level of the general
public,if attention were concentrated upon superficial
appearances of discontinuity engendered by a highly visible
minority of troublesome young people~

ii. Perhaps Musgrove may have been over-stating the position
when he talked of the 'sheer efficiency' by which values-
transmission was conducted (2). But it does seem that the
moral agencies of home, school and church made some headway
in the fifties. It is a matter of simple fact'that
research in RME concentrated upon the effectivens6 or
otherwise of Agreed Syllabus RE, and paid scarcely any
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attention to the relationship between RE and ME. It is alae
irue to say that researchers into young people's moral standards
and, more particularly, moral motivatioD. similarly paid little
attentioll to the role of school RME iD. this area. Hence, hard
evidence to prove tae view that RME made a useful contribution to
the perpetuation of traditional moralit~ in the fifties is difficulJt
to procure. Yet it may be a valid surmise that religiously based
ME worked towards and contributed t. the streng~eD.i.g of traditional
values, a:n.dthat rejectio. of the rituals., ceremonies and
theological propositions of the Christi .. church did not iney,itab2y
lead to the rejectioD. of Chriatiu morality. A workiag defiattio.
of morality should be advaa.ed at tlais :stqe, and Woottoa's

•summary of fifties y,alu•• seems adequate to the poiRt. She gave
"aa outli.e as follews: hard work, sobriety, ambitio., cleaali •• s.,

orde~, social advaD.oement, property-ownership, conquest of the
material enviroament &ad family-life (3). WAile sllCh a SUllllary

would never survi"~ a rigoreus eXUlinatioD. as to it. correspondence
to the Christi .. New Testament ethic, iB ge.eral terms there is &a
ideDtifioation, and it has its uses as an iA.,estigatory tool fo:
this chapter. It IIq' be presumed tlLat these were the value. whioh
the public held to be .traditioaal', &ad f o,~ wAicll they were
expectiag;a strengtheaiag from RE. The central questi •• that was
to be posed was whether sucll.values were best arrived at tlaro.ug).
a religious .edium, or whether the religious .edi ... i~t brine
about a rejf)ction of the values.

iii. BHE was generally stable. socially aoceptaHe aad e.,e. at
times bllo;rut duria, the fifties. There was no concerted effort
eit_er to have it challlgedor to have it abolished, as was to
.apPear iD the sixties, aDd the legal provisioas of the 1944

Education Aot were Bot seriously caalle.ged oa the grounds of
their UBfairaess to ch.iluea of Boa-Ch.risti ... pareats. ht.·

sips of future trauma and difficult,. were alread,. beeonag visible.
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There were, for example, expressions of concern by churchmen
about the 'decline of moral and ethical standards' (4). There
were warnings by educationists such as Frofessor Basil Fletcher
of Bristol University that there could be damaging results for
secular education if the looked-for integrating and democratic
influence of Christian education were unable to take effect (5).
There was anxiety that communication-problems were seriously
hampering RE, to the extent that Birmingham University
commissioned Ieaxlee to head a project enquiring into this
area (6). Something might perhaps be inferred from the use
of the word 're-instate' to describe the aim of the campaign
by the B.C.C. and the B.F.B.S. in 1953-54 as being to re-instate
the Bible. in the nation's life (7). Loukes accepted that
doubt existed among adolescents about RME (8), and Daines
speculated that an appreciable amount of sixth-form RE teaching
might be lacking in intelligenae (9). Cox advocated more
sophistication ionthe handling of biblical material so as
to avoid a mechanical use of the Agreed Syllabuses (10). The
difficulties presented in secondary modern school RE teaching
came to be discussed (11).

iv. It is possible to speak about Religious and Moral Education
as a composite curriculum-area throughout this decade and to be
able to continue to do so to about the mid-sixties. But the
alleged organic connection between the two which was so stressed
in the forties underwent investigation and challenge. There
was little likelihood that the connection would be overthrown
in the fifties. But the religio-moral theories of the forties
suffered a weakening in the fifties as the pressures to pluralism,
shortly to be analysed in this study, made their impression on
the course of RMEQ
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3.1. PRESSURES TO MO~ISM

3.1.1. Educational

1. For education generally, the fifties began in October 1951.
70r RE, the forties just continued. In October, Churchill
headed his first peacetime Government. He appointed a non-
Cabinet minister, florence Horsbrugh, aged 60, to take
charge of education. She immediately operated a ~~ reduction,
and, although there was some subsequent growth in the economy
of about 2% (12), school building proceeded very slowly,
class-sizes remained high, technical education developed at
a very slow rate, County colleges never had the chanoe to prove
themselv,es, and the McNair proposals for teacher-training
to become a three-year course were notolf'f'iciallly.implemented
until 1960 (13). Also, teachers' salaries were eroded with
consequent status-erosion, and the profession moved towards
strike-action. The Government did not evince much interest
in education, as might be illustrated from the fact that
Eccles, in five years, could bring the Cabinet to discuss
only one educational issue - the threat posed by the Oxford
ring-road to a University open spaoe (14). Eccles (1954-57,
1959-62) and Lloyd (1957-59) followed tripartite policies
with the backing of their party. The Labour party brought
comprehensive education to the fore in their political
platform. Such a position could be argued from socialist
first principles (15) and was therefore a very valid
political objective, even though it may have had uses in
other ways (16). As material standards of living steadily



rose during the decade, so educational opportunity, seen as a
gateway to the Igood life', became an ever more important
consideration as an election issue (17). It also gained in
importance as it oame to be seen as a crucial means of
developing the nation's pooL.of talen~ to ensure that high
material standards of living would be maintained into the
future as Britain held her own in a competitiTe world (18).
HoweTer, the cluster of reports at the end of the decade (19)

underlined the fact that money was not being made availaale for
social and educational provision for youth in comparable
proportion to the unprecedented affluence of the C01lJ1tr,.
generally.

ii. The conti~ued application of the 1944 Education Act's
religious clauses went forward, despite financial constraints.
T;.e (albeit slow) production of new Agreed Syllabuses was
maintained (20). Religious Knowledge courses were expanded
in the training colleges, spreading into the supplementary
year (21), and in-service training proceeded (22). Experimeats
in church/school liaison took place (23). The number of
pupils taking and succeeding in G.C.E. Religious Knowlectge
examinations increased steadily, even if not proportionately
to the increase in the school population (24). Production
of teaching .lids and resouroe-material for RE was gathering
momentum, even though this material did not include much OD
non-Christian religions (25). Perhaps the shortage of money
for curricular experiments helped to establish RE as a
satisfactory, eveD as the most appropriate, base in the
curriculum for moral training. Leeson (26) and others (27)

pursued. their theorising about Christian educatioD, without
this concept seeming too unrealistic to be viable. But the

concept of a Christian society was already being challenged



as the precursors of the social change which was to gather
force in the sixties became visible.

3.1.2. Ecclesiastical

i. The ecclesiastical scene in the fifties was on the surface
fairly tranquil, but signs of future theological, and attendant
ethica~ change were present. The peace between State and
church brought by the 1944 Education Act helped this tranqu:Wity.
Though misgivings were sometimes expressed about the worth of
school religious teaching_ (28), the churches, when they gave
thought to the matter, seemed ready to accept the arrangements
stipulated by the Act as part of their ministry to the country (29).
The provisions for worship particularly appealed to the churches" (30).
Reference could continue to be made to an English 'Christian
tnadition' (31), and Leeson could claim in 1955 that there
was an even stronger disposition to stren~hen Christian education
than in 1944 (32). The early years of the decade gave some
improving statistics about increasing numbers of confirmations,
of larger cong;.-egationsand of bigger Sunday schools, <:33). The
mid-decade crusades of Billy Graham drew large numbers and,
at least on the surface, seemed highly successful, even though
doubts were expressed by some churchmen about their real value.
In 1959 State grants were increased for Aided schools (34).

ii. That some clergy were ready for some change of outlook on
moral issues can be seen in the 1954 report on homosexuality,
which recommended the removal of legal penalties against
consenting adults, and in th,e 1957 Lambeth Conference's
acceptanoe of birth-control. When the 1957 Wolfenden Report
followed the oJ:1urch'slead on the topic of homosexuality. the
Church of England'l3 Moral Welfare Council approved it. But
on most issues there was a strong reluctance to change. The



1958 Lambeta Conference upheld the indissolubility of mar~age
and the refeal to re-marry divorced persona in ohurch, and
affirmed the importanoe of the fa.mil~. olaiming a sacramental
relationship between good housing! and good homes. GambJ.ing and
drug-taking for pleasure received a firm condemnation at tais
conference, also. Commuism was condeaed in 1953.(35), the time
of the Berlin blockade ad the cold war, with Fisll.eropeJ1l;y;
ciissociating himself froll Hewlett JCllhaaoa. The 1948 Lambeth.
Repor.t, The DoctriJ1eof MaB, with its ceasure of D::umuism aDd
adyocacy of the doctrine of origi.al sin held sway in the
fifties, there being no call. for an accommodation to hwmanism
as there was to be in the sixties, eve. though the terminology
'the Dew morality' had aJ.ready appeared. .Any readilless to.
abandon absolute moral standards was deplored, with DO suggestion
that the church adjust to any such trend bl itself departing
from the absolutes. Indeed, such a course might have seemed
shooking to manl p~ople who themselves were Bot regular church-
goers. It has been said that the sense of national unity between
19~0 and 1960 had never been so great, even in Victorian times (36).
Certainly the churches coul.d ut be accwsed ef disturbing this
tranquillitl. Disestablishment was a non-issue; BUlles vaa an
aberration; Neill hardl~' more than a straw in the Willd.

~.1.3. Values-continuity

i. The model upon which the religio-moral theories of the forties
were constructed could be termed the creatio.-re~emption model, ia

which social disorder, thougareal, is not the fundam ••tal ~eality.
The basis for this model is the immanent operatio. of diviae grace.
There seems to be a corresponding sociological model. This would
be that of structural functionalislD, in which social coatlict, though
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dysflUlctioaal, is not the fUD.damental reality. The basis of this
model is the organic unity of society which ensures that eacll
constit ••• t part co.tributes to the contiauanoe of the whel ••
Both models require a distinction betw.ea the appareat and the
real. la the case of the foner a low leTel et caurcJt,attenduce
cannot be take. to indicate a nOB-Christiaa society. la the case
of the latter an increasing rate of JUTeaile d.eli.quen.,. cunot 1ae

take. to iadicate discontinuity of Talues bet.eeB the gaaerations (37).
There CaB be ao doubt of the gowth of delinquency 'urias tu fifties,
aorof the publicity giTea to this trend, aor of the public unease
arollSed by it, nor et the te.denay to interp:et it as a mark ot
a wider refusal by youth to accept traditio_al Talue. (38). None-
taeless, the few empirical studies into the moral -d..n. of.yOWlg
people conducted in the titties ,do s••m to bear out the structural
functioaal model of Talus-coat1auity (39). and to fit the ge.era!
homegeneity of the nation at that time (40). If the res,.... of
the upholder of the..Agreed Sylla8us traditio. to UU8uecesful RE
Was to say that this Beemiaslack of success would be OTereo ••
bt,.. more of the same hut .etter, then the respoase of tlle
functioaalist to apparent values-rejectio. OB the part of y;oung
people is to say that they are not really as bad as they look.

2,2. PRESSURES TO PLURALISM

i. The whole of this cOlli_g section will be Aa abstract from what
is appreciated to be highly complex social data, in aa atte.pt to
ua17se without, it is h.ped, bei.gsillplistic, those crueial
forces which were to c~y whether the concept of a Christiaa
society could be held. i. coajunctioa with that of a pluralistic



society. It will be suggested that a democratic society
implementing a policy of full employment must expect the growth
of diverse belief- and value-systems, and that an7 over·arc hing
value-system must be able to enclose such diversit;y in an
approp~iate framework.

ii. It seems undeniable that modernisat.ion, industrialisation
and economic growth were related concerns of Britain in the
fifties and sixties. Although the relative inferiorit~ of
Britain's econo~ to that of Germany and the U.S.A. had been
appreciated by some since the start of the cen~urr, the nation
as a whole did not.perceive the impor~ce of modernising' and
building up industry until forced to by the near bankruptcy of
the late forties (41). Economic growth had come to depend on
the newer industries, such as aircraft-, car-, plastic and
electronic engineering, which had all received a st:tmulus from
the war, and which were to demonstrate the link between
investment iD scientific research with industrial advaBOe (42).
Scienoe could hardly but gain in importanoe as a school
sub3ect (4,3), with the likely spread of scientin. LEAs'

attempts to seoure money from the Ministry for teohnical
eduoation were sucoessful, espeoially after 1955 (44). LloJd
was the first science graduate to become Minister of Eduoation
(in 1957).

iii. It would be wrong to sug.st that any shift towarclsa
more scientific orientation of education marked a corresponding
deni~at1on of RE among educational polic7-makers. For the
liberal tradition was strong in English education (45), with,
its tendenc7 to see that those educated in the Humanities were
well-represented in positions of power. This did not.mean,
that the7 were automatica1l7 supportive of RE, but it.m&7 well
have helped towards the maintenance of the status 9,uoin the
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fifties. ,There was no indication in this decade that
educational decision-makers at a high level had any hostile
designs upon the place accorded to RE 'b-,. law. Bantock,
writing in 1963, claimed that the 'humanising of the technical
is one of our most pressing; educational problems;'(46). While
those with an education in the Humanities predominated iD
positions of power, it would seem unlikely. that the severely
vocational criterion of economic usefulness would be applied
in any blanket-fashion to the curriculum. However, the
crucial im~ance of technological expertise to an industrial
economy was coming to be acknowledged, with inevitable pressure
on the schools to make appropriate provision. Parents and
pupils were not slow to question the advisability of pursuing

"studies which appeared to offer little or no contribution 'to
the making of a 'good' living in an industrial society, or
which appeared to advocate values which might actually b. at
odds with a secular and materialistic definition of the 'good'.

;.2.2 Changes in Community

i. Industrialisation, with its attendant urbanisation (47),
encouraged social changes in the nature of work and occupation,
and of community. Hummel and Nagl. believed they had ideatified
some key-features of an urban, indllstriali$ed society when they
said that 'life in an urban milieu, shaped by anonymity and
mobility and dominated by pragmatism and profanity, is
characterised by considerable social and physical movement,
freedom of ethical choice, and rapid change' (48). Wilson's
appraisal of the fifties led him to claim that new forms of
work-organisation jeopardised family-life, and new geographic
mobility d.strol~d community-life (49). 'Big city' morality,
he believed, came to be increasing~ reflected in.the media,



with a corresponding 'corrosive' influence in local communities.
He picked out aspects of the times which seemed to him to be
well-substantiated.

'The anonym;i.ty; impersonality; the spirit of
calculating the consequences of action; the
acceptance of money values as the final
criterion of achievement; the emphasis upon
role rather than upon personality; and
ultimately the manipulation of personal
sentiments and the 'prostitution' of attitudes
of genuine human concern - are all well
documented phenomena of metropolitan life' (50).

Shipman drew attention to the complex, diffe~tiated nature
of urban societies and particularly': to the way they forced
upon indiv:iDual.san unco-ordinated array of value-systems,
in which changing situations could be inadequate~ served by
accumulated wisdom (51).

ii. Such statements point to what appear to be demonstrable
aspects of the fifties, both of which are of some importance
to this study., First, an increasing uncertaintXI if not
confusion came to surround the area of morality. It was
becoming clearer that some moral dilemmas might be too
complex to be resolyed bZ, a simple appeal to ·the Christian '
ethic', especially in view of the fact that churchmen could
sincerely disagree with each other on the rights and wrongs
of a practice such as homosexualit;y. Also, Christianit;y
as a religio-moral system was oeasing to oommend itself
apparent~ to the young~r generatioD who were seemingly seeking
for Bomething;less dependeD.1tUpOD a set of fixed rules,
and more related to the flux and dynamism of flexible personal
relationships. There seemed to be no satisfactory answers
to the question as to what gave morality its content or its

authority. The assertion that morality could have no other
base than religion seemed 'either not to make sense - for there
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were many people living 'good' liTes who had discontinued any
connection with religion, or could be made sense of only if
religion were defined as Christian behaviour. There was also
concern that the schools were not adequatel;!'.discharging
their responsibilities as moral educators, especiall;!'as RE
might not be making the sort of impact that was expected of it
in 1944.

iii. Linked with this confusion about morality went a
decreasing tendenoy to regard the church as the maj~:u, if
not sole, source of moral gUidanoe. It seems the case that
church influence had neTer been strong in industrial towns (52).
For example, Lloyd has pointed to the failure of the Church
of England to secure a response from the working classes of
industrialised centres (53), and Wickham has been prepared to
estimate as 'immense' the numbers of people of all ages who
broke their association with the ohurch following a raOTe of
house (54). Lloyd also frankly stated that success-stories
of the ohurch in new housing estates haTe been 'extremel;y}
rare' (55). While it might be said that subscription to a
church ethiC may be giTeD., while association with church
religious activities is completely with-held, yet if the church
shows itself to be unable to speak with a united v~ice on
moral dilemmas, then such subscription,is likely. to weaken
and even become meaningless. In such circumstances, the
churches might well have been fortunate to be regarded even as
an option in the diverse moral situation that seemed to be
brought on by modern life. The cAurches certainly ha~ to
accept that the areas of conduct open for them to pronounce on wi1h
absolute authorit7 had dimimshed and were diminilhing. Also,
the emergence of secular organisations, designed to help solve



human problems encountered in modern living, removed an~ monopoly
the church might have hoped for in an area, welfare,
traditionally regarded as a proper sphere for its activity.
At the end of the decade the Russells were. speculating about
the difficulty of combining religion in its present fo~ with
industrialisation, pointing out that the welfare of industrialised
wage-earners was now more dependent upon human agency and less
upon natural causes (56). To the RU8se.lls religion was at
base a response to the uncertainties of the environment and
climate. Improved coping strategies to deal with natural
disasters would, therefore, they believed, undercut the
motivation, towards religioDwhich may have grown out of dread
of p~Bical injury or tragedy. Such a viewpoint was especially
appropriate in a decade in which control of the natural
environment made such impressive advances, and when access to
material benefits had been enlarged for many people. While
the decade was not marked by any landslide defection from the
church, the underlying trend of English protestant church
membership was downward (57).

3.2.3. Values-presentation in the Media

i. The growth of television msut be regarded as a very
significant feature of the fifties, especially: in the influenc.e
that this may have exerted o~an public understanding of social
values. By the end of the decade almost every fami~ had a
television set (58), and the B.B.C. had undergone a distinct
change of outlook. In 1928 its Handbook could claim that
the B.B.C. was 'doing its best to prevent any decay of
Christianity in a nominally Christian country'. The same
Handbook spoke of television. as aiming to 'nourish and
expand the viewer's range of taste'. However, Reith's



resign.ation, the w.-:-timenecessitJ! to use broadcasting on a
mass-scale, the influence of continental commercial broadcasting
and the growing desire for openness in post-war society eroded
such pristine intentions. The Popular Television Association
was formed in July, 1953, and the Act for the creation of the
Independent Television Corporation, became law in July, 1954.
This successful attack on the' B.B.C. monopoly pushed the company
t,owards the lowest common denominator of public taste, in
competition with a rival whose commercial advertising brought
in an income far :tn excess of that which was available through
the licensing sxstem. Audience-ratings became crucial
determinants of programme-content and -presentatien. The
statement bY' an Americanl writer would seem to applY' with equal

"relevance to Britain, when he said that the media

'are built on the theorJ" of a free market of ideas •••
(which) ••• will not work right unless all viewpoint.
on a controversial question are freely presented' (59).

ii. It would be both difficult and undesirable to argue against
the view that such value a-pluralism is democratic gain.
Suggestions have been made that the outcome of this laudable
theory, however, is that bias becomes more subtle and more
difficult to recognise, particularly, in the operation of the
principle of 'newsworthiness' (60). Wilson writing in the
early years of independent television was'highl~ critical of
its uneducational approach. He saw I.T •V. as cone.ned w.ith
the novel, the bizarre, the sensational and the fantastic, and
claimed that its values were rarely those of the dominant
social tradition, frequentlY" being of 'aimless rebellion,
de~ance and criminality' (61). Reeognising the potential
of the media to influence and change values, Wilson saw that
influence as 'predominantlY' ••• exerted to underlllinereceivecl
custOlllt"and to create •confusieJ1, particularly among Y'oung
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people, about standar4s of behaviour' (62). Perhaps partl~ on
account of Wilson's critique, Fraser's retiring speech OlL his
leaving the post of Director-Gelleral of the I.T.A. (24.9.70) could
claim that television had devaloped from a fun-medium to aa
information-medium, with a third medium., the e ducatio_al, currentlY'
maturi.g (63). While the term 'educational' carries a varietY' of
possible meanings, it WGuld nevertheless see. that an understanding
of what constituted educational televisi.a iD. a democracY' would
iaevitab~~ lead to the notion of the free market of ideu, and

to the aoceptance of. the pri.ciples that D.O beliefs. or values
should be above fair critiois., aad ao oae religious sY'ste.
be giveB exclllSive rigll!tsof advoC&q .•

iii. It should perhaps. be remarked en passant that RE aeed not
look OD. tae teleTisioa-media ~ inveterate e.emies. Both T.V.
compani.s make school RE programm •• , the B.B.C. 'radioTisi.a'
and soud broadoasts being bY' BOW almost. an RE i.sti tuti.n.
Also, ge.eral T.V. pr.gr ..... can make good discus.ioa-mat.rial
for the RE le8soB, to sq nothiag,of the possibiliti.s of viel•••
Th. RE teacher can properl,. dir.ct oritieisll toward. the cOJlcealed
a8 well as tae pateat values at the heart of m.dia-material, and

can help form tae 'filterinc equipme.tt which childre. 11&7 bring
towards the media. It maY' be born. i. miad, too, that,
according t. M.Qu.ail, teleTisio. OaD produ.e. learai».g results
equal to taose achie.cl bY' other methods (64). Moreover, it
now seeas; almost impossible to keep religion out of news-programmes
for any length ef tiae. The ideal of world-coverage of .ewa,
which the media has take. to itself, sery,es to illustrate
'fol."cihll, at times the c••tiaued significaa •• of.religioa to maDY'
millione of people. That; eometimes this is religiol'las it'ought not to
b. only uaderliaes the importaaoe of ME remaiaing in relationship

with RE. The corollary might also appl,..
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3.2.4. Immigration

i. The influx of immigrants after the war, with the heaviest
flow occUDing in the late fifties and early sixties, can
largely be accounted for by industry's need for cheap labour
for lowly, unskilled jobs, at a time when working-class
aspirations for upward social mobility were never higher
nor more realisable. The issue did not become a 'problem'
until the late fifties, because the keeping of records of
coloured immigrants was not the practice of most local
authorities and welfare-agencies, in case this was seen as
discriminatory. Most of the immigrants from the New Common-
wealth were white, up until the early fifties (65). The
Home Office released the following figures in Decel1lber1958.
The estimated coloured population was 210,000 west Africans,
55,000 Indians and Pakistanis and 15,000 others. But these
may have been miscalculations. The first authoritative survey
was the 1966 Sample Census, showing 2,478,060 immigrants (5.26%)
living in England and Wales, of whom, it was claimed, less than a
third were coloured. But this census also has been criticis~d
for alleged under-enumeration (66). The threat of imminent
control accelerated the flow of immigrants, which reached a
peak in 1961. By this time the 'problem' was discernible,
as ethnic tension turned into violence in ~ottingham and
ftotting Hill in 1958 with the possibility that such outbursts
would increase and intensify.

ii. Although the impact of immigration on the classroom was
to be a feature of the sixties and seventies, the tensions
between a christianising RE and a multi-faith olassroom were
inferable in the fifties. Islam, in particular, could
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hardly see education as anything other than the induction of
children into the Muslim faith. While there might hOl:V'ebeen
an initial readiness on the part of immigrant parents for their
children to be encouraged to undergo all the processes which
would make them able to understand the British culture, RE being
accepted as one of the processes; they could hardly be expected
to make a sudden break from their cultural roots. The host
nation might wish to tal~ about 'integration'. But the incomers
were acutely concerned to preserve their own traditions,
especially the religious elements, which, in any case, were
sometimes inseparably woven into the cultural patterns. From
the start the view was impl:k:itthat, as the National Muslim
Education Counc,~l of the United Kingdom was to argue in 1984,
a concentration upon Christianity in Agreed Syllabuses was ia
contravention of the Cowper-Temple clause, which forbade teaching
distinctive of any particular religious denomination (67).

3.2.5. Romantioism

i. Although the fifties were a time when social change was talked
about, anticipated, and even appeared to be taking place, it is
doubtful if the 'establishment' (the Church of England, The Times,
the courts, the Honarchy, the public schools, Parliament, OXbridge,
the police and the armed services) was so very different than in
pre-war years. But change was to come, and this was preceded
by an upsurge at the end of the fifties of what might be loosely
called romanticism. This phenomenoD can perhaps be best
epitomised in Jimmy Porter's plea, in John Os.orA.'s Look Back iD.

Anger (1956), for a 'warm, thrilling voice (to) cry out Hallelujah'.
1954 had seen the ene;!of all rationiAg, and also the lowest figure
for convictions for indictable offences in all age-groups for
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both sexes, for.quite'a number of years (68). Although. the cold
war was continuing, the 1939-45 War had slipped towards the
horizon, the rigours and disciplines of the immediate post-war
,.ears had eased, and the country was samp]jng afflueace. A Dew
home, a new car, a modern kitchen, a new television .et and a
first foreiga holiday had suddenl~ become realities for large
numbers of people (69). Chanse seemed in the air. It is
very possible that the electoral successes of the Conservatives
can partly be accounted for by politiciaas of that persuasion
being able to become id••'ified iD the public miad with such
change. Parallel changes were occurring i. Europe, and,
particularl!;, in America, these being heighte.ed for BritaiD.
by the comiDg of maas-communicatioas. It is possible, as
Rooker seems to suggest (70), that a tempo was set in lIotio. which
fed popular expectations and eve. illusions of change, th.reb~
creatiDg lUI. impression in society that the c-ouatry had started
to accelerate towards freedom, modernity and fulfilment..
Macmillan's 'WiDd of change' speech in 1960 might well have
evoked a responsiTe fee.li.g i. Britaia's OWD topprese.d·, now
mobilisi.g for a break with the past and for liberatio. into
i.depe.dence.

ii. In such a climate, however bub~le-like it maJ appear to
deja-TU, it wae probably to be expected that two side. of
romanticism would emerge. On the one haad, a romantic feeling,
almost craving, for eensual delight, for physical seneatioa
and for .elf-indulge.ee deve loped iD the materialistic etka
engeadered by affluenoe. OD the oth.er, there was a corresponding

r~tic protest against the superficiality of affluent materialism
and a search for a 'true' road to self-fulfilme.t. Perhaps the
rock-and-roll feTer of 1956 symbolised the former, and Wilso.'s
The Outsider of the same year the latter.
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iii. Traditional Agreed S;rllabu RE could appear confining: and
irreleTant against such a background, while absolute moral
standardJs.could seem u affr.at to personal libertJ:·. It mq.

be that there is a deep iJl.compatibilit7 between selfi8mud
Christianit,. (71), aDd if schoolRE, especiall,. in the primary
schoo~ seemed as a result ~o be neglectful of w-xs in whick
pupils properl,. deTelop in self-awareness, self-confi4ence ucl
self-esteem, then that might. haTe encouraged antipathy towards it.
Romanticism has deep-seatecl resistuces to bei.c foroed i.to
any mov.lciother thu. that of its own chooaing. The demud
for self-discipline that would be encoutered in Bible-based
RE could easily be construed as harmful to the self, b~ a
generatioD. coming under the sort of rom .....ic influences that
led. iato self-indv.lgenoe. Also, in so far as the RE met wiU
at school seemed to be more concerned wita sim:plistic textual
expositioD. than with a real closing with religious issues ef
purpose, "al.e, meaning and human potential (with which, of course,
the Bible deals), then the romuti. protest against afflue.t
materialism might also be tur.ed against such an RE. It, too,
might aee. not to lead to 'sprit'u_lf self-fulfilment. But,
perhaps, the basic aTersion that romanticism of.:"the sont that ia
being couidered would register against Bible-based RE,wauld b.
resentment at the suggestion that true self-fulfilment 1&7 in
one direction onl;yj,that being the Christi .. direction.

3.2.6. The louth Phenomenoa

i. Leech began his book, Yo1tthquake, with the words ''fhe 19.50s
was supremely the decade of the teenager' (72). He went o~ to
suggest that, while much youthful beha"iour was highly traditional,
there were signs of new stirrillgs, eve. of a .ew con8ci01l.8.eas,
among yOUD.g people in the fifties. It will be seen later how
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Veaess's research indicated that there may have beeD. a great deal
of inter-geDerational contiDuity in the fifties (73), and that
this continuit,- wu broadlz' within a secularised version of the
Protestant ethic. Nevertheless, the Teddy Boy Movemeat vas
a fifties' phenomeDon, this betag .een by Leeoh, not as the product
of economic povert,-, but of developing affluence combiDed with
boredem (74). Also, in the last few years of the decade the
crime-rate took a steep turn for the vorse, with teenage
violence becoming an alarming aspect of the mid-fifties oawarda.
While American sociological theories about sub-cultural
delinquent gangs did not seem reievant to England (75), there
was a recognition that deliaquen07 was a problem, and that
currently employed strategies for its containment were not
working (76). Wilson claimed that young people were confuaed.
about norms, values, taste. and standards at this time (77).
The Ins18bY Report also spoke of uncertaiDty about standards
and ideals, on the -part of c,lU.ldreDand parents, conclu4iBg from
this that it was a matter for surprise that so few young people
found themselves in 'real trouble' (78).

ii. Whateve~the actual state of youthfa! attitudes to morals,
there can be DO dOllbt that youth itself, as a term to cover
adolescence and young adulthood, had become a salieat social
grou, by the end of the decade. 1958 brought the formation of
C.N.D. and the first Aldermasto. march, both eveat. beins
justifiall1 labelled as the first e.try of British youth OB the
political scene. In this decade the ~UDg Conservatiyea became
the largest youth-movemeat in Britata, and the Young Socialists
came into being in 1960. Distinctive clothing, hair-styles and,
particularly, ... io came to the fore, although noae of the.e
features ne"8.arily signified. changes in Ullderlying value.,
especially when it is borae in miad that teenager.' faahioaa and
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music are, to a large extent., the product of capitalist enter-
prise. While probabl~? the majority of young people in to.e
fifties were fairly conservative in their moral beliefs, they showed
some sips of a desire. at least for surfa .. differences, both
from their elders and from their immediate predecessors of the
forties. There were also sigaa of deeper resent~ent8 and
alienations towards traditional religio-moral beliefs and
practices, but these were Dot to become of much social
significance until the later years of the sixties. The point
of importance for this study is that youth had made a successful
bid to be regarded. as a distincti Te social groupiag. How far
this became a source of el1~ to the middle-aged, and haw far
the middle-aged thea were moved to cop~ y,outhful life-st;ylea

"

and eveD t.o contemplate value-change in the process is a matter
for speculation onl;y. What does seem able to be said with a
measure of certaint;y is that the advertiser •• ade much of the
supposed benefits of being young. The adv~rtisers also made
much of the ideas of 'pro.1ectiDg' and 'image'. Religien was
hardly a promisiDg~ candidate for the 'projection' of a ';youthful
image' • Experimeats in present in, aspects of the Christian
message in rock-and-roll format hardly made for staple fare in
school RE. 'FUddX-duddy' seemed to be a label quite hea"i17 i.
'lSe in the late fifties and early sixties..

iii. While it was belLeficial in some respect. for the school-
children themselves te become influential in determining school
RE conteat,t this might have over-encourag~d a t.reni tGlwari.
replaciBg RE with ME, at least in the fourth- and fifth-forma
of secondary schools. This ia certainly a possible way of
viewing the relatioJ1sb:ip betweeD RE alLd ME, that the former is
but a preparation for the latter, althougb it is not the
position taken by this thesis. It was never advocated by alL;Y
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promiRent RE writer, b~t it may have bee. advocated i. many a
school situatioD.. At first t.his policy might be co.tainable
within a monistic Christiu fram.work, ilt that moral dileuas
are raised and discuss.d with a view to presenting the Christian
answer. 'But in the end pluralism takes over, in that even for
those questions where there i8 a cons.nsus Christi .. answer,
the educational grounds for restricting di8cussion to this
single area seem not very strong if they exist at all. The
final co.clasio., as often as not, ..ems to b. that moral dilemmas
are.' raised and jut discuseci, wita no consideratioD. being gi~.D.
to any Bort of religious perspective .n the i88u8s. Were this
to happe., the. neither Moral a.r Religious Education migltt b.
taking pla... What might be happ ••iag; is that a easy-going
social-affairs type ot lessOR-strat.gy might be aeing adopted
under the impressi.. that this is 'what young people of that age
want ad have t. b. gi~n'.

i. The iafluenoe of the Progr.ssiv .. Movemeat will be givea a
fuller treatment late21'(79). It is sufficiellt at thisata,;a t.
aot. te.. iater-coJll1ectedaspects which coatrib"ecl b tu
p"owtlL.of pluralism. With origi.s i. Reuss.au, Fro.bel,
Pestalozzi, Fe~berg and Kay Shuttlew.or.th, and co.tiauiag throu"
llilmes,De_y and G.s.U, the movement advocated. hauri •• , activity,
aperi.ace, oo-operatioa, individual learuag, freedom ud
informali t1 as. the main compO&e.ts of educatio.al method. Thi.
entailed, o..e, the .acouragement of pupils to lean b17 questiollliag
and discove~rath.r thu passive acceptdlce, two, beli.viag tbat
pupils w.re dispos.d t~ chose the good, and, taree, authoritariaBism
being regarded as potentially very dangerous to self-a.evelopmea.t.
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At each of these points the Agreed Syllabus tradition was in
tension with Progresaiv4.sm, although rapprochement. was not
impossible. The chief tensio. lay in the area ot authorit"
for it w.as customary' for religiol'l.to make authoritative
pronoUlleements upoa doctriae and morals, groundi.s this practice
0. an interpDetation of. 'reTAtlatio.' through scripture and
traditio. which just had to be accepted. But a recognition
was growing that this view of authority might not. only: be
inconsistent with a contemporary tIIlI1derst.a.n.dingof that term,
but also with a moral understaading (80). An educational
system which places as central the notion of the rational individual
testing everything for hdmself would seem inevitab~~ to be one
that advocated pluralism. Religious and moral plurality would
appear to be the logical corollary of the plurality of
illd:lvid.alit;y.

3.3.1. Co.tinuance in the Same

3.3. STRATEGIES FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

i. Altholllgha brief and selective summary, the preceding
paragraphs might serve to give some indication of the social
situatio. which formed a background to the RE teacher's work,
and of tae sort of influences that would be operati.~ oa the
children and youg people he would be endeavoui.g to iaterest

in RE. The difficulties stemming f~QII youthful iporance of
and lack of upbringing in religion had always «erms',ed RE teachers.
Two maia strategies suggeste~ themselves to meet this problem.
One was to persevere in the traditional guidelines set by the
Agreed Syllabuses ia the hope that, by patient continuance in
what was believed to be well",doing, ignorance would be dispe.lled
and youth would accept Christianity. The other was to work
towards a re-statement of Christianity which would forestall
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you~ disenchantment with religion, and which would therefore,
it was hoped, foster acceptance. It was always assumed,
apparently. that given the right approach young people could
not fail to waat religion.

ii. Blamires may be taken as typical ot the continuatio. of
the fortiee' approaoh, although he was certainly aware of the
gap between the ideals of that approach &Ad the actual young
people to whom it was directed. writing ia 1950 (81) he
affirmed the objectivity of values, their supernatural sanctions,
the inseparability of Christian moralit7 aad Christi .. taith,
the necessity for divine sraoe aad the iJl.ner-directiolltowarde .
moral behaviour that comes from a dependenee upoa God. Yet
he accepted th~t naturalistic presuppositioas had permeated
the whole tabrio of education, as he put it, and lamented that
the youag were increasillgl1 beiag conditioned into 'pseudo-
scientific materialism', aaticipating that .. assault would be
mounted upon the 'Christian content ot morality, following the
cur~e ..t assault which he belie'Yed was being mouted upoa the
religious basis of that morality. His reply to this state of
affairs was to oall for utterll Christian schools, in which
doctrine, morality and practice would form a e0nBiste.t whole,
and in which there would be a good supply of intellageat,
converted Christian teachers, doctrinally informed and eVaBgelistic
in spirit. But his argumeat at this point lacked d.iacussioa
of the cru.ial1i~opio. as to whether this policl could properly
or realisticalll be eaj01.ed upo. a state educational S7ste ••
which he had aIreadl declared to be permeated with sub.-, if Rot
.0.-, Christian SUPRositions. A later decade was going to
prodllce th.e v.iew that this policy- was for the church school ud
the ehuch. school only. That Blamires did Dot acbo_ledp tUs
argumeDt is an indicatio. of the stren~ of theChristiaa
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strand iD. education whick could see state schools doing the sue
sort of job as church IIcllools,as it could equate ME with RE,
wi thout arouai.g an.tal-onis. 00. this count • Peraaps Blamires'
ope. praise of Progressivism, although he preferred to undersird
it philosophically with a Christian. belief ia the yal.e of;
indi~idual personality ratber~ a Rous~stic belief in the
essential good.ess of MU, headed off criticism. Hia
Ullashamed elitism, by which he believed that iaequalities of
intellectual ability were UD.Toidab~ acceatuated b,> educatio. so
aeceasitatiag one form of education for leadership aad oae for
followersllip, was ge.eral17 acceptable at tl:t.etille ala ••

iii. At the ena of the decade the Ministry published a booklet
which gave conti'D.uiagbackiag t. guideJi.es set bY' t_e Agreed
Syllabuses (82). It was aD optillistic docume.t, lackiag the
realistic discussion of pupil-reactio. whick is foud i. Blamires.
O.e is reminded of aD. inT.estigatioa, carried out in the late
forties (83), which feud that ep_timis. about Agreed Syllabus RE
varied in direct pr.opatt:bnto the importan..e of the posi tio. held
by the respoade.t. The Prefatory Note of the publicatio. set
the booklet within the developmentalist traditio. bl'jdrawillS;
attentiu to the 'cau.ge ::tn emphsis in e'lUcatioDal thought and
practice from the subjects to the chil.', but taere was DO

hint, in the sectio.s oa RE, that this might raise tensio.s
between the subject-centred approach of the Syllabuses and the
chi14-ceDtred approaell that was now beug reeommeaded iD modera
primary educatioD. RE was dealt with iD a chapter of eight
sectioD.S, which made the valuable poiat that the religious
provisions of tae 1944 Educatiea Act were making obligatory 0.17
what was alreadY' proy,. practice. Also, a plea was mad. that
school worship aad Agreed Syllabws teac_iDg should be brougat
to consider the psychological &Bd developmental characteristics
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But it was claimed that the withdrawal~clauses
were not disadvaatapous to tlle teaober, (a point with wkicll Salle
might haTe bitter~/ disagreed (84». The maia .essage of the
booklet was t.at Bible-based RE whick fosterecl a Christiu way
of liTiaa. was educationally valid. aad was proceediac satisfactorily.

i. Writing four years after Blamires, Margaret Isherwood
p1ll.blisheda book (85), which looked forward to a new synthesis
betwee. a re-interpreted Christianity ..d modern psychology, wkioll
was apparently psych.aaaly.is~, Like Blamires she acknowledged
what appeared to be tb.e widespread cOlltemporar,. departure from
the Christian faitll, but she largely avoided hia 'eit.er-or'
ualysis, aDd called :fbra raRprochement between Christio faith
and seoular thougkt, on the oae hud, aad betweem. Christie u.d

non-Christi ...religious thought, OD the other. Whereas Blamires
saw dogma as central to religio., Isherwood attached greater
importance t. iaaer experieaoe, oa the grounds that complete
illte1leotual certaiJlty about the objective truth(S;) qd religioD.
was UD.attaiaabJ.e, and that to present religion as a Darea,
ratlter t hu as a static creed, was to render a child less
",ulnerable to the trauma that came from loss of faitA. She
was illterested 1m. conscious.ess, self-unde.rataadiag, personal
growth and feeliags general17, all of wldcla could be blighted..
she mai.tai.e4. by litera1i8m i. dogma, by auth 0 r itariaaisli im.
attitude and b7 immature ellotioaal need. She oaa certaiDly be
see. as ant.icipat.ory of some of the recommendatio.s for si.ties' RE.

ii. la discussi».g morality she weloolled a chuge troll exteraal
sanctions for behavioUr, depeadeat on punishment, to .eeing the
cOJlD.ectioabetween health and virtue as an adequate an'
preferable sanotion: wholeaess and integrity of perso.alit~
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demanding morality as their price, Man having to follow his
entelechy. Virtue, she believed, could be learned only by
increasing self-understanding. As this view could be another
way of rendering the traditional belief that Man is created a
moral being, Isherwood could at this point describe her new
'scientific' sanction for morality as 'essentially the same'
as that revealed by Jesus in the story of the healing of the
palsied man. She c'ou:::dthus suggest a way in which RE and ME
could remain in relationship. But when she showed herself
to be satisfied with a very general statement of the moral
law, and when she advocated that everyone must do what seems
right to himself, even if this should prove objectively wrong
in the event" the question does obtrude. as to whether
Isherwood was saying anything helpful about the actual
mechanics of ME teaching in a school situation.

iii. In her d~scussion of the religions she was to some
extent anticipatory of the later recommendations about
developing the concept of 'implicit· religion. For her
interest was more in the concept of religion than in the
phenomena of religions. Her dislike of provincialism
and prosely.tising encouraged her to seek for the highest
common factor in religion, rather than to advocate the
teaching of World Religions. Religion to her was mystical
experience leading to self-knowledge and self-control.
undertaking the task of living with the faith that,
despite appearances, life is essentially meaningful.
The later Durham Report was to pursue this latter point.
While it seems that the Agreed Syllabuses viewed RE as
something more than doctrinal instruction, Isherwood was going
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further thaD. tkese documeats in the directie. of generalised
religious experieace. But she wu still urging inductioa u
a proper educatioaal aill. While sAe could :aot 'be accused of
aimillg at Christi.. e'Yu.pli_. to induct into religioa might
be no less opea to the charge of beiag iadoctrinat-r.r.

3.3.3. Progress bl Researchl

a. The I.O.E. Report, 1954

i. The major eyent of the decade for RE.was the researu-surve,.
co.ducted by the I.e.E. into tJae working ot the 1944 Educatioa
Act·s religious clauses (86). Tke scheme grew out of a
desire to ascertai. h.ow far the diverse co_ents aboat RE
whick were b.ecollingprevalell.trelated to the aotual posit:loD.
in tJae schools. AttelLti•• was fOCUlled upon two ge.graplaical
areas, BirmiBgham and Nomo, with subsidi&Z'1 lIaterial froll
Leeds, Hull, Brigatoa and LoBd •• , aad from gramaar schools OIL

a wider basis again. While the primary a1ll was said t. be
fact-fiadiD.g, the 1ntent10. included also a desire to help
teacaers aad administrators make the most of the opportunities
tor RE prov~ded bl the Act. There was an appreciahle amouat
of detailed u.alx_is of the r esultiag statistics, but the
recording; was ]lot meant t. be just a mass of data. It was
an attempt. to redress on oyer-pessimistic asaes8llent ot the
effective ••se of the Act's religi01lS clauaes. Lester Smith's
'Foreward' set an optimistic toae.

ii. Nine areas of investigation were identified: organisatioa
of teachi.g; cOILten of teaching, staffi.g; sixth-form work;
secondary modera schools; corporate worship; equ~lIleat;
retention of religious knowledge; Standing Adv1sort Councils.
Some poi_is mal be picked out from the SUbstantial amount of
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material included in the report. There had beeD little attempt
in primary schools to move the RE lesson to anX other part of
the day than the first item of the first session, but the report
was generally satisfied with the &mouat of RE provision in
infants, junior and secondary modern schools, but not in grammar
schools. Criticisms of the Agreed Syllahuses voiced by teachers
were noted, in that they were said to be too demanding, not
suitable for secondary modern schools and not sufficiently
helpful to sixth-form teachers, but the report accepted that
despite criticisms they seryed their purpose satisfactorily,
and leDt some educational standing to the subjeot. Headteachers
were found to show a great deal of interest in the development
of RE, and of ~,oncern for its excellenoe and effectiveness. It
was claimed that the two-year training-college course gave a
better training for RE than did the one-year course in University
education departments. The report also noted that it was
becoming more usual to find entrants to training oolleges,
when they aimed to specialise in Religious Knowledge, to have
taken an A level in that subject. AD exteneiTe concern was
reported to exist in the schools for the effective practice of
worship, and the conclusio. was adv8l1ced that 0'1 fears that the
daily act of worship did more harm than good were unfounded,
despite the existence 'here and there' of indifference,
carelessness and insincerit'1~. Bibl~, textbook- and librar.r-
provision were all generally inadequate. Although the retention
of Religious Knowledge showed an edge OTer the retention of
Histor'1, critioism .as made of the failure to understand the
nature Qf religious language. and reference was made to the
likelihood of 'a thin moral veneer laid upon ••• uncertai.
knowledge of Christianity iDStead of a lasting faith' (87).
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iii. The two aspects of the report which make it of limited
Talue to this stud7~ that the findings are not related to
wider social issues and there is no iDTestigati.a specifical17
into the relationship between RE and ME. Anders-Richards was
right when he pointed out that the report dealt more with the
internal mechanism of the system than with its products, and
his'astonishmeBt'would seem justified when he oritioised the
report for giTiJl.gin••fficieat informati •• about the 'working,
of the Aot in those areas of morality and religio. which haTe bee.
showa to have bee. at the ver7 heart of the aspiratioDS of
those who formed it' (88). He was thinkia& about the
implications for moralit7 of the proTision of RE. Ieaxlee's
editorials, i. ReligioB in Education, do seem to deBote a failUre
in awareness her •• Whe. Margaret Knight'. mid-decade broadcasts
made their impact (89), they evoked no editorial respoaa. from
leaxlee, his only reaction seeming to be the p.blicatioa of
an article iD. his magaziae describing the separation of religioJl.
and ethics as possible, but 'te»ib17 dangerous' (90). This
was despite the 1951-52 correspo_deDce in The Times (91), aad the
disquiet expressed in 1955 by the Kiag George's Jubile. Trust
about the influen.es operatiDg on yo.. g people i. their
formati.,.eyears (9~).

b. The University of Sheffield ED.9.uirz.1961

i. This surve7 was on a smaller scale and aarrower front than
that of the I.CeE. It was be~ua ia 1956 and the fiadiags were
published five 7ears later (9'3). The ceatral questio_ UD.der
ia",esti,atioB was that of h.ow far t.e Agreed S,.Uabuse. helped to
achie.,.etheir aiII, this beag seea as the custOIl&rx,equati._ 'tllat
all Ilea should hear the Gospel, leara to 10Te God ill Christ, to
serye 111111&ad to eajoy Him for e",.r' (94). The co_elusion
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was that they were not achieving their aim, i. that pu.pils". facttal

knowledge of the Bible was poor, aad 'there was little
conrelation betwee. the factual knowled~ gained tkrough
religious education and a faith by which to live' (95). la

apportioni.g blame, criticisms were made about the inadequacY'
of timetaUe-provisioa, about the scarcity of trai.e' RE teachers,
about the paucitY' of some LEA provisioD of in-se~vi_e training
iD RE, about the failure of the numbers of stUdents traiBing to
be teacaers, who took RE at advaD_ed level, to remain in proportion
to the rise in student-nwabers. B.t the chief criticisms
were levelled at the SY'llabuses, mainly 'becaue most were
schemes of work rather than syllabuses. These Syllabuses allegedly
contaiaed artild.',cialdivision of topiCS, they were of little
help in constructing simplified schemes, they were irrelevaat
to the lives and experiences of pupils, there was a paucity of
material OD tweD.tieth-centurY' Christianity ud there were teRdencies
to pietism ud 'otherworldliJ.l.ess'(96).

ii. The Sheffield .J.l.quirymar net have beeD as detailed or wide-
ranging as the I.C.E. proj:ect, but it was crisper Dd carried a
straiahtforward message. RE was not what it should be, but
improvement ia Syllabus-making would help to make it what it
should be. The sheer amouat of the material pnesented by
the I.C.E. project made practical generalisatioD rather
difficult to arrive at and there were .0 recommendations.
Perhaps th.e only tangible poi.t, wllLe.all the discussion u.d
media-iaterest had subsided, to emerge from th.e I.C.E. scheme
was an increase of pressure upoa LEAs to provide more Bible. for
schools. The narrower front of the Sheffield enquiry, which
focused entirel.y .poa the adequacy or ot_8rwise of the Syllabue.
and made a number of recommendation., meant that it could become a
more iDcisive'instrument im. the eaue of retorm aDd relilovatioa.
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Although the I.O.E. a~ema had called for separate syllabuses
for secondary modern schools, it was the Sheffield project which
more readily could become part of tlte move towards g.yllabus-
r~io. in the next decade. Both surveys, howev.er, could be
said to have co.tributed to RE's general studiDSby demoDstratiag
that the 'Cinderella' subject was active iD. empirical research
into the effectiveness of classroom-practice.

3.4. STRATEGIES FOR MORAL EDUCATION

3.4.1. Values ...research

i. Although the dominut assumptio. i. the fiftiea continued.
to be that RE ~d ME were to be equated., this assumpti •• was
not without some support as to its effective.esa in practical
terms. While Veaesa's researcl1was not specifical17, aime"
at testiag, the legitimacy of the assWl1ptioa, her work did g~ve
some indirect. evideno. tlJ.atan equated. BE/ME w.as at,:l;,lw,'ver)"
least'l'l.otdestructi.,. of traditiGnal values. Sae co-ordillated
a project durin&: 1956 among 600 girls &Bd 702 boys from modern,
techmical and grammar schools, the age-raage being 13.7 to 17.6.
The investigati •• was into aspiratieu u.d expectat'iu.a and into
attitudes to work-status, possessiQD.8, liviag-area, retirellle:a.t
and the like (97).

ii. Much fascinatiDg in.formati•• was. report.a., ad some
generalisation is possible. Veness foud a great deal of
homogeneity amoag the replies, and she concluded that 'these
YOWlg people do seem to be r .marka'b.l7like us' (98). Thou ..
she found lIuch evideD.e for a desire for excitement, adventure
aDd Dov.lty, she a~~ foud her sample :ri.ptat all confor_i., to
ally rebellious stereotype. She may have bee. t.oo compla.eAt, however,
about the incide ••• of juvenile deliaq ... C7 and about illegitimacy,
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and she did !Lot couider the question as to how far her results
revealed a necessary de}Pl:m.deueupo. 'happy materialism' for
their cODtinued perpetuatioa into the futur.. At that tim.
the beatnik was still aD American pheBomeaoD, and youthf~l
violelLee seemed to be limitable to the 'Teda'. The warniags
from religious sources about the loag-t.rm risks of liviag off
diminishiBg religious capital could appareatly safely be ignored.
But religious e ducato~s would almost certaialy have preferr.d
to see a greater elemeat of the religious, both :la Vea.ss'.
S\Ullmaryof societal values and in the resp0D.8e..of the .ample.
Religious affiliatioBS or se_time.ts were mentioned b, 9 boys
(1i%) aBd 40 girls (7.%). While the category for c_urch and
social work, u leisure-pursuits, WaD a hd.gh respoD., this was
not very informatin becaue of the two elements beiag bracketed
together. No iaterest was shewn by Veness ia any relationship
that might exist betwee. religious motivatioa and moral bahariov.
Nonetheless, it does seem a fair comment upo. her research that
she provides indirect erideace that 10he schools were Ilakiltg

lSome sort ot impact on youg people to e_courage them to accept
traditional values, and that this is also iadirect evidence that
an .quated RE/ME might De contributiag to the ~roc ••••

3.4.2. Religious-motivation Re••arca

i. Hilliard's surTe,. iat. tke place of sllDctioJUSderived from
religion as inducemeats to moral behaviour was small and coald
hardly bear the full interpretatio_ which he placed oa it (99).
B~.t he did show that religious motivation to lIorality remained
a relevaat factor. His scheme was amoDg 220 students trainins
to be teachers, draa from a University ed :3 trai_ing cellep.
and aged betwe •• 18 and 22. Most were womea, aad most were
churchgoerlS. They were asked about their attitudes to and/or
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recollecti.a. of a) the bearing of religion upon morality,
b) the teachiDg they had received about religious .anctioDa,
c) current views Oil religious sucti., .. , cl) the effect. of
Religious EdUcation upon moral ideas, e) current views on tae
value of RE for children's Horal Education.

ii. Hilliard lteported as: his most imp.9rtaat general conclusioa
that, although the majority of adolesc.ats expr.ssed considerable
dissatisfaotion with earlier ideas about divine suctieu, the,;
contiaued to look to RE Dd to religi •• its.lf to assist them ia
t•• dev_lopment aad maintea ...e of their moral ideas and
standards of conduct (100). Such a conclusi •• is rataen more
tho the restrictive suplia, ou. suppw-t, for it seua hardly,
justifiable to extrapolate from a sample of student-teach.rs to
the majority of adolesc ••ts. Oa the otlD.erau.d it would have
bee. a justifiable conclusion to draw that a perhaps large
number of t.achers eaterillg the profession held convicrlr.ioaa
about there bei.g a link between religion &ad morality. This
could then be take. as evideDce that a religiously; baaed ME
was not under immediate threat from within the profession itself.
The matter of motivation to morality is an ill~ ..t i8.u., as
McPhail was later to decla,.r,~_(101), and, while this would not
provide grounds to perpetuate the old ideas of divi.e saBotio ..
to induce moral behanov, it would sugpst caution before
a complete severa ne e betwe .. RE od ME.. is implellented.

3.4.3. Re-interpretatioD

a. Hemmill,

i. James Hemming laid claill to five years' regular contact with
young apprentices duriag the first half of the fifties, findillg
them interested in religiollS issues but unable to make sense of.
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orthodox Christianity (102). He had cOile to believe that uhere
was a creeping seue of spiritual emptiness abroad, but that tais
was also accompuied by a movement to 'regenerate tke spiritual
values and experieaces which became neglected during the great
ups..urge of commercial technology that has produced our
civilisatioD' (103)0 A majority (l)fyoug people, he aa.arted,
saw institutionalised religion as life-denyiJl.g, aDd he
accused R.I. in schools and religious b1"Qldcast.r£ having f'ailed
to dispel the confusio. and distrust displayed by young people
towards mora~generally, and to morals based on traditional
Christianity in particular. He looked, therefore, to a new
interpretatioD of'Christianity that would better serve 'a new order'
in society by forming part of a new moral structure.

ii. He had contributed to a discussion stimulated by the
Conference of Educational Associations in 1953 in which,
during an allalysis of the 'quandary' of the current political
and social scene, he made the point that social change left
former moral principles isolated from actual life, and rendered
people confused and insecure, because lacking moral convictions
and a sense of direetie. (104). He saw the schGOl as having
a role ilL the forgine; ef a new moral strtliCture,this beiag the
'developme~t of a heightened moral maturity in its members',
different froll and harder' than the givi.g of Religious Instructioa
and the inculcation of rules. His recommendations were:
education in. choice; the viewing of moral growth as a process;
the developmeat of woader at the mystery of existence; the
provision of a 'sense of high purpose'; and a shift in school
atmosphere, relatioD.ships and community towards leas))·frankD.ess'
6.0 as to aasiat moral autoD.0ID7.

iii. Hemming's recommendations are suggestive as to why be was
reluctant to abandon religion from bis scheme for a new ME. For
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his call for wender at the mystery of existence and for a sense
of high purpose is an admission of belief about the inadequac~
of a pragmatic morality whick cannot reach down to appropriate
philosophical, even metaphysical, belief. This would seell to
be a highly relevant poiat, in that it empaasise. that ~
morals as well as religioas rest on belief. While it would be
wrong t. equate moral belief with religious belief, it seems
certain that the different belief. reside in the same areas,
namell, in domaias such as the nature of Maa, the nature of
'ultimacy', the nature of destiny and purpos.. Jessop was surely
right when h. pointed out that behaviour is determined at least
partly by o.e's views about the nature of the universe (105).
Hemmj;l1g'slatestbGok shows the author to be as perceptive of this
as he ever was, but seemingly rather gloomier about the
implicatioas (106).

h. Hadfield (107)

i. Hadfield delivered the presidential ad~ss at the 1953
confereDoe at which Hemming speculated about a new moral
structure. Like Hemming he was relactant to dismiss the
contrih.ti •• that religion might make to morality, but he was
rather mor. insiste.t that morality should Dot be based upon
religio.. He directed his attention towards tae sancti •• of
hell and towards the belief that monality should be grounded in
a God-concept. S:l..P1l'"but pertinentl:!',he cODllle.tedthat
when belief i. hell and in God,ceases, a .orality depe.d •• t; upoa
such convictioas ceases to be compelling. He preferred the
view that morality is inherent ia human nature and that 1I0ral
principles spring up irrespective of religio.,as ground-base for
behaviour, and ILoted with approval the preside.tial a..dress by
Professor A.V. Hill to the British AssociatiGn iD 1952 which
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called for a moral base to society, and which put confidence in
the recent development of the scientific study of morality.
Improved understanding of morality, Hadfield believed, had come
with the progress of psyohology. The answer to the question
'Why be moral?' was, he believed, simple and lay in the sense
of oommunity-obligation engendered by oommunity-living.

ii. Bearing in mind that the presidential address was not intended
as an extended stud~ Hadfield may nevertheless be questioned at
several points. First, community-obligations may be compelling
only when individuals aocept the community to which they are
deemed to have obligations. Speaking in coronation-year Hadfield
had evidence of a strong national unity in a community which
was self-consciously monist and accepting of the socio-political
framework in which it was enolosed. But were a community to
beoome pluralistic and the political framework to become suspect
to suffioient numbers of people, then community-obligation may
operate only as sectional interest. Second, Hadfield did seem at
one point to be implying that, provided ideals inspire and co-
ordinate the personality, they are desirable for that good
psychological reason. Surely, however, no one oould have
intended such a meaning in a post-nazi age? Third, the problem
of 'Whioh morality?' is barely touched upon. Yet, on the
other hand, in Hadfield's insistence that moral development
is dynamic, that a sooiety-related ethic is important and
that morals are autonomous in relation to religion he was
emphasising points which needed to be made at the time, and which
were to take on an increasing importance in the following
fifteen to twenty years. He serves, with Hemming, as a
representative of a middle way between the advocates of the
former RE/ME equatioD and th::>sewho would argue for the total
severance of the two. A representative of this latter view will be
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examined ia the coming sectioa.

3.4.4. Autonomous Moral Education

i. As early as 1947 tAe B.B.C. had been rea4y to allow religious
controverey to be broadoast. but usually on the Third Programme.
Margaret Knight's achieTemeat was to secure a slot in the ~me
Service, despite R.C. opposition from within the corporatio ••
The first of her three talke went out iD.Januar,: 195.5 which
clai.ed to mdress itself to the 'ordinary' perso. who did not
kAow quite what to belieTe aboat religioa, and who was eape«1ally
worried about what to say to the ohildren. Her conte.tio. was
that Moral Education was tar too important to be built on
religious doctrine. to which the climate of opiai •• was
becoming increasingly unfavourable. For. ahe maintained.
there was the risk that 'if the child leaTes the Chwrch and
casta off religi~n, he may cast off morals as well' (108).
Her proposed solution was to se. the ultimate for morality, as
far as it was possible to &rriTe at ultimac1. in the hUllaaist
position that everyone is a social being, rather tJiL8llin the
religious PQld;io. that one sho.ld desire to obey God'swill,
it beiBg 'self-evident' to most people that 'we must Dot be
completely selfish'.

ii. Knight broke thrOUgA to pu.blic atte.tioa and the resultut
reaction was stol'm7. even near hysterical in pla ..s, although it
was short-liTed. Courteous stat.meats froll Soper and. froll
Matthtws. ~Dean of st. Paul's) and froll the Church of ED gland
Newspaper helped to calm down the hysteria, and soon the matter
dropped fl!om the news. Both·the B.B.C. aDd Mrs. KJLight,received
a volume CDf letters, the former registering three to two against
bight's views, the latter three to two im. faTour. The world-
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press also showed interest, which rather throws into relief
the absence of comment in the publication Religion in Education.
This magazine usually kept such issues monitored and
analysed, and Ieaxlee could have been expected to have
regarded a critique of Knight as a fitting exercise for his
editorial column. However, he refrained from direct comment
either for or against, while indirectly admitting that to
separate morals from religion was possible but dangerous.
Perhaps this marks a point at which the typical attitude to
RE in the fifties, on the part of the generality of the majority
of its supporters, is to be encountered. statutory RE may
be unpopular in some quarters and may not be particularly
effective in some schools. Also, the country may appear to
be becoming less convinced about the truth and worth of
traditional Christian beliefs, the teaching profession perhaps
going in the same direction. But RE is not for turning.
RE by Agreed Syllabus and an equated RE/ME were to continue
to be the way forward.

iii. There may have been weaknesses in Knight's case, especially
in the absence of empirical evidence to support her position.
But she had made a clear philosophical point. There could
be harm resulting from an equation of RE and ME, and this
could take the form of a breakdown in moral behaviour. It
would seem that no RME theorist at the time could afford to
ignore the implications of her broadcasts. In fact most of
those people engaged with· formulating an ongoing rationale
for RE allowed that she was making a valid criticism, but it
was a further twenty years or so before curriculum-developers
took up the challenge.
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3.5. THE RE/ME RELATIONSHIP

i. It was in this decade that the RE/ME relationship thus
started to become a visible difficulty. There was no
emergence of any movement campaigning for secular ME, in
the manner of the M.E.L. But individuals were voicing
dissatisfaction with the view that morality necessitated
a religious base, and they were moved to speak out because
they believed there was a weakening credence being given to
traditional Christian belief and this would seem inevitably
to lead to a weakening assent to the moral principles
resting on that belief. As a logical proposition this
seemed tO,have something to commend it, even 'though there
was no empirical research to suggest that this was what
was happening. There was, however, prima facie evidence
to suggest this to be the case.

ii. The problem that therefore presented itself was that
of finding an alternative base to morality, if religion
had to be deemed inadequ~te to the task. The obvious
direction in which to turn was towards constructing some
sort of societal base. But it may be questioned whether
those making this suggestion seemed aware how much reliance
they placed en the assumption of a monist society. In the
fifties Britain did appear generally homogenous, so that
an appeal to social re~~nsibility made sense. But any moves
towards social fragmentation might reduce1social responsibility'
to a euphemism~~ sectional prejudice. While social
relationships must be important as data for morality,
any morality derived from society would have to take account
of pluralism, and of the difficulties of demarcating
pluralism from anarchy.
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iii. There was a continuing raffirpta.tionthat morality might
benefit by resting upon a philosophical base that posited
some belief in cosmic purpose. In a decade in which science
was in the ascen~tt and in which some confidence could
be engendered that it would be a generator of human values
in succession to religion, a base in evolution seemed
attractive to some. The naturalistic fallacy would have
.to be takenin~o account at this point, but additionally
it might be asked whether such a base was not in itself
unscientific. Hemming's mix of evolution plus wonder,
as a stimulus to the ima[&;l.nationfor the production of
moral behaviour (109~seems to sit rather uncomfortably
with the view of evolution as blind and arational, and
with s~ien •• 's avowed duty to remove an appeal to mystery
from any explanation of physical reality. Also, the
social purpose that science seemed to be providing foZ'
society ~as not one tARt aimed at a broadenin~uplifting
moral outlook, but at the simple, even humdrum, realisation
of materialistic happiness in the here-and-now of
mechanical and electrical gadgetry.

iv. In brief, then, while the fifties produced a challenge
to the traditional role of RE as the base and medium for
Moral Education, popular beliefs take time to change, and
the decade did not produce social conditions of sufficient
warrant to overturn, the general, if vague, public opinion
that ME was satisfactorily conducted through RE. But
some eduoatio. n.1st s were coming openly. to maintain that
the independence of morals and religion had to be championed
even against st. James and most headmasters ~10). There
was as yet no fully w()rked-out case for a secular MR, and
even less of a worked-out programme for such an ME if it
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were to be operated. But there was a sharpening of awareness as
to how a secular ME of a separating process might look, once it
had gained its independence (111). There was also an increasing
pe~ception, within the educational system, that schools might be
attempting to achieve religiously and morally what society might
be coming to believe should not be attempted (1'2). Moreover,
criticisms were appearing about the psychological harm, an~~
by implication, the moral harm which might result from the current
understanding of what constituted RE (113). However, despite such
misgivings there was a marked reluctance to depart from 1944

guidelines, if only because of their legal base. But the statutory
protection given to RE did not necessarily work in its favour. For
provided that the outward trappings of the legal procedures were
maintained, it was possible to disregard RME in practice by not
according it status and by with-holding resources and timetable
allocation. There were many pressing demands additional to the
re-structuring of RME to which educationists had to direct their
attention. Schooling was becoming ever more important to parents.
as a gateway for their children to the 'good life', and the
nature of the good life came to be increasingly interpreted in
materialistic terms.

v. The socio-humanistic factor in motivation to moral behaviour
seemed to be gaining in import.ance as the likely: 'sanction' to
replace the religious 'sanction'. This would therefore point
to the possible desirability of constructing a humanistic base
to ME. If transfer from religious to socio-humanistic could be
effected without too much trauma there might thus be a possibility
for a continuing relationship between RE and ME. But such a
position was likely to be transitional, for if the eventual aim was
to be socio-humanistic then an intermediate religious step might
become unnecessary.
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3.6. SUMNAR!.

i. RE did seem to have much in its favour during the fifties.
The legal standing meant that the higher echelons of educational
administrators had to register ostensible approval, as did
headteachers, and there is evidence that such approval was more
than merely nominal. Money was allocated to in-service, the
Hinistry setting a lead, with the I.C.E. providing a useful
general supporting .agenc;yi,with particulo contributions to
areas such as Agreed Syllabus production, aids to teachers
and empirical research into the mechanics of RE teaching. The
Student Christian Novement and, in a smaller way and on a
narrower front, the Inter-School Christian Fellowship fostered
among pupils understanding of and participation in Christianity,
as well as offering guidance to RE teachers (114). The religio-
moral theories upon which forties' RME had been established
continued.to be expounded and developed, though with more
noticeable, if not very rigorous, dissent. The country,
continued to appear homogenous, the unity stemming partly
from the effectivenss of previous socialisation into a unitary,
if class-related ethic, and the reduction of class-antagonisms
virtually to nil (115). Although young people became a
salient social group, with some apparent rejection of some
traditional values, the bulk of them seemed content to
assume the basic values of their elders, while insisting on
marked but superficial differences of life-style. The notion
of a Christian m~ch heading a Christian Commonwealth did not
seem particularly absurd. The church was stable and generally
orthodos, with some churchmen prepared to speak of a revival in
religious interest just round the corner (116).
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ii. There was, however, another side to the picture. Pressures
were beginning to accumulate. Industrialisation and urbanisation
were fostering changing patterns of community, of work alld of
family-life, and were mald.ng;the proliferation of Wlco-ordinated
vallle-systems more likel;!. The church had ceased to be a
reference-point for many, this tread seemingly increasing'.
Complaiats were beiag made that Christian teachiag iD its
tradi tional expression was ceasing to make seue to large
nUDers of youg people.. . Materialism seemed able to sustain
a Datio. enjoying full emploJ1leat and relatiTely higa wages,
eve. in the face of the 'bolllD, of i.ternational tensio:as and of
risiag cri.e. But there were signs that such a philosOphl' might
breea its own set of problems, either in aa oTer-abando.ed
pursuit of sensation and self-indulge •• e, or ia a deliberate
rej,ection of materialistic life-goals without this rejectio.
leading to re-discoTery of Christiaaity. lacomia, residents
with alternatiTe religions, or with alternatiTe versions of
Christianity, were set to challenge the concept of a m•••lithic
society, and the .edia were to put a~ml$ of the more powerflll
elements of their influence on the side of pluralism. Scien.e
and tecDoloQ were gaining in impoa:-taJUteand were showing sips
of becoming a strong iafluence on the curriculWD as o. the
wider aspects of natio.al life, in par~icular on a curr ••t
uderstanding of what constituted the 'good life'.

iii. There were, th'WS, good reasOJ1. both for continua, the
traditional form of RE as epitomised i. the Agreed 8ylla'b..e.,
and for world.g:towards a ft-interpretatio. of aim, conte." aad
method as new social aad e ducatioaal condi tioJUI emersed. Two
new educational trends had appeared iB progressi ....education
and early mOTes towards compre.e:asiTisatioa. The f .ner could
no longer be ignored and was fast becoming the new re.eiTed
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orthodoxy in traiDiDg~cQllege circles. While the latter did
not betoken a system i.coasistent with RE, there was sutficielLt
evidence of the Ullsllitabili ty of the Agreed Syllabus iD ita
current fora for the s econdar,- aodern school to laa:"esent a
warning signal to RE personDe1 that the former gr&Jlllllal'< school
approach to RE would Deed a re-thiBk for the compreheBBiTe school.
Steps were take. to cater for secondary modern schools in a
more appropriate way (117), but there does not seem to haTe bee.
adVaJI..e-p1aaning in tllis decade for RE in the comprehensive scllool.
Empirical research into the mechani.s and effectiveness of
classroom ..RE produced the first salvos in the coming battle for
the revision of the Agreed Syllabuses. Concern about the apparent
confusioD am~ng yOURg people geaerally about morals, to S&7

nothing of rising orime and delinquenOJ, brought the first major
challenges to the religio-moral theories which gaTe a ..ntral
p1aee to Christianity in ME. But these challenges were .ot
yet at the stase of ~ttinu1atinga thought-out alternative to
religiously based ME. However, the tille seemed to becomins
ripe to turn to the psychologists for help to this e.d (118).

iv. Mr. MacNillan's celebrated remark OD the fifties might form
a fittiag conclusion to the aaalysis which has bee. presented in
the foregoing chapter. He said that Britain had never had it
so good. The same mi~t be claimed for RE. But the second
part of Mr. Macmillan's remark (usuall,. omitted) was: but how
10n5 will it last? The sixties were to test the viabiUt,. of
the view, so confidently predicated of the authorities br the
churches (119) that Christianity and education were a uaity.
The next decade at times seemed to be set to mark the point at
which Britain w~ to bring to an end its centuries' old tradition
of RE in schools.
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CHAPTER li'O UR

RESEARCH AND RE-APPRAISAL: The Sixties

INTRODUCTIOH

i. This chapter will examine the major issues in RE and ME
during the sixties, concentrating upon research-schemes. The
aim is to see how the understanding of these two areas developed,
and what the implications of this developed understanding were
for the RE/~~ relationship. It will be shown that, although
RE continued to be regarded as education into Christianity, a
greater importance came to be attached to the personal and social
concerns Qf the pupils themselves. The way therefore was open
for a continued partnership between RE and ME. In so far as
RE dealt with social awareness and ~~ with society-related moral
concern the two would at least overlap_ But RE could not
devote exclusive attention to the social dimension of religion
without truncation, and on occasions anxiety was expressed that
truncation m~ght be a prelude for disappearance. For ME, a
concentration upon social r~ationships could lead into relativism
and subjectivity, and anxieties were expressed about this alsoe
However, a major ME research-scheme was conducted which, as one of
the consequences, provided a safeguard against relativism by
constructing a justification for Moral Education which rested
upon non-relative principles. These principles were advanced
both to help the formation of moral judgement and to aid the
implementation of moral behaviour. A further consequence was
to show how ME need not depend upon RE for its authority.,
without at the same time dismissing the possibility of links
between the two areas. In this decade there was a discernible
separ-atLon of RE and ME but mutual respect and co-operation
were nonetheless the ideal for this separating process.
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ii. This position was not reached without a great deal of
heart-searclt.ias iD.RE. ID. fact , it will be argued in the
oourse of this stud,-, suck a position was aever reall,- reached.
What i. fact happe.ed, it will be maiataiaed, was that
pressures for the separation of RE od ME led the Schools
Council to oyeH'eact in the directioa of divorciag the two
areas, with the probabil:1t,- arisiD,g that RE ....d ME wcnll.dden,.
to each othe~ the mutual beDefits that would come fro. inter-
relatioaships. The Schools Council would have to bear the
brunt of this criticism as the major ourriolum-developer ia
RE aad ME during the seventies. The sixties, however, could
not be indicted. i. this maJU1er, even though the S,-llabus-
revision which took place ill.this deca4e coald be charged witA
encouragiag a trend towards divorce b,-not beiag sufficie.tl~
tuned to the Jleed for specifically' ME material.

iii. For'RE the sixties opened with unease. While the
social data discussed in section 3.2 of the previous chapter
were to take t:1.e before their full import was to be appreciated,
the social directions of the forthooming decade did Dot appear
as if the,. were to be particularll)' favourable to religioD aad
to RE. The propriet,. of christiaaisiag aims for Maintained
school. RE was ope. to oriti.isll, sixteeD ,.ears hav.iBgelapsed
after the 1944 settlement, and the church ao loager haviag to
be give. the consid.rat,iG. necessar,. whe. the religious
difficul.t,..ad destructiye implicatioas. Doubts were beiag
expressed about the appro pr iateness of the Agreed S,-l1abus••
to the sooial ud educational coatext :la which the,- operated.
ID particul.ar, the impreaaive growth of the Progressiye Moye-
meat created te.sioas for an,. pedagogr origiaating i. and
haTiag a contin~i.g kinshiP, with authori tarianisJlland
doctriaal transmission. Also, it was aot difficult to draw
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impressionistic co.clusions from a mix of social appearan.es
and eriime-stati.sti.cs,b,.which a gloom,. picture of ,.out1:l.f'tll
rejection of traditional moralit,. could be formed. A
similar picture could be painted, 'with rather more justificatioD,
of youthful rejection of traditional religious teaching, at
least iD its coaTentional expressioa. In so far as the
belief .ad previousl,. been articulated, that Christian
behaviour was the product of Christian faith, then the
arguaent could be pressed that Christian religious teaching
should be iadieted fer the apparent erosioa of moral standards
iD the countr,.. The simple equation, RE = Bible knowledge = ME,
was comiag to appear simplistic. Also, immigration had
become visible, and although its implications for RE were
not to be spelled out until the seventies, these implications
were coming te be apparent to some duriag the previous decade.

iv. There appear to be seven main factors whick influenced- ;
the course CIf mm iD the sixties. The,. ste.. from the simple
trusm that RE had been operating; as a statutor,. exercise for
some sixtee. lears, and from a simple acceptance that people
are interested iD the enjoyment of lite in the here-and-aow.
The permeatioa of RME by these two simple motifs foroed a
d.eep-seated. self-cri ti.i811 upon Syllabus-makers, upon those
respon8ible for teacher-traillliagand upoa school RE teachers.
This made for aD eveatful deoade. The seve. factors were as
follows. First, there was a continuation of the optimistio,
if at times slight17-bland, 'official' Tie'llthat basically all
was well with RE, and that the best way forward was more of
the same, but striving all the while for betterment. Second,
there was a mounting disquiet with the Agreed -Syllabus frame-
work, coupled with a groping- (t'hough some might describe this
as a purposeful advance) towards something that, while not
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sweeping away the framework, would be more.malistically
attuned to the times. Third, and encouraging this disquiet,
was the flowering of the Progressive Movement in the primary
schools, with something of a knock-on effect in the secondary,
which carried an inbuilt challenge to the notion of subject-
centred teaching, as distinct from child-centred learning.
Fourth, there was a sometimes near despairing expression of
confusion about the exact nature of the relationship between
religion and morality, and hence between Religious Education
and Moral Education. Fifth, this uncertainty, merged with
alarm that youth, if not generally at least in appreciable
numbers, appeared to be becoming a somewhat independent,
rather, menacing group in society, with adolescents a similar
sub-group, more than likely to be at odds with the church and
with values derived from the churches' teachin8S. Sixth,
a need was felt for research-guidance into the nature of
morality and of moral development, and into ways in which
ME could be adequately conceptualised and conducted in modern
conditions. Finally, there was a developing attack by a
small but highly articulate group of Secular Humanists, who
viewed the official interpretation of statutory RE to be
educationally and morally harmful, who opposed any tendenc~
to.:base ME upon RE and who campaigned for the abolition of
Christianity-dominated, legally buttressed, Maintained school RE.

v. So much happened in sixties' RME that the forthcoming:
ch'apter will inevitabl.y be lengthy and complex. Even with
the application of strict aijectivity,the data to illustrate
the factors mentioned in the previous paragraph, and more
importantl,.,from which the conclusions of sections 4.5 and 4.6
are to be drawn, amount to a sizeable body of material. It
may therefore be useful to indicate that the chapter will
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be addressed to three major themes, if only to emphasise, it
is to be h~ justifiably, that the coming material is
neither disjunctive, nor unwieldy, and yields to credible
marshalling in su.pport of the theme of the study. as a whole.
First, the refinement and revision of the Agreed Syllabus
tradition will be traced at the same time as the implications
for this tradition of the changiag ideas as to what constitu.te
proper aims for RE are'examined. The west Riding. Syllabus
of 1966 will be taken as representative of the 'new' approach.
Second, the challenge posed by Secu.lar HWIlanism to t,heology,
Christi .. ethics, and more particularl7i' Christian RE will be
inTestipted as part of a wider social movement towards
greate? opeaness and toleranoe of plurality in belief- and
Talue-syste... The challenge to a religiously based ME will
occupy particular attention. Third, the emergeD.o. of ME as
an autonomems secu.lar exercise will be analysed, consideration
being giv.e. to the w~) in which proponeata of this form of
ME viewed, its relationship t. RE.

vi. The sixties are probably best regarded as a period of
tr8Jlsition, as far as the literature is concerned, for the
re-appraisal and reTision of this decade were but ~ .,prelude
for yet further re-structurug of both RE and ME in the
seventies. Praotice, howeTer, seems always to lag behind
theory, and there were many teachers of RE who resisted movea
to reduce biblical conteat ia late-sixties' RE and who then
resisted moves tow~4s a multi-faith RE in the seventies.
Even in the eighties not every authority has mOTed from a
west Riding form of Agreed Syllabus to a multi-faith't~ of
RE, and there are those RE teachers who are not conTinced
that the argwaeD.t,that rejection of religioa might lead t.
rejection of a morality based upon that religion,necessitates
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The sixties might also be called
the decade of the secularisation of RE, partly in the tendenc~
that seemed tooccUJ" in fo1l:thl'"and fifth-year secondary RE for:itto
be replaced by ME, aad partl:!\!ill a tendency to see RE as
teaching about, rather than into religion.

4.1. THE CULMINATION OF MONISM

4.1.1 The Agreed Syllabus Tradition

i. The question of immediate interest is 'Bow aoon did the
social, educational and religious data, discussed iD the
preYioue chapter. influence the 'official' view of RE?'. The
short~swer is: not until 1966. with the publicatioD of the
West Riding Syllabus. But, it is possib18 to discern in the
early years of the decade a growing, acceptance that changes in
RE must come about to match changes in soeietl. This was
pa·r.ticularlynoticeable in the area of aims. While there was
no indicatioD of changiag aims in the 1960 Bristol Syllabus (1).
although that publication was put out as 'a completely new work'.
there were signs that the churches were coming to accept that
former evangelising aims, to which the Bristol Syllabus still
was firmly attached, were not now appropriate. The OtbeuReport
of 1960 (2) talked about the County school perhaps quite rightly
declining the aim of helping children to fulfil their 'true
destiny as children of Godt (3). It attempted to view school
RE from the point of view of the children receiving it, rather
than from the standpoint of what the churches might consider to
be in their best evangelistic taterests.

ii. Tha report would seem to haye taken aote of expressions of
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disquiet about the state of RE (4). In the same year of
publication, Niblett produced a book (5) which openly'rejected
the christianising aims for RE which, for example, Murray had
advocated, if guardedJiy, in the fifties (6). For Niblett,
'Enlightenment rather than conversion, understanding rather
than discipleship are the aims of the school' (7). This notion
was to be taken into the core of the Durham Report of a decade
later (8), but Niblett was, at the time, being a little ambiv-
alent, for he also advocated that teachers turn the values of
particular school subjects 'to good account' in the 'nurture of
belief', and he continued to regard the school as a Christian
community, if only in principle. In distinguishing between
bringing pupils to the threshold of Christianity and bringing
them to accept Christianity, Niblett was making a finer distinc-
tion than was general in the Aereed Syllabuses, and was in
fact being inconsistent with his own wish to nurture pupils in
belief. But this inco:us istency is probably best regarded as
the most viable social adaptation then possible for RE, if a
balance of forces were being sought. Monism was not to be given up

without a struggle, but pluralism was not to be denied.

iii. But it was not just in the area of aims that voices of
criticism of the Agreed S.yllabuses were being raised. The place,
function and value of the Bible in school RE became a matter,
not just of customary, at times near lyrical (9), assertions of
its centrality, but of sober research-projects into its
effectiveness. Loukes.~as early into the field, with an
investigation into secondary modern school RE (10), which led him
to advocate an approach to older pupils which worked back from
personal, adolescent concerns into a biblical understanding of
these concerns. It may not be an overstatement to place Loukes
as a forerunner of the secondary school Fersonal Belationships
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cours~which have multiplied in recent years (11). ~e can
certainly be regarded as the father of 'implicit' RE, which
became a recognised category in the early seventies (12).
He pioneered a problem-centred, existential form of Religious
Education, which enabled him to formulate proposals for a
new perspective on RE which were within the framework of the
1944 settlement, although a little removed from the
traditional approach. He came to interpret the intention of
the 1944 Act, from the public's point of view, to be not that
of moral uplift, but that of inviting the churches to enter the
human situation and discuss it (13). But perhaps this view
was a little too sophisticated to be true, on the evidence
earlier examined in this study (14).

iv. loukes was OM of a number of writers and researchers in
the early sixties who brought critical attention to bear upon
the Agreed Syllabuses. Eventually they succeeded in bringing
about quite major change. Acland pressed for an RE whose
starting points were the self and society, rather than Christ,
God or the Bible (15). Daines advanced research-evidence for
what he believed was a situation in which young people with
'something bordering on spiritual hunger' were being failed by
incompetent RE teaching (16). Hyde researched the relationship
between attitudes to religion and abilities in religious
learning (17), and added his voice to the criticisms of the
Agreed Syllabuses. The criticisms tabled by the Sheffield
enquiry have already. been noted (18). But pride of place
should perhaps be given to Goldman, whose extensive and
sophisticated research ma~®e did more than that of anyone else
to re-shape the Agreed Syllabus tradition. His work will be
esamined in the next section. Thus, a number of people were
agreeing with Loukes so that, by the time of his second enquiry in
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1965 (19), he formed part of quite an influential group of people
whose insistent pleas were registering with the Syllabus-makers
of at least one LEA (20). This second enquiry was more
statistical and less impressionistic than the first, and put
forward a more rigorous critique of the central issues of aims,
Syllabus~making and factors making for effective RE, and a more
developed set of proposals for an RE approached through personal
concerns and relationships.

i. Goldman commented in 1963 that there was an'interesting
agreement' among current researchers that 'religious teaching
at all stages should be more pupil-centred and less subjeot-
centred' (21). His own research-interest was in the area of
ohildren's capacities to understand religious concepts. (22).
Although he.specifically allowed the importance of the emotional,
his interest was primarily in the cognitive, and he acknowledged
a dependence upon Piaget (23). A further acknowledgement was
that he adopted religious criteria in his research which stemmed
from a central-to-liberal Christian theological position (24).
By a painstaking survey of 200 children, representative in age,
sex, intelligence and religious affiliation, he found corroboration
of a Piagetian-style progress through stages in children's
thinking about religion, although such thinking was slower in
reaching the formal operational stage than thinking in other
areas.

ii. Goldman's work focused par~icular attention upon the validity'
or otherwise of the Agreed 'Syllabus material in the infant5 and
junior school. He found the material wanting, not in the
sense that it was Christian religious material, but in the sense
that, as such, it was unlikel;w to further the christianising aims
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implicit in the Agreed Syllabus documents. Basically, he called
for an RE in the primary school which implemented child-centred
principles of education, so as to avoid the two cardinal dangers
which he believed to reside in a Bible-based approach. These
were 'arrested development' and 'damaged motivation'. He
considered his research justified his arguing for a move from
Bible-centred to child-centred RE, partly because of the problem
of ~oncretisatiod and partly because religious insight was
contingent upon a 'long apprenticeship' in experiencing and
reflecting upon the life-data upon which religious thinking is
based. He therefore contended that life-themes were a better
starting point than Bible-stories for a deve~ntal RE (25),
going so ,far as to call RE teachers to face the fact that there
may be very little biblical material suitable for primary school-
children.

iii. It is not surprising that his work raised something of a
storm. Howkins published a monograph accusing Goldman of
predisposing children to the received answers, by telling the
biblical stories in his own words, by omitting from the accounts
some important details, and by his wording and ordering of the
questions (26). He also developed Goldman's own admission that
his conclusions were related to his liberal theological position,
and that his research showed evidence that children brought up in
a conservative theological position could score highly in his
own tests. Howkins encountered some support (27). Further
criticism of Goldman ~as made by Fleming for his not having
operated a longitudinal study, and for apparently advocating
the outdated concept of 'age-placement of topics'. But, as
Goldman had a major research project behind him, while almost
all his critics had not, and as he had maintained a steady stream
of pubLd.ca'td.ons from as early as 1959 onwards (28), his message
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By the time he gave his 1966 North of England
Education Conference lecture, his own findings had been aired,
he could refer to comparable findings in current researchers and
could advocate the production of RE Syllabuses 'of a different
character' to meet the needs of twentieth-century children (29).

iv. Goldman focused upon a central issue for RE, namel~ the sort
of help most appropriate for children to understand the Bible.
His pt"qros8~ was the rather negative one of delaying the religious
use of the Bible until secondary school. This fitted his scheme
for a developmental, experiential RE, which in turn fitted the
Frogressive ethos. But it may have given too little consideration
to the view that biblical stories can be understood at different
levels, and that to handle a particular story at several points
in a child's schooling did not necessarily represent harmful
repetition. Also, there may have been mor~room for consideration
as t.ohow children t s progress through the stages could 'l<lespeaded
up. 1h~s might have been facilitated by breaking down biblical
concepts more effectively into validly simplified elements. It
is not impossible for thematic RE to be as loose and incoherent as
spasmodic biblicism (30), and therefore perhaps as retarding
religiously. It may not be unfair to suggest that Goldman's
research contributed to the disappearance in some schools of RE
as an identifiable and valued element in the curriculum. On the
other hand, Goldman's work was constructive and it would be less
than fair not to ackn~ledge that he obliged RE teachers to think
more rigorously than previously about the appropriateness of a
Bible-based approach in RE for young children. He had taken
some typical Agreed Syllabus material and had found this material
to be suspect in some of its applications.
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4.1.3. Thoe west Riding Syllabus I 1966

i. Pressure for Syllabus-revision had mounted. The Sheffield
enquiry had suggested that the Syllabuses had been viewed by
teachers as schemes of work rather than syllabuses (31), despite
protestations from the compilers that they were not so intended (32),
and Cox reiterated that there may have lain a misunderstanding
about the nature of syllabuses at the heart of the criticisms of
these documents (33). Loukes had dismissed the ostensible
recommendation that teachers select, abbreviate and adapt, claiming
that teachers had allowed themsel"les to be bound by;Sjyllabus-
material (34). The I.C.E. had doubted the appropriateness of
the Syll~buses for the secondary modern school (35). As mainly
the product of University ecclesiastical Theology, the Syllabuses were
coming to appear too academic, too remote from twentieth-century
young people, too unaware of what developmental psychologists
were saying about children's needs, and too unabashed about the
considerable weight of biblical material deemed suitable for
school RE. It may be noted that the assumption, inherent in the
Syllabuses, that ME was a concomitant of RE, did not come under
stI"ong critical scrutiny in the researchers examined so far.
The view of religion as cultural transmission and social control
impregnated the Syllabuses, even th?~gh attempts were made to
head away from an unfeeling mechanistic approach by engag~ng
pupils' sense of awe, wonder and mystery through the school
assembly. There was little attempt to come to grips, at this
stage, with the validity or otherwise of this view, so that the
label 'neo-confessionalist' seems fair to appl~ to the crop of
'new' $yllabuses in the late sixtiesv and so that these syllabuses
can be regarded as the culmination of the monistic tradition.
The open letter to Religious Adv.isory Councils in 1965 brought
Syllabus-criticism to a head (36).
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ii. The West Riding LEA published the first revised Syllabus (37).
It may be compared with an article written by Goldman three years
earlier (38). It is not difficult to recognise the language
of developmentalism in the general articles of the Syllabus ..(39),
which soon became intertwined with the language of Goldmanism (40).
The material was laid out thematically, and Lonkes' influence is
discernible in the recommendations for the 13-year-olds and
upwardso Although the biblical material remained quite
substantial, its use in the primary school was not put to an
understanding of theological concepts, but to provide illustration
of general areas of experience relevant to the children, or to
be studied for its background by 10-11-year-olds as an introduction
to later"study as a source of primary religious data. Other LEAs
were soon to follow suit, each showing a shift from biblical to
thematic material, and a recognition of developmentalism (!+1).E6J,ch
however, remained attached to the aim of bringing children and
young people to an appreciation of, and if possible an acceptance
of the Christian faith. This upset some Humanists who thought
that this was improper, and that the new approach might be more
effective to this end than the old.

iii. Something of the range of responses to the 'new' Syllabuses
displayed by the RE world is indicated in a symposium on the
topic in 1969 (42). Some w eLco m-e d what seemed to signal
the end of biblical~fundamentalist RE. Some wondered whether
the new approach failed to get to grips with the Bib~e. Others
suggested that the logic of thematic work led to the removal of
the Bible completely from such material. Anxiety occuzeed as to
whether Goldman had, as Godin had maintained (43), tied religious
thinking to stages of conceptual thinking, whereas it might be
more validly tied to symbolical thinking. Doubts were expressed
over whether the new S;yllabus.eshelped teachers to grapple with
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the current loss of absolutes and the prevalent emphasis upon
meaninglessness, reminiscent of Jeffrey's point, made in 1967,
that the failure of RE was because 'spiritual truth, in any guise,
is foreign to our present thought-world' (44). Furthermore,
it was not long before the new Syllabuses were criticised as
being, no less than the old, totally misconceived in principle.
While they might meet psychological criteria better, the fundamental
philosophical question as to what constituted a valid aim for RE
was yet to be finally thrashed out.

4.1.4. Further Evidence of Valu~ontinuitl

i. Parallel with the anxiety shown by RE researchers and Syllabus-
makers about the apparent shortcomings of RE, went a comparable
anxiety, displayed on a more general front, abo~ the apparent
moral decadence of sixties' young people. But, while research
justified anxiety about RE, it did not about alleged moral
decay among young people. The tenor of the evidence showed
there to be a quite considerable continuity of values between
the generations. A sUbstantial investigation by the Eppels (45)
suggested that, for a sample of 250 15-18-year-old working people
of both sexes, conventional standards and behaviour would
characterise the group. Changes in moral codes and sentiments
were observed, but these involved 'a shift in emphasis and focus
and a re-evaluation of the sanctions for moral conduct than an
adoption of a completely new set of principles' (46). Perhaps
the basic point to emerge from this survey is that 'the quality
of personal relationships is the touchstone for their own and
other people's standards' (47) - almost exactly the same
conclusion reached by Loukes in a comparable project, published
in 1973 (48). The Eppels stood very much in the Veness tradition,
but with the suggestive finding that young people were working out
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a different outlook on moral sanctions than that of traditional
religion.

ii. The Eppels' conclusions were an1:i.Ci.patErlin a larger project
among slightly younger adolescents by Musgrove (49). The
broad picture he painted of contemporary youth was that of
unadventurous conformity, from a survey of some 350 school-
children, aged between 11 and 15, and some 200 aged between 9

and 10. The picture that emerged was not one of bitter
generation·conflict, nor of youth as an autonomous cultural
gnoup in the process of generating its own alternative value-
system, nor of family-life on the verge of breakdown. Adults
seemed to show more hostility to adolescents than did adolescents
to adultso

iii. Schofield's survey (50), among 780 boys and 761 girls,
was an examination of a very narrow section of moral behaviour,
that of sexual relationships. His findings are of interest
to this study, not so much for the details brought to light
about sexual practices, as for the signs of a shift from the
church and religion, as moral authorities, without there being
a corresponding landslide into an alternative morality. 86%
of the boys, and 87% of the girls considered that there was
more to sex than just having a good time, with 62% of the girls.,
but' only:35% of the boys, agreeing that sexual intercourse before
marriage was wrong. The degree of ambiv.alence and confusion
revealed in some of the findings, however, might suggest that
to ground morality upon human relationships cannot but foster
uncertainty (51).

iv. Wright concLuded from his study: of over 2,000 grammar
school pupils that there was a great majority: with a developed
sense of responsibility (52). He believed there to be little
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ground for saying that there was a decline in morality, while
allowing that the content of morality might be undergoing some
change (53). Cox reported similar findings among his sixth-
form sample (54).

v. Perhaps the Latey Report fittingly summarises this section (55).
It claimed to have 'much evidence' about 'enterprising,
responsible and vigorous young people', and indicted the press
for giving disproportionate publicity to the small number of
vicious, anti-social, youngpeqple who were more newsworthy
than the thousands leading normal, decent lives. The proposal
to lower the age of majority to 18, and its subsequent
impleme~tation~indicated a confidence that a relaxation of some
of the pressures to keep young people socialised in traditional
values would not mark a wholesale departure from those values.
The decade had opened with the Albe marle R'eport, which
envisaged'1960 youth as a social grouping to be clearl~ defined
and appropriately socialised. The Latey Report saw youth in
a less rigid framework. This would suggest that the socialUing
process had been deemed so successful that the granting of adult
status at an earlier age could not only be made without serious
risk, but could be seen as a further strengthening of the
value-system which young people ge~erally appeared to have
accepted.

vi. But the late sixties and early seventies did produoe signs
that a discontinuity of values might be forthcoming. If the
term 'alienation' is defined in Keniston's words as 'an explicit
rejeotion of what are seen as the dominant values of the
surrounding society' (56), then it can be said that alienation was
appearing and might increase.
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4.2. PLURALISM EMERGENT

4.2.1. Counter-culture

i. In the sixties, the majority of young people, as has been
seen in the previous section, were not propounding a new value-
system with its own claim to legitimacy (57). Wilson, on the
other hand, never seems to have accepted that the post-war
period saw anything other than the growth of a youth-culture (58).
Stenhouse, in 1967, believed that he had found a homogenous
teenage culture forming a kind of protest against adults (59).
American analysts were sounding the alert about counter-culture
trends (60), indicating that the prospect of safe, unexciting
materialism might prove as unacceptable to some young people, as
did the prospect of denied materialistic happiness to others.
If the latter were to turn to crime, the former came to turn
away. from, with deliberate disaffiliation, 'the protestant,
clean, decent, self-denying, miserable glorification of work',
where work seemed to stultify personal development and
individuality.

ii. The ~rop-out. syndrome took a number of forms. There were
the hippies, whose claim was to be's9Qking only love, peace and
flower power. They have been described as a religious movement,
albeit outside the institutionalised religious framework «61).
But it was not long before drugs became part of the beatnik
scene (62), and claims hav:ebeen made that this extension was also
at base a religious activity. This, in turn, gave way to a
growth of interest in the eastern forms of spirituality: Zen,
yoga, transcendental meditation, Krishna-consciousness, and
Sufism making their appeal, with the occult, astrology, spirit-
ualism and witchcraft also increasing in influence.
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iii. It is not easy to identify the values of the supposed
counter-culture. If there were such a phenomenon then presumably
its values were an alternative to the mainstream-culture. It
seems that the Protestant ethic, as interpreted in the fifties
and sixties can be adequately described as ·the possession of
ambition, the recognition of individual responsibility, the
cUltivation and possession of skills, worldly asceticism,
rationality, the accentuation of manners, courtesy and personality,
the control of physical and verbal aggression, the pursuit of
'wholesome' recreation and the respect of property' (63).
Perhaps consumerism should also be added. Some young people in
the sixties disputed these values, and in this sense a counter-
culture existed which might be deemed to have denied the Protestant
ethic. But their denial might be seen in another light as an
attempt to penetrate to the spiritual base of that ethic. For
the spiritual yearnings of the hippies co~ld be interpreted as
a repudiation of materialism; and other groups,which at.the time
were labelled 'drop-outs' by some in the mainstream-culture,
might have shared with the hippies a de~ire for a life-style
which they could be satisfied was spiritual rather than
material.

iv. If it be allowed that a counter-culture existed, composed
of groups of people who desired to express their rejection of
mainstream-values in specific life-styles, then this must be
regarded as a pressure to pluralism. But its influence can
probably safely be r~garded as slight. There may have been some
influence upon schoolchildren, if only by diffusion-effect
through the media and pop-scene. But it neither aroused any
widespread generational conflict, nor mounted any serious
threat to mainstream-values (64).



4.2.2. Secular Humanism

i. The British Humanist Association was formed in May 1963
by the joint efforts of the Ethical Union and the Rationalist
Press. It overlapped with the University Humanist Association,
formed in December 1959, also with the help of the E.U. and the
R.Po The Humanist Teachers Association was formed in 1965.
A comparable body to the BoH.A. was the National Secular Society,
which had raised again the issue of secular education (65), an
issue likely to have strong support from the B.H.A.

ii. It is not easy to arrive at a clear definition of humanism,
because of the reluctance of Humanists to see their position as
residing in a set of propositions (66). There seems to be a
valid division between religious Humanists and secular
H.umanists (67)0 In the sixties, however, there seemed a
greater readiness by Humanists to use the words 'belief' and
'faith' to denote their position. Their origins, they would
insist. lie in ancient Greece, and their greatest .<mhsequent debt is
considered to be to scienceo Blackham has recently committed
them to four propositions (68). These are: one, man is not
natively depraved; two, the end of life is life itself; three,
man is capable, solely by reason and experience, to perfect the
good life on earth; four, the first essential of the good life
is to free men's minds from the bonds of ignorance and supersti-
tion. Ayer declared his belief in social progress to be
empirically justified (69). Bibby spelt out the difference
between the Rumanist ~d the religious man as one of faith: the
latter puts his faith in deity, the former in humanity (70)0
Blackham further described 'full-blooded' humanism as being more
than a plea for rationality, but invol~ing an acceptance of all
sides of human nature, and a determination that all resources
should be employed on human development (71). This is the
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confident, optimistic type of humanism, seemingly typical of
those Humanists involved in school RE, but, perhaps, note should
be taken of Guiness' claim that there is a 'subterranean stream'
of pessimistic humanism, threatening to surface and usurp the
dignity of the optimistic ethos. This is the attitude which
regards ~ as trapped in an absurd situation, in which he can
only despair (72).

iii. From this all-too-brief summary of sixtie~ humanism, it is
possible to distinguish three main views towards religion. The
first and simplest is the populist view, which links with
Utilitarianism, and which allows Man to achieve happiness in his
own way, even if from superstitious beliefs and practices,
provided 'these do not bring misery to his fellows (73). Second,
there is the militant atheism of someone like Brophy, who urged
that if atheism be true, then it must be accepted, even if the
result were utter misery for ev.eryone (74). Third, there is
the middle way by which a reconstruction of religion is sought,
in naturalistic terms, Huxley perhaps being the most distinguished
aavocate of this attitude (75), Hepburn also appearing to have the
same general view, while criticising Huxley's particular solution (76).

iv. Despite different attitudes towards religion, Humanists
seem able to agree on their view of school RE, generally according
ita valid place in the curriculum, but being unandmous that
this place is not defined by the sixties' Agreed Syllabuses.
They pressed three main objections. First, instruction in
Christian doctrine, to·the ignoring or denigrating of other belief-
systems,amounts to indoctrination (77). Second, the 1944
Education Act's assumptions about God can no longer justifiably
carry Parliamentary authority, or even approval (78). Third,
the equation of Religious Education and :Moral Eiucation is
unnecessary and dangerous (79).
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v. The sixties saw involvement by the Humanists in the growing
debate about RE (80), their influence mainly being directed
towards the extension of content to include 'life-stances'
additional to Christianity, and towards the separation of

RE and ME. Denominational schools within the State system
are deplored, and there is current unease about the possibility
ttat immigrant religious groups be permitted to found their own
schools with A.ided status.

4.2.3. Sixties' Theology and Ethics

i. It seems to be the case that humanism exerted an influence
on theo~?gy in the sixties. The radicals, as they came to be
known, encouraged a willingness to learn from secular thought.
It is Norman's judgement that, although they believed the~'
derived their radicalism from their theology, in reality they
made biblical theological scholarship correspond to the 'moral
canons of contemporary humanism and to the idealism of the
'youth culture' of the period' (81). Two topics, in particular,
became ~ for debate: a de-emphasis upon divine tranSl:m.denoe,
along with a search for ways of expressing divine immanence so as
to make it credible to modern Man; a preference for a situation-
ethic of personal relationships, rather than an ethic of rule~.

ii. Although Robinson's 1963 article (82) opened the immanence/
transcendence debate, there had been previous discussion of the
issue among theologians (83). As twentieth~century ~an's
capacity for technological advance9 achieved independently of
institutionalised religion, came to be increasingly demonstrated,
it became a ~atter of urgency for theologians to interpret this
within credible theological categories (84). Robinson became
a populariser of certain suggested interpretations (85), inducing
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an instant and large-scale response. His initial impact waned,
but a second wave of radicalism, centring on the notion 'God is
dead' (and M,an seems none the worse), thrust outwards. The
earlier storm seemed to have inured the public somewhat and there
was a much-reduced reaction from the people. The radicals were
calling for the abandonment of traditional language-forms in
talking about God, and for a reformation of theology so as to
allow full autonomy to secular thought. They made some conquests
among academic clerics, but these conquests were not total (86),
and secular non-Christian academics in other fields seemed mainly
unimpressed (87). Also, while there was much talk about
producing new conceptual understandings of Christian teaching
about Goo, in the event the only suggestion which seems to have
made any headway is that of God as ground of being, which is not
such a novel concept anyway.

iii. It seems clear that radical theology accepted the
secularisation theory of society. This interpretation implied
more than that the State had taken over areas of church provision,
such as education and welfare, in parallel with a decline in
public support for religious ceremonies and in ecclesiastical
political influence. It implied a change of consciousness,
usually expressed in a revolt against metaphysics (88), with the
corollaries that the temporal only.is meaningful, and that Man
is autonomous (89). Some sociologists were saying similar
things (90), but it is noticeable that there were both sociologists
and theologians who, :while allowing the force of the arguments
for secularisation as having happened, were h~sitant about
seeing it as a total phenomenon (91). Opinion polls in the
sixties were certainly favourable to both religious belief and
to RE (92). Nevertheless, it can scarcely be denied that a
trend to secularity was under way, and theologians were therefore
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challenged to interpret it theologically~ Once grant
that Protestantism had the seeds of secularity within itself,
then there may have been logic in proclaiming the propriety
of dispensing with, or, at least, in de-emphasising the concept
of transeend.ence. Whether this could only be a short-term
solution is, however, quite another matter.

iv. With the humanistic shift to a 'this·worldly' t.heology,
went a corresponding shift to a 'people-centred' ethic. Again,
Robinson was in the l~ (93). 'Situation-ethbs' became a term
to refer to an approach to morality which rej,ected a fixed
starting point in a set of rules, especially rules based on
religious dogma, and advocated instead that each situation be
assessed according to the personal needs of the individuals
concerned at the time (94)" While the 'new moralists' took
the full range of ethical issues into their perspective,
perhaps it-was ~he issue of sexual relationships that should
inevitably capture the public attention (95). The label
'permissive society' was coming into parlance, and , with the
current advances in scientific birth control, the strength of
the former sanction about the wrongness of producing unwanted
children was weakening. There can be little doubt that a
legalistic application of rules can blind people to the
subtleties that can occur in human problems. Yet it may be
questioned whether an approach to a human situation that
restricts itself to one principle only (love), and that
without a consensus de,finition, can give the participants
anytp.ing more than a description of the situation. It may
be noted now, as will be seen later (96), that much educational
writing, and psychological D~search, in ME was directed t~wards
a principled rather than a situational morality.

v. The schools could not be expected to escape the repercussions
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of the theological debate. It heightened the already growing
imp;r:esaio;n.,that there was a difference between the morality of
the school and that of the working place, and that difficult
problems did arise out of the use of Christianity as a vehicle
for ME (97). Although there were those who felt that the times
needed firm, direct and unambiguous moral teaching (98), the
more moderate were facing the implications of there being little
possibility of consensus as to what constituted moral rules, and
that ME had become everyone's concern. It appears that the
overtures made by radical theologians towards Humanists might have
helped to form a climate of co-operation between people of
diverse views, in conducting school RE. In 1965 a paper was
issued by;a group of Christians and of members of the B.H.A.
which aimed at a centrist position in the interests of united
and positive action (99a). In 1969 a further joint statement
appeared (99~). This focused mainly upon ME, criticising the
Syllabuses 'for their dearth of appropriate ME material, and calling
for an ME which 'can not only stand alone in the time allotted to
it but ••• can also give added sense and significance to the
rest of the curriculum'. Such a statement was common in the
forties, but then it referred to Christian RE not to secular ME.

4.2.4. Progressive Education (100)

i. For a number of decades an influence had been operating
in the schools to loosen disciplinary and pedagogical structures,
when these were deemed to be harshly authoritarian, to foster a
view of education which advocated a holistic approach to knowledge,
and to encourage a view of children as people fundamentally
disposed to choose thegood~ With their stress upon holism
the progressives might seem to fall into a moni6 tic category,



but, in fact, they must be regarded as a pressure towards
pluralism. For the knowledge-integration thay sought was not
to be found so much in any subject-integration that was
intrinsically unifying, but in the integrating powers of the
child, who was placed crucially and centrally at the heart of
the learning ,process. Individuality must surely be the most
pluralistic of all concepts.

ii. By the Second World War the Progressives had a reasonably
uniform set of ideas and practices, amounting almost to a
received orthodoxy. Their chief tenet was the sanctity of
the child, whose believed needs and interests were the paramount
determinants of classroom-activities. From this cardinal
doctrine issued a corresponding set of beliefs in development,
self-realisation, freedom and independence, in the tradition of
Rousseau, Pestalozzi and Froebel, growth being the dominant
conceril. Authoritarianism became the supreme enemy, so
that the ideal classroom-atmosphere was one of relaxation,
informality and pupil self-direction, the ideal teaching
technique that of heurism, and the ideal approach to knowledge
an across-subject, holistic synthesis, deemed to be in keeping
with the child's natural outlook before contamination (not too
strong a word) by artificial subject-divisions. Although the
1944 Education Act focused upon se~ondary education, it helped
to establish the Brogressive tradition by recognising primary
education as a stage in its own right, and by underlining,
the principle that education shoulibe provided to meet the
individual needs and'capacities of the pupils. 1944-67 saw a
sustained penetration by the .l?)rogressiveoreed into the primary
schools, as topic-work, projects, integrated days and team-
teaching came to feat.ure more and more in this sector.

iii. The Plowden Report saw.the meeting of two educational
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traditions with Brogressivdsm, 1 with corresponding tensions,
and with comparable ambivalences. First, the A.greed·Syllabus
RE tradition recognised that material should match the age-range
of pupils, but two of its basic attitudes had been that
children should be brought to an adjustment to the Bible. and
that the sanctity of inQividuality was not violated by induction
into a monist ethic. Second. the classical tradition which
differentiated knowledge into subject-disciplines, held that such
subject-differentiation was neither arbitrary nor harmful, but
a logical requirement that stemmed from the very nature of
knowledge. These two traditions were therefore both in tension
with the Progressive tradition that Plowden represented. The
attempts"that were being made at the time to bring the Agreed
Syllabus tradition more in tune with child-centred theories of
learning are~lected in the Plowden Report's recommendations for
RE (101). But they vere not sufficient to prevent the inclusion
of a Note of Reservation (102). This found no place for xheology
in the primary school. and doubted the wisdom oL tying Moral
Education to Theological Education. yet if the report spoke
with two voices on this issue, it also spoke with two voices on
the issue of curriculum.content. by insisting that kno,wledge does
not fall into neatly separate compartments. and yet advocating a
traditional handling of the differe~t.iated curriculumo No
attempt was made to discuss and resolve this dichotomy, so
drawing the fire of two educational philosophers from within the
'forms-of-knowledge' camp (103).

iv. Where. then, did Plowden leave RE? In some ways the Peters/
Dearden critique of Plowden might have strengthened RE, in
having depicted growth as growth in a certain direction. and
discovery as d1.sO'overyof the educationally desirable. Alves

has suggested that. in so far as it is qualified autonomy and
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qualified freedom that are under consideration, then Temple1s
and Dearden's educational positions approximate (1'94). It
seems possible to claim that heurism, viewed as a method only,
can be incorporated into RE without much difficulty. But,
there would then seem to be the risk that children using this
method might discover little of useful religious significance,
even in the light of the valid distinction between the explicit
and the implicit in religion. Furthermore, to some people
the discovery of something 'of useful religious significance'
might appear a dubious acqUisition, for religious 'knowledge'
sometimes has to be believed on authority and is not easily
validated empirically. The more that personal autonomy
gains, importance as an educational ideal, the more questionable
becomes the practice of induction into a given set of moral
beliefs and rules. In addition, the principle of child~
centredness could hardly be incorporated wholeheartedly into
the Agreed Syllabus tradition as it was then understood.
However, the fact that Plowden contained its own inconsistencies
with a developed Progressivism perhaps helped the immediately
post-Goldman Agreed Syllabuses to implement the principle of
learning by discovery from appropriate experiences, while
remaining in a traditional framework. Also, as the line
between discovery-learning and knowledge-impartation can be
very fine indeed (105), the didactic method, which was quite an
important element in forties-sixties' RME, was not necessarily
displaced from the classroom.

4.2.5. Social Studies, Humanities and Integrated RE

i. The ideas seems to have grown that schools prepare pupils for an
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understanding of the comp~ties of modern industrialised life.
With the progress of the social sciences towards academic
respectability in the Universities, there has developed a slow
acknowledgement, in the schools that these subjects might better
equip the young for understanding modern society, than the
traditional courses in History and Geography (106).

ii. The coming of the post-war period saw major advances in
Social,studies teaching, coming in~two waves. The first was not
very successful, having drawn on the then, current fervant feeling
that the schools should be to the fore in social reconstruction,
but having paid too little attention to the development of a
convincing academic rationale for the newcomer. So, though the

.,

late forties and early fifties saw official approval for the
development of Social Studies (107), by the mid-fifties the
advance was losing momentum (108)0 The second wave, in the
early sixt;es, benefited from the direct support of Crowther
and Newsom, and, indirectly, from the child-centred ethos that
was leading to Plowden. By the end of the decade, courses
dealing with Man in Society featured in many secondary schools,
specialist teachers were more numerous, the subject was linked
more closely. with the social sciences, and a range of Ministry
statements, of curriculum-development projects, and of publications
he.fpedto ensure further advance and consolidation.

iii. It was not long before sane subject-amalgamations incurred
by this advance came to be subsumed under the broader title of
H.umanities (109). The Schools Council responded with speed and
pragmatism to a practical situation, and, though early suggestions
for RE were that H.umanities should be encLoaad within the RE
lesson, it was no secret that what was contemp.l.atiedwas an
eventual integration of RE and other subjects into a new, multi-
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This clearly entailed a new
rationale for RE, in which it wou.1dno longer be regarded as
the integrating principle of the curriculum. But such a
rationale had to be worked out as RE went along, often under
pressure from headteachers demanding near·immediate proposals (110).
There was, actually, quite a theo10gica1l~,and educationally
sophisticated rationale available to RE (111), but the sequence
was often, apparently, first integration, and only then the
construction of as appropriate a rationale as could be
mustered afterwards. Integrated S:tudies obliged RE to
diversify, for biblical material did not always provide
sufficient, or even appropriate, content for inter-disciplinary
schemes. This, in turn, caused some apprehension among RE
teachers that integration meant extinction.

4.2.6. Comprehensive Education

i. It is difficult to place comprehensive education on a
monist/pluralist scale, because an insistence upon a single
school in a given area is to that extent a denial of plUralism.
It is probably fair to say, however, that such monistic
imperialism is more a desire for a framework that will enable
pluralism really to operate, without its being destroyed in
anarchy. The avowedly egalitarian aims of comprehensive
education, however, encouraged a restiveness about an educational
system which 'engineered' an elitist social system. (112.),and
stimulated a demand for one which fostered an ega1it.arian
outlook. This had implications for an RE which inducted
children into a sing~e ethic, especially if this ethic could
be seen by some as class-based. If the comprehensive principle
were advanced as a means to facilitate the freedom of plurality
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then the only induction into an overarching value-system that
the principle could tolerate would be that of initiation into
broad democratic forms, in which each individual worked out
his own value-system as an expression of his own personal
adjustment to a democratic society.

ii. Running parallel with the comprehensivisation/freedom debate
was the comprehensivisatioD/equality-of-opportunity debate, from
the idea of compensatory education to that of equality of
outcomes. Perhaps the economic events of the late seventies
and early eighties have convinced many more people that equality
of opportunity is indeed the pursuit of the unattainable (113).
Nonethele8s, the provision of a n8.1'!rowly··academic curriculum
for all childrenf i.e. flat educational equality,: can scarcely
be the ideal of comprehensive education. Yet the creation of
courses, designed to cater for a wide range of social, emotional,
physical,. as well as academic needs, cannot but put pressures
upon timetable-capacity. If RE suffered erosion as a result,
this would not have been on the grounds of its content becoming
more debatEtib.lo..and more difficult to validate as true (although
these had to be oonsiderations), but on the sheerly'practical
grounds that room had to be found fon new cOlU'ses, and sOliething
had to go to make way for them. History and ~eography were
under the same threat.

iii. In an endeavour to plan and mount courses whioh deliberately
made for 80cial cohesion and the economic deployment of staff,
and which took on board a trans-subj.ect approaoh, RE had sometimes
to face considerable truncation of its explicitly religious
content, to the extent of sOlietimes becoming indistinguishable
from Social Studies. KlCOS, for instance, otfers little scope
formUlti-~anal RE, and a strict application of the cODScience-



clause dealing with withdrawal from RE would necessitate a
negligible controversial religious element in some integrated
courses. But to use these grounds as reasons for pursuing a
subject-approach in RE could be castigated as an inexcusable
undermining of the comprehensive philosophy. Probably most
RE teachers in comprehensive schools felt apprehensive about
the problem of preserving an identifiable curriculum-
component, RE, and of doing justice to its truly immense
range of subject-matter. Some had to face criticisms of
being reactionary and unco-operative, and some had to accept
integration in forms which seemed to spell out the
disappearance of their subject.

iv. Comprehensive education, then, would seem to have issued
something of a challenge to RE along two main lines. There
was first the practical problems aroused by pressures upon
timeta~le-provisio~ in the face of course-diversification
made necessary by the diversified composition of the new
institutions. Even in schools subscribing to an egalitariallt
educational ideal there is a hierarchy of subjects, and
decisions about time-allocation are made on this basis. It
requires more than strength of character on the DArt of the
head of RE to ensure that his su'b:jectsecures an adeq1l8.te
provision of timetable-allotment. The positive support of
the headteacher is crucial, and this is not to be gained merely
by quoting the 1944 Education Act's religious clauses. It
is much more likely to be obtataed bJ examination-successes,
by demonstration that pupils generally respond favourabl.;,to
what is presented in the classroom as RE and by being
persuaded. that the RE so presented is as useful to what he
is trying to do in his school as is History, Geography, Social
Studies, Music, Health EducatioD, Physical Educatioa, Art and
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Home EcoDomics ..to Dame some of the more usual competitors
with RE for the availabl.e timetable- and finucial provisiOJll.

v.. The second challenge derived from the ver~ nature of
comprehensive education and its egalitarian ethos. Althoug)l
some compreheasive schools might have perpetuated forme~
educational divisiena, but this tille under one roof, the ideal
was that the system should now encourage pupils of different
social and educational levels to accept each, other and live
together in equality of esteem as fellow human beings. RME
could, actual17, be a contributer to this process, but. perhaps
its previous histo17 as the subdect which. claimed a unique and
privilesed stat .. fostered lingering resentments. Also, were
there to be a suspicion that it encouraged the imposition of
'middle-class values' on 'working ..class pupils' f ,or Tice v:ersa.,
antagonisms could be aroused. Furthermore, the pastoral
proble. brought on b7 the creation of large new institutions
necessitated a development of corresponding pastoral provision.
This, in turn, led to the provision of Personal and Social
Education courses, which might have appeared to some heads
an appropriate re-interpretation of RE's role for the
comprehensive sehool. '. By the time of Circular 10/62 it
was becoming ever more clear that socialisation into the
society of the sixties could hardly be conducted on the basis
of the r81igio-social theories of forti.e6· RME, and
comprehe.sive education sharpened this perception. Was there,
then, any use for RE as a socialising agent in the pluralistic
context of the comprehensive school, and, if not, was there
anyth1ag in RE which commended it as an appropr;iate partner
in an 'ega1itarian educational enterprise? In due course it was
to become· clear thllt multi-faith RE could make a vert relevant
contribution to religiously plural schools. It could also
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be argued that RE would contribute to the cultural background-
knowledge necessary for an understanding of English Literature
and History, and that questions of purpose, value and meaning
are as necessary for consideration in a comprehensive school
as in any other type of school, even if Hirst's case for a
religious form of knowledge might be suspected of being
inimical to subject-amalgamation and of encouraging RE
imperialism. But the RE teacher had to have his arguments well-
rehearsed if he wanted an RE department, statfed, resourced and
timetabl.ed to a comparable degree as other Humanities subjects.

4.2.Z. The Bhap Movellent

i. University Theology was not immune to the social and
intellectual factors that have been reviewed in the previous
paragraphs. Ninian Smart, as Head of tm Religious Studies
DepartQlent of a new University, was well-placed to innovate,
his interest in sohool RE helping to extend the influence ot

these innovations to colleges and sohools. His Hesliagton
Lectures at York University (114) contributed to the' debate
about, aims in RE, his main arg1lJllentbeing that the inner logio
of religion would drive Christie theology into a re-
consideration of its content towards the inolusion ot wider
issues than biblical studies, with implications tor school RE.
He did not oall for a Christianity re-formulated in humanistic
terms, as did the radical.s, but for an RE whose content was
World ReligiOllS, in deterence to the pluralism ef modern
societ7, and whose aim was the understanding of, rather than
the acceptance of, religion, in deference to its secularity.

This was a position that was relevant to both University
and to school RE, and Smart had proceeded to establish
cours~at Lancaster for Studies in Religion, rather thaa in
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Christian Theology alone, and indicated his desire to work out,
in conjunctioD with the DiTinity d~partments of the colleges of
education associated with Lancaster, the relation between his
department'. Religious Studies cour •.e. and RE in schools.

ii. Smart had pioneered a new approach offering a substantiTe
rather than a functional w&7 forward, and to that extent differing
from the solution to pluralism and secularism offered by the
radioal theologians. It may haTe been especial17 helpful,
emerging at a time wben secularity and the growth of immigrant
religions were coming to be regarded as two significant, if
contradictor7, social facts, by those associated with RE (115).
It ma7 be Doted that the COIDIIWlit7Relations Committee replaoed
the N.C.C.I. in NOTember, 1968, subsequent to the pas.ag of the
Race Relations Act. Also, although of the 184 title. listed b7
the UniTersit7 of Nottingham as RE textbooks 1960-70 DO more
than 5 dealt with religions other than Christianity (116), the
idea of RE as education in World Religions was percolating. The-
1969 Shap Wells conferenee on 'The ComparatiTe Study of Religion
in Education' drew su~ficient support (117) for a Shap Working
Party to be set up to inTestigate the area of the teaching of
world .Religions in the classroom (118). A programme of.actiTit~es
was started offering help to teachers from infants to sixth-former~

iii. The.e mOTeS were not unresisted. May and Johnson urged
that Britain remained a Christian country (119), and Mar (although
not Johnson) took issue with those who advocated 'increasinglJ'
Taried fare' for RE, 'challenging the Tiew. citing Martin (120),
that Britain wu a multi-nao£.a.l, open, multi-belief societJ)'t
although haTing to concede that trends might be moving in that
direction (121). He maintained that minority faiths were
catered for by the withdrawal-clause and by proTision for
denominational schools, and that teaching about those faiths was
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more appropriate to Current Affairs lessons than to RE. The
ensuing controversy (12) illustrated some of the twentieth-
century objections that might be made against an RE as
traditionally understood.

4.3. HORAL EDUCATION EMERGENT

4.3.1. Suggested New Directions

i. A religious ethic, which required a belief in God to sustain
its authority, might find difficulty in remaining authoritative
in a society. in which churchgoing was in decline. Yet an
ethic of this nature did have the advantage of not being totally
subject to the pressures of relativism. Hence, an issue which
became an important consideration for debate in the sixties was
how to separate ME from RE while at the same time continuing to
invest morality with a prescriptiveness which raised it above
particular social circumstances. For churchgoing was not the
only practice in decline. There seems to have been much
anxiety about supposed moral decay. Crime-statistics caused
concern, (122), drug-taking seemed to be on the increase (123)
and Hrs. Whitehouse had been moved to action (124). Much
shock had been registered by the l?rofumo-affaire If RE was
being much discussed (125) and questioned (126), this seemed
more than likely to be because it continued to be invested with
the vague hope that it would turn out young people from the
schools who were co~itted to the Christian ethic, whatever
they might think about Christian theological assumptionso
The favourable showing by RE in opinion-polls (127) can hardly
be interpreted as a simple reassurance of British enthusiasm
for religion. For, despite RE's perceived failings, and despite
decreasing support for the church, there was, at least in the
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early sixties, no widespread clamour for its abolition (128).
But, though it may have been valued for its believed moral
benefits, there was a growing desire to examine other possible
ways by which ME could be conducted than through the medium of
religion.

iii. The series of public lectures on ME which took place
in London in 1962, not only produced an overflow-audience,
but included as speakers both secularists and Christians,
who ranged from physicist to philosopher, from theologian
to sociologist, and from educationist to medical practitioner.
The resultant book (129) indicated a preoccupation with
practical outcomes of ME in the form of moral behaviour,
and a corresponding lukewarmness to formal moral teaching
which was not realistically in continuity with modern living.
A further prominent theme was that of the rational element
in morality, as seen in the necessity for conscious personal
decision-making, upon a responsible appraisal of the situation.
The focus was upon the social. The religious was not
at.tacked, but Vidler, the theologian, made a point of
dissociating himself from the conclusion that Christian morals
were impossible without Christian faith (130). This lecture-
series pointed the way towards an.ME which could be a shared
exercise, partly in the light of the width of expertise
represented in the lecturers9 partly in the muted role that
could now be accorded to religion, and partly by the concern
that was shown to obtain a profound understanding of the
nature of young people in their actual environment. ME was pre-
sentedin this series as an area to which contributions could be
made from a number of different academic and professional
perspectives, with the prospect of some width of agreement.



iv. Perhaps the fundamental problem that pressed for recognition
was that of finding an agreed public base for ME, which would
provide a convincing and compelling authority to undergird morality.
Wilson was to draw attention to the apparent increase in non-
authoritarian ways of thinking (131). Carstairs' Reith lectures
discussed the then current challenge to authority as traditionally
understood. Wielders of authority would now find their
acceptance coming to depend more upon relationships than upon
appeal to status. While the idea of Christian authority might
always have ideally lain in this direction (132), yet its popular
impression had tended to be seen asooriving from a given set of
rules to be obeyed without question. Hemming saw this situation
through the eyes of a Humanist (133), arguing for a move from
a morality of ohedience to external absolutes to one of
involvement and discovery. Evolution was to him an invaluable
concept, -although it may be doubted whether evolution can
realistically be accorded as much moral inspiration as Hemming
claimed for it. But in placing morals on the basis of human
relations Hemming and others were within a growing trend that
was to influence subsequent ME curriculum-development, even
though such a base could be subjective and unclear. It seems
that young people themselves were, not perhaps self-consciously,
but with an appreciable amount of self-volition, moving in this
direction also (134).

4.3.2. Secular Moral Education

i. Once accept the suggestion that morality should be based on
human relationships, then there is the possibility that a loose,
'anything-goes' type of ME might result sooner or later. If
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moral absolutes had to be abandoned with the abandonment of their
religious base, was there any alternative apart from relativism?
Hirst was to develop a position which allowed the autonomy of
morals in relation to religion, but which nonetheless set morality
significantly above the cultural continuum. Kis book did not
appear until the next decade, but an article was published in
1965, which was not only the foundation of the book, but was
disseminated through a number of works (135). He analysed the
relationship of morals to religion, concluding that M.an's moral
knowledge must ultimately be founded upon reason.

ii. His argument questioned the thesis that for something to be
right is for it to be a command of God, this implying that Man
knows what is right only by coming to know the will of God. He
held this view to be false on three grounds, empirically, biblically
and logioally. Empirically Man does come to judge certain things
to be wrong without dependence upon religious revelation.
Biblically Romans 2. 14,15 stated that the Gentiles had a knowledge
of the moral law independently of the law of Moses. Logioally
the status of 'OU:g~1 is different from that of a phrase like
'the will of God', the one referring to a judgement the other to
a state of affaire. Of these three arguments the logical would
seem to be the strongest as well as the most relevant to this study.
For it would seem also to be empirically true that men are in
disagreement about whether lying, promiscuity, the colour bar and
war are wrong, these being the four examples chosen by Hirst, and
the disagreements do not divide up neatly between the religious
and the non-religious. An appeal to the empirical may therefore
yield uncertain results. An appeal to the Bible may also be
inconclusive, for it may be questionable to make the Romans' ver:sesto
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say that the Gentiles arrived at moral knowledge independently
of divine revelation, unless the Mosaic tradition is held to be
the only way in which God is said to reveal his moral nature.
But Hirst did bring clarity to the debate about ME by stressing
the difference in logic between fact and value. Yet to invest
so much trust in reason was to assume that there is a common
understanding of what constitutes reason in arriving at moral
truth - or that relativism is the only reasonable moral position,
which is a view to which Hirst would not subscribe.

iii. When he turned to a consideration of the positive
relationship between morals and religion, Hirst made some further
points which aided clarification. He indicated that to accord
autonomy to morals was to make meaningful the claim that God
was a moral being, was to underline that Christianity was more
than a set of moral principles, and was to establish a justification
for general moral principles on rational grounds. He thus
showed that to separate morality and religion did not necessarily
put each out of relationship with the other. He also showed
that a life-style which was grounded on religious belief was as
subject to general moral considerations as was a life-style
without a religious base. In clarifying this point Hirst was
saying something very relevant to the times in which he was
writing. For it was only realistic to accept the privatisation
of religious belief as a fact of British life, brought on by the
social trends discussed in the previous chapter, and it is
manifestly unsatis~actory to rest a general public morality
solely upon privatised belief. Yet it may also be unsatisfactory
if privatised belief be kept from relating to general public
morality, even were the life-style arising from the belief to be

This may provide a further
reason for a separated RE and ME L'I'dllto remain in interaction.
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iv. Although not himself a Humanist, Hirst had given his
support to two major humanist demands, namely, the separation of
RE from Christian induction, and the separation of RE from ME.
For the drive of his article was that, lacking agreed public
criteria for validating religious knowledge, factual instruction
about belief had to be the limit of the Maintained school's
role in RE, engagement in the beliefs and practices of a
particular religion being the role of other agencies. Yet
Hirst was not bent upon demolition, for his focus was only upon
the Maintained school, and he did not wish to see the removal
of RE from the ourriculum. Like Smart, he was 'eDllilati.c about the
changes that would have to take place for RE to have an assured
futlU,'e. That future, Hirst maintained, neoessitated an ME
come-of-age.

v. In this he was supported by Wilson, who had been leading a
resear~h-project in ~msince October 1965, the first major
publication of which appeared in 1967 (136). The basic argument
of t~ book was that pupils could be taught to think morally as
they oould be taught to think mathematioally or soientifically.
Wilson tried to steer a middle oourse between the authoritarian
pleas for the right answer and the relativist pleas that one moral
solution is as good as another. The oriteria necessary for the
'doing' of morality were summarised as autonomy, rationality,
impartiality, prescription and overridingness. Wilson was working
towards a oonoept of ME upon whioh a large measure of oonsensus
might be sought. The oonoept was rooted in reason, rather than
in assumed revelation, but it was not anti-religious. It was non-
partisan, but encouraged -the belief that 'right. answers to moral
problems were forthcoming, given the right use of the right
prooedures. It was liberal and democratic, without this
beooming a route which would result in the 'anyt~ing-goes' of
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relativism. It took very seriously the cOl1trib.1ttioBSthat
psychology' and sociology could make to the understandil1g of and
the fostering of moral development. It had a dgree of 8ophistica-
tioD. and complexity, bef~il1g a multi-dimensional process, which
was essentially different from the simplicity of the mechanical
production of predetermined. behaviour. It furnished aB ana17sis
of the components of a morally educated person, so offering;, if
only linguistically, a way through the confusions that could
gather thickly around ME. Perhaps above all, it gave hope
that moral judgement could be developed and moral behaviour
encouraged by valid educational means. The debit lay in what
had to be admitted: that there may have been logical weaknesses
in the model put fGrward, that little or no empirical research
could yet be presented, and that extreme tentativeness was forced
upon the unit at a time when authoritative recommendations and
action were rather urgently needed. Nonetheless, a way forward
was being indicated. Furthermore, Wilson's work was linking with
another researcher who conducted a ~airly sUbstantial scheme,
of some importance both to his times and to this study (137).

~.3.3. Developmental Moral Education

i. Bull's primary interest was moral judgement and its develop-
ment, but his research-findings enabled him to make proposals
about the concept of ME, and about the relationship-between RE
and ME. While acknowledging that moral judgements varied from
individual to individual, stage to stage, and situation to
situation, he believed that a broad pattern of development.
could be posited, comparable to the findil1gs of McDougall (1908)
and Pia~t (1932) (138). But, as well as finding a sex-
difference in his ·sample (139), he flatly contradicted Piaget's
view that autonomic conscience is the fruit of reciprocity,

,
1:
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claiming that his evidence showed internalised morality to stem from
rule-enforcement this being a finding against situation-ethics (140).

ii. In building up a concept of ME, Bull again went out of
step with Piaget, this time in his criticism of the latter's
concentration upon cognition, and beliet that co-operation and
intelligence are the two significant factors involved in the
development of moral judgement. For Bull, the orectic was as
important as the cognitive, and motivation as aoral knowledge.
Intelligen •• held an essential, b.t not a sole pla •• in moral
judgement (14;1), its basic. funetio_being reciprocity, foreseeing
and judging consequences, forese.ing remote goals, moral learning
and z,esolving consequence.. Moral j.udge.ent for Bull was a
shorthand term for the various aspects of the tota1 personality,
expressed in its encounter with Gther persons. Bull also .eemed
more aware tho Piaget of the implications of socio-econollic
difference. for types of upbringing.

iii. ME was ske.tched in t.he broadest terms. It w:as. develop-
mental; it vu socialisation, but at the same t.ime facilitating
the development of personal ideals; it was both dire.ct and
indirect, the latter being aeea as the more pGwerful; its aim
was personal autoaomy, rooted iD reasoa and focused on the moral
experieace of the child; its method was moral learning, not
moral teaching; it iDvolved emotioD, attitudes, and moral skills,
as well U llDde.rstanding; it ¢entred on relationships, not upon
rules. This last. point, howe'9'er,seems to ha.,. put bll iato

something of a dilemma. For his claim that heteronoll1 was
necessary for internalised morality had to ascribe. a certaia
value to ~ul.ea. _Yet ...hisstandpobt. oa the relationship between
morals and religion was tb.at.·of ,the.Christian Humanist in which
he urged a prec:edence of principle. oyer rule •., and of people
over principle.. On this iS8ue he could put forwu4 a '9'&1i4
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solution by reg~ding law as a schoolmaster to prepare the way
for love. But on another issue his solution may not be so
convincing.

iv. ForBuIl.set aside the traditional view of morality as an
outflow from religion, with its form, content, application and
sanctions deriving from a transcendental dimension, and with
the attribution of moral decay to decline in adherence to religion.
Yet he main~a.ined that to divorce morality from religion did
not provide an adequate enough motivation to move someone from
reciprocity to selfless altruism. Without going into the
question as to whether such a move would be riga~, the point is
made that religion or something, akin to religion is necessarJ
to generate the strength for this transference. But when Bull
indicates the source of such strengta he seems to be re-introducing
the old idea of dependence upon religion which he has been at
pains to discount. His solution was to advocate Christiu
Humanism, indicating the identity between the Christian's and
the Humanist,!s appeal to love as the one absolute. let he
specifically attributes the source of a Christian's love to God,
in a way which requires God to be understood as a transcendent
being. This is further clarified in the claim that Man's
transcendence of self above all gives rise to his moral insights,
this very transcendence linking with i'teligioDby pointing to a
reality beyond Man. While such a position would be valid if it
were put forward as an argument of natural theology to be
evaluated on its merits, it is sure~ not a valid position in
the context in which Bull puts it forward, namel~ as an alterna~v.
11;0 the traditional view of religion and morality as dependent.
Any attribution of a need for' a transcendent source of moral
strength to aid moral maturity cannot bu.t giv:e are-instatement
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to the mechanisms of explicit religion (rituals, sacraments,
dogmas, etc.) as occupying a role in the production of moral
behaviour, unless it were argued that God and explicit religion
are opposing forces. Bull appears to have stopped short of
the full logic of his position which would seem to require that
God be identified with love in a descriptiv.e manner, rather than
being viewed as a transcendent source of love. By so doing the
problem of the atheist who nevertheless loves at the same time
as he expresses a hostility to God as a transcendent being ceases
to be a prob~em to the religious man, for 'God' and 'love' are
no more than equivalent descriptive words to express a llaturalistic
experience. But Bull is not advocating this position. He
is continuing to advocate a role for transcendenoe, and to do
so is really to put the matter back to the forties' position
of equating RE and ME, from which Bull was careful to dissociatehUEeX.
The psychological and social mechanisms for the productioa of
moral behaviour, which were to come to figure so prominently
in seventies' theorising about ME, would seem to link, if at all,
with God's immanence. It would then at least be possible to
maintain that God's help is neoessary to moral maturity, but,
as such an argument would seem te need the postulate that divine
help is give. whether consciously asked for or not, or whether
conscious17 expa~ienoed or not, it might take on the appearance
of beiDg no more than a pious verbalism.

v. But Bull did focus upon an important area of the RE/ME
relationship, that is.motivation to moral conduct, even if his
proposal seems to run into cir'cularity. Perhaps the position
of this thesis, pressing for 'intersection' as the appropriate
way of viewillg the relationship, better avoids this circularity •.
This position will be more fully developed in the final chapters.
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4.4. CHURCH RESPONSE

i. The events of the decade were particularly challeD.ging to
the churches, and t.here.was pressure for them to formulate a
position. on the changes that were taking place iD.RE. This
wu to come in the Durham Report, but. a premollS publication in
1968 made public the result. at an invest:1gatio_ into RE iD.
Maintained schools conducted at the instigation of the British
C...oil of Churches (142). The hope was that the.e findiags
would b.e sociological17-slanted and able to identify the

underlyi_g factors makiDg for su.cessful RE so as to pass this
information o~ to RE teachers throughout the cOUDtry. It is
an illuminating commentary OD the rate of social change iD the
sixties iD that this hope was only partiall7 fulfill.d. Th.
combination of swift social change and sUbataatial ragional
differences to a certaiD exteD.t reduced the effective.ess of
the o~iginal ai., but nevertheless certain conclusioasdid emerge
which were not only interesting iD themselves, but could have
been take., at least by an optimist, as groWlds :tor hope. The
really disappoiDtillg part of the research was the inadequate
section on the relationship between RE and ME, which is especially
unsatisfactory ia view of the complexity anA sophisti.catioa of
the ana17sis of other areas of the topiet of BE.

iio After thorough pilot-schemes and discussions a questionnaire
was returned by about 1360 pupil-respondeate who had spent
the longest time iD their schools, i.e. sixth-form grammar and
fift...forra modern pupils who had had the fulles.t opportunity of
achieving whatever end-resultS there were to achieve. The
questionnaire was substantial,consisting of 6 eectioJlS, 'oneof
which was prim~ill concerned with moral situatioas and Ckristian
reactions to the.,. and it was&ent to thigh scoriag~. 'successful'
schools ~:in which RE could be deemed 'eood'. A further
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questionnaire was distrihuted to teachers, investigating aims and
methods. A final part to the survey waa designed to test
whether the high attitude-scores ShOWD by some respondents were
obtained at the expense of real insight.

iii. Al~s identified the main issues, in this survey, of RE,
at that time. AillS, school'worship, opiDie-polla, the open
approac., the need for well-qualified teachers, Agreed Syllabuses
and their "nsion, the relatioDShip between RE and ME, the
growing presence of non-Christian religions in Britain all
came within his purview. In trying to isolate factors making
for success, he designated the 'basic bricks' of '800d' RE as
length..of experience in teaching the su'b:jecu,the standing of
the teache~' and/or the sUb:ject in the school, the teacur's
iavol_ment with the schou's social activit,;, and.,'but Dot to
a marked exteat, the teaching -methods used. Of puticular
inte~st perhaps was the tt,ndiDg,taat there was, a ge••raJ.
association between pupils' high attit ..de-score. and their
teachers' d.si~e for their 'persoaal Christian dedication' and
their 'improvement in moral responsibility'. ID addition, with
the help of an 'acceptabilit~' scale, in conjunction with a
'Christian-DoD-Christian' scale, Alv.es found that at sixtil-form
level prejudice and/or indiscrimiDate acceptance was more
associated with the nOD-Christian than the Christian position,
although he acknowledged that his figures could not, give a
straightfo~ard interpreta\ion. Be also found eTide ..e that
a teDdeno~ to the Christian positi.on correlated with all overall
responsibility of judge.ent, despite its authoritarian undertones.

RE, in other words, was'not produci_g bigots, bu.t pupils who
were sligktl~ more responsible than their peers iD their
thinking.

iT. Perhaps it was the influence of these findiDI8, coupled with
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its base in the chuch, that resulted in OD1X: a few pages of the
report being given to the topic of the RE/ME relationship. In
this small compass Alws seems to make ODe poiDt o.~, and that
without supportive discllSsio.. This point ¥lS that ME should
be set withi. a Christian perspective (143). The huaaaist
position is refe~.d to and applauded iD that it advocated as
part of the content of ME 'ezperienoes leadine to a right
evaluation of oneself and ODe's relationship with others' and
'experiences leading to a valid perspective OD man alld the
universe'. But there is no doubt that for Alves the ~lid
perspective was the Christian outlook i. that an extended
quotation is inserted, from an ecclesiastical source, which urgedthat
ME,cetinue as part of Christiu. RE, not to confront pupils with
a supernatural moral sanction but to furnish the. with a
perspective on life in order to be able to face the 'pe~xities
and challenges of liv.iag'.

v. There can be little complaint about the assumptions of this
quotation, namely that love isti:euniversal di.vi'nepurpose, that
Jesus embodies this purpose and that th« Hol1 Spirit helps
evayoae to attain this purpose, but objections could certaial;y
be raised about the lack of discussioD as to how these assumptions
related to a socio-humanistic base to n'JA:)ralbehaviour. The
implication given is that in a 'good' school the question would Bot
arise. But this is to adopt. the forties' stance of equating RE
and ME and so making it more likel$ that in any; illDlinea.
situation forcing some sort of separation between the two, then
that separation migkt have to veer more towards total se~raDC. at
a practical l~vel than would be lIade nec'eseary by theor.e1;ical.
consid<9rations. Total severance, it will be argued in this thesis,
is a most inappropriate approach to RE and ME, and steps must be
taken to avoid being forced into this position.
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4.,5. THE RE/HE RELATIONSHI,P

i. In the sixties the outburst of research into and
analysis of Hora1 Education raised questions about the
validity of the notion of a religiously based ME. The
major writers on the topic did not press for a complete
severance of the two areas of RE and 11E, but there was
agreement that separation of the two domains was possible
and desirable. The wish to separate l1E from RE seems to
have stemmed partly from a realisation that there may be
a wide range of constituents which were eligible for
inclusion in a modern concept of Moral Education. 'v/hen
the Farmington Trust Scheme was formed it was left to the
leadership of a philosopher, a psychologist and a
sociologist, who proceeded to operate on the findings
from their various disciplines. There was no antagonism
towards religion, but a theologian was not invited to
join the leadership-team, and there did not appear to be
anything distinctive which a theologian might say abcutmodern ME.

ii. The issue which attracted probably the greatest
attention was that of the role of reason in RME, and it
was soon to become clear that both RE and tre would have
to face the demands of rationality as each activity
responded to the challenge to justify its continued
presence in the schools~ Yet such justification did not
appear to require a total severance of ME from RE. It is
the case that Wilson endeavoured to establishnon,,,.r.eligious
criteria for 'doing' morality. Similarly, Hirst contended for
rational moral principles and therefore argued for the
independence of morality from religion as well as for



a base in rationality for morality. But Wilson also
allowed close logical and psychological links between
religion and morality, and Hirst maintained that a base
in rationality would enhance both the notion of God's moral
excellence and the place of moral judgement in the life of
the religious believer. So two of the foremost writers
on ME in the decade did not see their appeal to reason as
necessarily. inconsistent with a religiously linked, as
distinct from a religiously based,ME. It is interesting
to note that they were amplUYing a point made by D'Arcy in
his article in the 1951 Year Book of Education, when he
advocated a mutual appeal to reason by both secularist and
religious person. When Bull published his research he
seemed even more reluctant to sever ME completely from RE,
while nevertheless rooting his concept of ME also in reason.

iii. An advantage in according reason a central place in
ME was that this provided a counter-balance to relativism.
The principles that Hirst advanced for secular rational
morality had a similarity with the moral absolutes of
traditional Christianity, and so there might at this point
be an opportunity for a beneficial co-operation between RE
and ME. The emergence of the view that rational moral
principles eXist, above personal preference and social mores,
could lend weight to and may derive some benefit from the
critical stance which RE might have to adopt towards a
morality ~hich consisted only of social expedience. Also,
a more objective means of judging right and wrong in human
situations may be necessary than the criterion of harmonious
personal relationships. A further check on relativism
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was found in the emergence of 'situation-ethics' which
had the great merit of advocating only one moral principle Oave),
so offer.ing a solution to the problem as to how to
structure a hierarchy of rational moral principles when
a situation occurred in which there was a clash of these
principles. It also had the further merit of £ocusing
attention upon people as more important ,than rules, so
establishing a refer~nce-point with Christianity, in that
this seemed to be the tenor of Jesus" moral practice ~ and
so providing further reason not to separate out RE from
ME in too severe a fashion.

iv. For it is a valid question to ask whether the time
was right foll'a complete separation of the two areas. What
is a clear-cut case in a philosophical sense may not be
a straightforward matter in the world of ordinary people
and of schoolchildren. For even in the s1Kties, when
words like 'liberation', 'moderni~' and 'change' seemed
heavily in use, children brought up in the traditional
church viewpoint of the relationship of RE to ME still
formed a proportion of the school population. It. would
hardly seem to have been in their best interests to
risk destroying their religious motivation towards moral
behaviour, as indeed it may not have been in the
immediate best interests of the teachers who were relyiag
on the moral behaviour of the pupils. While it would
be educat,ionally desirable for such pupils to be aware
that moral behaviour could 'be produ.ced on socio-humanistic
motivation, the trauma involved in forcing a change of
motivation upon unready pupils might indicate moral
'insensitivity on the part of the teacher. The corollary
would of course also apply, if such change were prevented.



v. But a question which was present at the end of the sixties, and
wh~ch did not seem to be examined, was whether those insisting on
keeping ME within the context of a Christian RE were making
inevitable an unnecessarily wide swing in the direction of total
severance of ME from RE when the time came for ME to be granted its
autonomy. The continuance of confessional RE as the official legal
requirement was justification of a sort for Alves' insistence that
ME should adopt a Christian perspective on moral issues. But
his readiness to de-emphasise the role to be given to religious
sanctions in morality does indicate a shift of position from the
traditional approach to RME. yet he did not consider what should
serve as a replacement for religious sanctions, and he seems not to
have devoted much attention to the topic of the relationship of
RE and ME. While Wilson's book from the Farmington Trust's
project had appeared only a year before Alves' publication, there
would nevertheless have been time for him to have addressed himself
to the issues raised by Wilson and his team. However. as he .
saw the future for RE lying in the direction pointed by the radical
theologians, he probably saw the future for ME lying in the direction
of situation-ethics. This certainly would be a position which
would have linked with what his report asserted about a 'Christian
perspective' type of ME.

vi. The problem posed by the apparent necessity to identify RE with
moral absolutes was eased somewhat in the latter part of the decade.
This was partly because of the developing view that the only valid
absolute was love. But also, there was a correspondence between
the rational moral prinqiples posited by some philosophers as the
basis for morality and the moral absolutes of religion. Wilson's
suggestions about 'second-order' principles linked with religion
in a way that was denigratory neither to morality nor to religi~a.
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vU. So, though the sixties produced a move to loosen the
relationship between RE and ME, this was a cautious endeavour,
probably mainly because the S~llabuses remained confessional.
Yet the implicatlJons were there for a more severe separation.
While Goldman's work did not offer much. direct bearing upon
the relationship, in that biblical RE might retard religious
understanding the inference was va;J.idthat it migh.t also, in
the pDocess, retard moral understanding. Also, once the
eve:ngelising aim for RE of leading pupils into an acceptance
cf Christianity had been repudiated, then the religio-moral
theories for ME which placed 'grace' as central to the
production of moral behaviour needed revision or replacement.
In addition, while a careful examination of research into
values-transmissiOn would make folt reassurance that a
religiously based ethic was not inevitably abandoned upon
reject.ion of the religion, it might seem not to make very,
good sense to continue ME in a religious medium if religious
sanctions were destined to be re-interpreted into sociO-
h.umanistic sanctions an'1fil8.7..Why not speed up the process
by focusing straightawa,. upon the socio-humanistic? But
perhaps the most effective pressure folt separation of the
RE and ME areas was the democratic consideration that minori t,.
viewpoints, in so far as they were not destructive 0:£ democracy
itself, had to be accorded rights of survival and recognition.
This particularly applied as it became clear that on scme
moral issues (such as abortion) the churches could not speak
with a single voioe, and thaI;:in~. resolution of an issue such as

abortion technical.medical'and biological knowledge seemed
at least as important as theological speculation, if not more

so.



4.6. SUMMARY

i. If two events were to be chosen to mank the beginning and
end of the sixties' RE decade, strong contenders would be tile
1960 Agreed Syllabus published by the Bristol LEA, and the
formation of the Shap Movement in 1969. The former repreaented
the maturing biblical Agreed Syllabus tradition, which was to
undergo major change by the enG of the decad., before disappearing
in the seventies. The latter set in motion an increasillgl;!,
influential tradi tidA, which maintained that the b.est wa~ to
teach Religion was through the religioas themselvea, and which
re-iashioned the A.greed Syllabus iDf;o a pluralist shape. Between
t'hese two events, RE was in mutation, adapting to fit the
!rogressive Bchool ethos and the emerging secular-rational
school of educational philosophy, and socially to fit a society
more visibly secularising, if not already completely secularised,
than ever before. The term 'revolution' (144) may be apt, if
used to draw attention to the fundamental changes advocated,
even though a little misleading, if taken to mean that these
changes were suddenly and comprehensiTely implemeJ1ted (145).
For there were certainly those who thought the new directions,
whether suggested by the neo-confessionalists or the phenomenol-
ogist~ were the wrong directions. Sometimes this was because they
could not detach themselves emotionally and religiously from
the old, but also beca~A others thought even the new approaches
did not justif~ the retention of RE in a modern, secular educational
system.

ii. Although some churchmen might argue that the British people
were the reluctant objects, rather than the positive agents, of
secularisation, few if any were prepared to deny that secular-
isation had taken pla.e. There had been an indisputable
r.ej ection of regular church attendance by the public generally,
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even though research did show that there was an appreciable
measure of values-continuity among young people, and a certain
religious consciousness existing, albeit perhaps vestigially,
among both working and middle classes. This evidence was not
stronl' however. It could not foster strength of conviction
about Britain continuing to be a Christian society, or not to
the degree necessary for RE to proceed on the assumption that
religious teaching would be instruction in traditional biblical
Christianity and participation in Christian worship. The
Secular Humanists were particularly vocal in their refusal to.
allow this presupposition. Though their numbers were never
large, they were composed of gifted and educated people, who
could reasonably claim there to be more popular support for
their views than the small proportion of card-carrying Humanists
would suggest, and that they were only articulating popular
feeling. Some theologians had, for quite a long time, been
speculating as to how theology might attempt a rapprochement
with humanistic thought. In the sixties the public were made
aware of the suggestions that traditional religious language
and thollght-forms might have to be abandODed. in favour of new
expressions of former theological statements, and, even more
radically, that new theological conceptions might have to
replace apparently discredited propositions which had 'died' on
modern man. Although to some this seemed like a heretical
'selling of the pass', by appearing to say t.hat Christianity
was really no more than what humanism had been teaching all
along, to others i~ seemed a real attempt to reach secularised
man with a meaningflll Christian message. Th~ ~er therefore
considered that it should be incorporated into school RE
without. del~y, as a necessary step to bridge the gap betweea
secular youth and the church.



iii. In a similar fashion, the traditional way of viewing
morality as the application of a set of rules deriving from
religion gave ground to the more empirical way of seeing penple
in a specific human situation, which was itself the main
determinant of the moral prescriptions involved. iihile this
change could be validly seen as a valuable and proper redressing
of the balance in the interests of compassion for the individual,
it might have betokened a loss of confidence in religion as
something which ma~~mised freedom, and it might have led to a
growth of confusion about the nature and content of morality.
The suggestion that a morality linked too closely to a religion
would cease to be observed once the religion was abandoned
seemed to be making an appeal to increasing numbers of people.
Actually, research seemed to be showing this suggestion to be
improbable. More likely than not people either retained the
morality, while abandoning religious ceremonies associated with
that morality, and continued thereby to think of themselves as
religious, or retained the morality and re-interpreted the
samctions underlying it, replacing religious incentives with
socio-humanistic. Theologians responded to the situation by
pointing up the distinction they believed should be made between
moral rules and moral principles, or by theftthemselves rejecting
unequivocall~ the notion of a fixed set of rules received by
revelation and subscribing to only one determinant - what love
would decree in any particular situation. There were, of
course, theologians who insisted that the traditional revelatory
position be maintained. Although 'situationists' were vulnerable
to criticism both from conservative theologians and from formalist
moral philosophers, they were advocating a position that had the
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prapatic merit of f.cusillg upon the relationsl1ips encountered
in human situatioDS, these being a matter of intereat and CODcern
to young people generally. This appeared to be a route by
which religion and morality co.ld remaiD in correspondence, and
a way iD which RE and ME could be seell as at least identifJ:~ag
with each other, if not as aotualq being oomplement&17. But
it wu rather a long way from the position of the forties, b,.
which moralit,. was viewed as logicall,., theologicallJ and spirituall,.
dependent upon religion. It was also not an aoceptable position
to some leading w~iters on the topic of secular moral education.

iv. That religion might be greatly impoverished by reduction
.to lIorality ~ was a possibility that came to seem more and lIore
relevant as the awareness grew of the many-sided nature of
religious phenomena. This point came to be further appreciated
as e~dence from men like Loutes and Daines suggested that,
although young people had made aJl·emphaticdecision against churoh
attendance, this did not necessarily mean that they had decisively
rejected the idea of the spiritual, or that they had ceased to
have any interest in religious matters. The growing interest
shown in eastern spirituality, perhaps epitomised by the Beatles'
visit to an eastern guru, further suggested that spirituality
had not been killed off by materialism. There was also sOlie
evidence that schoolchildren themselv.es were not without a felt
need for RE however critical they m:i,gp.the of the sort of RE they
had undergone in their schools. Also, religious books retained
a market. !he burning problem seemed to be that traditional
forms, language and methods of communication, with their carry';..over
into school RE, appeared to be increasingly inadequate to meet the
spiritual needs of the sixties. Concern among RE teachers
that this communication-problem be tackled and Desolved paralleled
the concern felt among many educationists and parents that an
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appropriate form of Moral Education be developed to cater for
modern young people. There seemed to be some very good reasons,
from both RE and ME considerations, that a curriculu.m-project be
set up to develop a concept of ME which enabled it to stand up in
its own right.

v. Concern about some of the characteristics shown by some young
people was a factor in quickening interest in secular l~oral
Education. Although the research-evidence available seemed to
point to the majority of young people as being desirous of
assuming adult roles and values as soon as possible, with the
Late: Report officially confirming this view, there was a minority

'which seemed to have openly rejected the values of their elders.
It was not difficult for this minority to steal the headlines and
come to look a more numerous and more potent group than the,.
in fact were. The attention given to this minority b,. the
media fostered a general feeling that, not onl,. were the,. a
relati"el,. autonomous social group, but that the,. were
g.eneratiDg their own value-system (or.systems) ,at variance
with, and destructive of, the mainstream value~syste. 'inherited
from the forties aJld fifties. It was then a short step to
postUlate this conditioD for the lIajority of young people. The
continuing crime-rate, the hippie 'counter-culture', the
incidence of drug-takiDg, the growing studeB~-unrest, with the
trend of sOlie fi1lls and pllQ's towards the shocking, the porno-
graphic and the outrapo1l8 f.ell ed this feeli_". The tera
'permi ••iTeness' became wide17 used, changes in sexual practices
were tacilitated bl' ~he Dew av:ailability of relatively- safe
cOD.tra.eption, aDd experiments were conductecl ill alternati ...
life:-5,.le8to that of the tamily as tradi tionall,. lUlclerstoodo

Changing li:ll-si;1'l.esdid not necessarily, signif,. changing basic
values, but impressionism and hysteria on the part of adults
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could easily foster the appearanee of widespread .oral 'e08.7.

vi. The Syllabbs-writars had not been uaware of the ••• d. of

MoralEducation, but the uaderlyiag uSWlpioJl. had b••n that RE.

equaU.d ME. fher. could b. ne question of abandGllingtller .

syllabuses without Parliaaentar,J saaction, but criticisms had

b•• n circulatiag: even before the start of the decade··about their

seem:i:a.:inad.qu.acyto do the job for whick they .ere iat.nd.ed.

Bf implicatioa this wu all MEjoll, as well as aD. BEjob, but it

maybe aoted that the criticism about deartll. of .aterial for ME

di4 Bot appeU' in ...,. force or size, and cOllplaints aloDI this

line w.re not heard util the •• d of the decad.. Critici.a1lllS

focused uponthe i.adequacies of the Syllab.ues , as docWle.ts

for religious .e, s.veral n.search-projects highl1ghtinc these

apparent weakD..saesand causing lIuchze.wtbiDldagabo.t 1ihenatve

of RE. The concentration up.n biblical lIaterial was tae cbief

targ.t, at first upo. the pounds. that it often was not a

partlicularl1appropriate starting poi.t for twenti.th-celI:t:V7

youg people to begin their eacouter with l't.ligioa. So... a

mGrefudoental criterion cameto be pr.ssed., a.. eq that the

Bible was conceptually too difficult for children to understand

until 'toll.yhad r.achecl the point of cognitive dev.lop•• nt at

which formal operationalthiald..g was becomiagan i.tellectual

possibility. Althoughthis might haTe .. ouated to theolol~cal

her.sy in the e7es of so.e traditionalists, it maclegood..e •••

to the ~ogr.ssiTe .ducati.Dist, whospake the langua~ of

develop•• ntalist psychology, aDdwhosetheories abo"t. .ducation

centr.d .a the pracipl. of learning by experiene., as distinct

from t.achiag b7 propositi... progr.ss,ivisa was. 101\el' .... iv.d

o~hodOX1for primary .ducatio. ilL the sixti.s, makingit

difficult f.or ~ su'bJjjectto for. part of the primary currie"l_

whichwas not demonstrablyin tue with the holistic ethoa
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generated b~ such an o¥tlook. An RE which could Dot integrate
with the co-ordinated activities of a primary school, especial17
if RE material had to be handled unwilling17 by teachers who had
lit~le confidence in either its truth or value, was heading intp
an intolerable position. Also, where did integrated RE leave
the conscience-clause? Presumab~, it would be operabae onJ.J'if
religiOus conteat 1IJeI'eunexceptionable to ever70ne, which was
a rather ridiculous position both religiously and lega1l1. By
the end of the decade these problems had been tackled.

vii. The cluster of new S711abuses of the late sixties went
some way to draw.ing RE more fully into the educational process,
by: their taking on board. the principle of starting with children's
experience, and by reducing the biblical material recommended
for the primar.r school to stories thought to be more rigorG.al~
chosen for their suitability than previously. The role of the
Bible in the primary school tended now to be seen more as
illustra.tive of life-the.e material, lea'Ying it to occupy its
full religious role in the see.ndary school. la addition, the
development of the idea of 'implicit' religion'gave good grounds
for seeing RE in the infants stage as being very closely and
organically linked with good geaeral education. A suggestion
was made that religion detined as nonmal experienee understood
in depth coulcl justifX/such a practice religiouslX, althol1gb.
it was justification enough; jut to s8:1 that normal, non-
religious experienoes might b..n•••8sary as a prior requirement
for subseq.ent explicit~1 religio\l8 experienee to be appreciated.
Feelings of awe and wonder at physical phenomena, for example,
might be a prelude fer understanding worship in a religious
sense. This paved the way for teachers to conduct RE, which
focused on the enrichment of children's normal experiences, with
a sincerity, even a conviction, which would have been impossible
were theyfuba~been obliged t. teach explioit religious doctrines
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which they themselves found incredible. It also meant that
teachers who might have reservations about RE but who nonetheless
did not wish to invoke the conscience clause could find a place
in which they could contribute to Religious Education without
loss of integrity.

viii. There can be little doubt that for secondary teachers the
sixties encouraged demoralisation, as social change forced
a re-appraisal both of their role as wielders of authority and
of their role as agents in the socialisation of the young. All
teachers faced these two problems, but there were added
complications for secondaryREteaohara in that certain elements
of religion had to be believed on authority, if they were to be
believed at all, and that socialisation had traditionally been
thought of in religio-moral terms. There were now pressures for
RE teachers openly to admit the debateable nature of many of
the claims made for religion, in an atmosphere of free
exploration rather than closed beliefo Such pressures were to
a large extent due to the growing influence of empiricism, in
the consciousness of both the public and the educationists.
While an empirical approach to knowledge did not necessarily
invalidate religion, for there are areas in religion and
especially in Christianity which can stand up to empirical
investigation, it did threaten core-affirmations of religion, in
so far as these affirmations were metaphysical propositions.
Yet perhaps these core-affirmations are nearer the heart of
religion than those elements that can be substantiated
empirically. This being so there would be no quick 'knock-down'
answers that could be given to adolescents to support the
central concepts of religion, especially if these same
adolescents were being taught, as part of their education, to
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question and criticise, and who might therefore be coming to
see doubt as more manly, eTen more moral, than belief. The
argments that natural t'heology might employ, iD. an attempt,
to argue back from the material world to the spiritual, seemed
to be yielding groWld all the time to self-consistent and.

plausible .xplanations of material realit,., which were independent
of and did not compel belief 1». a God-h;ypethesis. Bowe.".r,
the arguments from human consciousn.ss te divine consciousn.ss
might haT. appeare' to offer more hope, for inner COJl.SCiOllSness,
as a topic of g.n.ral interest, seemed to be coming into the
ascendaat. It ma,. be noted that Sir Alister Bardy's R.ligious
Experience Unit was formed iD OXford in 1969. Also, a great.r
stress cam. to b. laid in RE upon self-awar.ness and the
understanding of feelings.

ix. The God witkin came to be more the focus of attention in the
sixti.s than the .,..iewof God as a transcendent beins, althougla;
such an emphasis could eTentually run out into religious at.. i•• ,
by which the word God becolles no lIore than a descripti.". t.rll to
denote a human value-6yst.m. Linked with the stress apeD.
imm ....nc. was the Tiew that religbl had b.come eD.tirel~ a matt.r
of personal OpiaiOD, lacking agreed public .eans of ."erification.
Thoug~ this ."iew had been a commanpla.. in sOlie quarters for
some tille, it was not a position with which the church and church
regulated RE could teel easy. Truth-claims could only be
tri.,.ialised. Yet to blur the distincU.n bet".e. belief and.
tact,..as those terlls were Wlderstoad in cOllJllenusag., expo.e'
RE to the charge of indoctriD.atio., a charge that was to be
press.d. forcibl,. as educational philosop.ers refined th.ir
CODC.pt of what constitut.d. education. It was scare.ly
possible for the church to coatin". to urge that schools should
see RE as a m.ans of briagim.g,childr.n to aa acceptu.e of
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Christ:i;anity, and into subsequent ohurch ,.eJlbership. At tae
very least, evangelising aims had to be sealed aeva to the
notio. of bring:!..gchildren only to the tJaresltolds of fait. ud
worship. In additio~ the customary clear~cut statements of'
the purpose of RE, as the meu.s by which.!.ourriculUll-int.gratioa
could b. aohi.v.d through the centrality of Christianity, had to
und(~odiffusio. into stat •••• ts about the exploratioa of
ultimate questions and of div.rse value-and beli.f-systems, and
iato recomm.ndatioas for t.. tailoriag of RE to the whole
curricula, rather than the ta:11or:I.D.gof the curricula to RE.

x. COllparallle changes occurred. :I.D.perspectiT.s oa ME. !he
r.ligio-moral theories of the forti.s were d:lepla.ed by
usertio.s that morality needeliino authority outside itself,
and that aoral behavi01ll" could be understood in tere of its
own social and psychological mechanisas. Philosophers,
psychologists and sociologists weI". inTi ted to make cl.ar the
cogaiti~e, emotic .. l and sooial coaetituent. of moral
deYelopaeat, and to indicat. how this knowled. might be us.d.
in school ME. !he problem of how to decide on what must be
r.prded u right moral content wu recognis.d, tacitl;,:,
acknowledg.d t. b. insoluble, and alleviated by a conc.ntration
upon .ncourag:lng rational analysis of moral problems according
to certain principl.s which, it was hop.d, would lead to :UMsonabl.
behaviov. The existence of a plurality of val1l8-systems was
coming to be acc.pted as a social fact. It 8J1y averarching valu.-
syst.m .xi~t.dt this could only be seen as lib.ral democracy,
so making pluralism in religion and morals the only option .for
this country, although that position was not to be worked out
ill any detail until the next decacie. Had the church produc.d
a 'thinker of the calibre to weld these plural elem.nts into a
new Christian s1nthesis, there may well haTe bee. sufficient
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Christian capital remaining for this country to continue in
its self-understanding as a Christian oountry. Lacking a
modern Dante, however, but recognising that goodwill to its
ethic was not negligible, the church saw the way forward as
the maintenanoe of anlij,ded educational presence, the foster:tng
of educational co-operation with secular and non-Christian
religious educational agenoies, and the expresaion of a willingness
to learn from the human sciences about the nature of people,
as the church had already agreed to learn from the physical
sciences about the nature of reality. A major report was
produced by the British Council of Chur.ches (14:6): it was an
admirable anal7~ia of the main issues occupying RE in the late
sixties, but rather meagrw in its discussion of the relationship
between RE and ME. Work was put in hand for a further church
report which was to be pub~ished in 1970 (14·7).

xi. Perhaps the last word on the sixties should be given to
Cox, who was a sensitive commentator upon the changes being
urged on RE in that decade. He had voioed his own support for
syllabus-revision (148) and had contributed to the debate about
aims (149) , as well as undertaking some empirical research
with Marratt into sixth-form beliefs on religious and moral
issues (150). At the end of the decade Cox speculated that
there were five opinions current about the future of RE. There
were the abolitionists, tae 'as beforel-ists, those who stood
for lIniyeraity-type th'ology ...· t"hose advocating teaching about
rather than of religion, and those who were for the exploration
of 'ultimate' questions (151.). Cox had written before Shap
which fed in yet another suggestio. that to studT the religions,
multi-dimeasioDal!y, parahistorioally and empatb i cally., was the
best war of conducting RE. This range of opinion is a
'commentary both on the depth of interest continuing to be
aroused by religion, and on the r.marka~e resilience aad
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pertinacity which religion always seems to show. Diversity
of opinion is often a sign of vigour, and, although it would
have to be acknowledged that the diversity of opinion about
RE and ME betokened a certain amount of uneasy confusion and
even bewilderment and near ..despair, there were signs of
vigour at the cl~se of the decade. Writers such as Smith,
fer aKanple were exploring the frontier between RE and
secularism (152), and were concluding that a way forward
was possible. The new Syllabuses seemed to many to be
documents that could inspire confidence. The DES remained
supporti'Ye, although realistic and unsentimental about the
situation in the present, while not being unhopeful about
the future (15'3). If RE had s1:tfferedsome surgery in the
sixties, there was much remaining that was living and viable
for the seventies. Not least was the awareness that to
disagree with the traditional ,Agreed Syllabus understanding
of RE did not signify disagreement with RE as a valuable and
necessary part of the curriculum. The sight of a HUmanist
at the close of the deca.de, not onty calling for a fully
co-operative venture, but indicating that such an enterprise
was a real possibility (154), was neither as utopian nor as
sinister as it would have been viewed in the fifties by
people in some secular or religious camps. There were
certainly many lIore groacis fGr hope that RE wo1ll4procee.d.
into the future thaD the showing that had been sade in the
sixties' opinion polls (155), which was generally favourable.
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